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This first issue of 2019 speaks to the many exciting dimensions of environmental 
history. Represented here is environmental history’s great breadth, in terms 
of  geographical scope (Brazil, the Atlantic world, Europe, global, Africa and 
New  Zealand); topics (animal studies, biography, climatological analysis, energy 
and waste); and temporal span (from the early modern to the contemporary period).

The first article, ‘Nature’s revenge: War on the wilderness during the opening 
of Brazil’s “Last Western Frontier”’, explores the ongoing trope of the frontier and 
‘frontiersman’ in the environmental history of twentieth-century Amazonia, Brazil. 
The author, Sandro Dutra e Silva, does so by skilfully analysing the creation of the 
heroic image of the road-building engineer Bernardo Sayão, and his deployment 
by the state to underpin its aims of developing Amazonia.

In the next article, ‘Water as the ultimate sink: Linking fresh and saltwater 
history’, Simone M. Müller and David Stradling, both of the Rachel Carson 
Center for Environment and Society, persuasively argue for the need to integrate 
histories of freshwater and marine ecosystems. Using the case study of 1960s–1970s 
water pollution, they demonstrate that a confluence of both historiographies can 
produce a far more meaningful, engaged history of water, one drawing on aspects 
such as water’s materiality and the scale at which environmental historians examine 
the topic.

Daniel R. Headrick similarly takes a large scale and topic. In ‘Climate change: 
Debate and reality’, Headrick not only summarises current climate debate, but 
presents a persuasive argument that developmentalism and consumerism are key 
issues if any meaningful progress is to be made in mitigating climate change. 
To  illustrate his point, he uses the People’s Republic of China to highlight the 
particular challenges posed by a rapidly developing economy and associated energy 
demands, and the great challenge these factors pose to a government committed 
to mitigating climate change.
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Kate B. Showers picks up one of the key issues raised by Headrick, that of electricity 
consumption. Her focus, however, is on African supplies of electricity to the European 
Union, a relationship, she reveals, founded on long-standing structural inequalities 
between the regions, dating to colonialism. In ‘Biofuels’ unbalanced equations: 
Misleading statistics, networked knowledge and measured parameters. Part I: 
Evolution of globalised soil, land and terrain databases’, the first of a three-part 
article on the topic, Showers provides a forensic interrogation of the problematic 
and inaccurate projections of African land suitable for biofuel production. Her work 
provides a chilling indictment of ‘globalised model-based analysis for practical policy 
formulation and local implementation’.

In the next article, Christopher Blakley offers a fascinating examination of the 
animal histories associated with the West African slave trade. In ‘“To get a cargo of 
flesh, bone, and blood”: Animals in the slave trade in West Africa’, Blakley traces 
the ambiguous ways in which animals provided a shared medium of exchange, 
in forging alliances and securing slaves between Europeans and Africans, but also in 
posing health risks to those involved in slaving.

Anton Sveding examines the role of ecology and foreign expertise in the development 
of a scientifically informed government forest policy in mid-twentieth century 
New Zealand. In ‘Providing guideline principles: Botany and ecology within 
the State Forest Service of New Zealand during the 1920s’, Sveding charts the 
simultaneous rise of the professional scientist and a growing recognition of the need 
for public engagement over science.

This issue’s final article, by John O’Leary, remains with New Zealand, but 
demonstrates aspects of that colony’s international botanical connections in the 
nineteenth century. In ‘“Zambesi seeds from Mr Moffat”: Sir George Grey as 
imperial botanist’, O’Leary focuses on the relationship between William and 
Joseph Hooker of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and George Grey. Here, Grey 
emerges as an exemplar of the model of an improving governor (of both the Cape 
Colony and New Zealand). O’Leary reveals the long-standing (and warm) friendship 
between the Hookers and Grey, as they exchanged not just plants but also opinions 
on the latest ideas on evolution.

Call for papers

I particularly encourage submissions on topics related to history and energy, the 
atmosphere and water, especially in relation to Africa, South America and Asia. 
Please also contact me if you are interested in guest editing a special issue.
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NATURE’S REVENGE: WAR ON 
THE WILDERNESS DURING THE 
OPENING OF BRAZIL’S ‘LAST 
WESTERN FRONTIER’ 

SANDRO DUTRA E SILVA
Universidade Estadual de Goiás
Centro Universitário de Anápolis

Abstract
This article seeks to identify the key confrontations between frontier expansion and 
nature present in the discourses and documents generated by the ‘The March toward 
the West’ (Marcha para o Oeste), a Brazilian federal policy of territorial occupation 
initiated during the first half of the twentieth century. The paper identifies the 
representation of the frontiersmen of the Brazilian West, dealing with the creation of 
the heroic image of the road-building engineer Bernardo Sayão. Sayão was responsible 
for the construction of the 2,169 km highway that connects Brasília, the then new 
federal capital, to Belém, located in Brazil’s Amazon region. In 1959, shortly before 
the completion of this major road, Sayão died in a dramatic accident, crushed by 
a falling tree. Research for this paper was based on biographical accounts, combined 
with studies generated by environmental historians and historical geographers.

Keywords: Brazil; Bernardo Sayão; March toward the West; environmental history

Introduction

The French geographer Pierre Deffontaines, writing in 1939,1 emphasised the 
historic dependence of Brazilians on waterways in their travels through the distant 
hinterland and particularly through sections covered by rainforests. He stated that 
in forested lands, rivers provided the only travel routes. He portrayed a vision of 
human helplessness in the face of the challenges posed by the wilderness with 
regard to movement and transportation. These challenges spurred the obsession 
of explorers and politicians to confront the natural obstacles in Brazil’s vast West. 
At different times in Brazilian history, this obsession was common among those who 

1  Pierre Deffontaines, ‘A floresta a serviço do homem no Brasil’, Boletim Geográfico 28 (1945): 561–8.
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supported the idea of territorial integration and conquest.2 Throughout Brazilian 
historiography, a group of interpreters worked consistently to build a convincing 
narrative about the barriers imposed by nature (its geography and its landscapes) to 
human movements within the national territory.3 This historiographical tradition 
reveals much about the relationship between society and nature in Brazil,4 describing 
characters (the bandeirantes) who march into the hinterland as historical agents who 
dared to confront natural, economic and political challenges.

The crossing of the geographical barriers by the bandeirantes helped the expansion 
of Brazilian territory and the definition of international boundaries. However, 
these accounts have not provided answers to some pertinent questions: How does 
environmental history help us understand territorial conquest and the reasons 
Brazilians felt the opening of pathways into the wilderness (through development of 
roads, waterways, railways) was necessary? More specifically, how does the challenge 
of territorial conquest, particularly the progress of the highways, help illuminate 
the relationship between society and nature in Brazil? Hence, this article seeks 
to identify the key points of confrontation with nature as demonstrated during 
the Marcha para o Oeste (March toward the West) policy in the mid-twentieth 
century. We focus in this article on the biography of the engineer Bernardo Sayão 
(1901–59), who, despite acting in the twentieth century, was in many ways a typical 
historical bandeirante.

2  According to the study that was conducted on the Central Brazilian frontier by Mary Karasch, three standards 
of bandeirante expeditions for the expansion and territorial conquest were established. With an anthropological 
focus, she correlated bandeirante expedition and indigenous conflicts: ‘[i]n the invasions of Central Brazil, there 
were at least four types of expeditions that penetrated indigenous land. The first type of expedition is the most 
difficult to document since these were more similar to predatory gangs of adventurers and corsairs, travelling 
Central Brazil by canoe and on foot with the goals of enslaving indigenous peoples and runaway Africans and 
discovering gold and emeralds … The second type of the bandeira was organized and partially funded by the 
Portuguese colonial government, if only in supplying regular troops … The third type of bandeira often escaped 
Portuguese notice. These were the locally recruited expeditions formed by a city council to protect its town or 
to attack nearby indigenous communities and quilombos in order to acquire captives’. Mary C. Karasch, Before 
Brasília: Frontier life in Central Brazil (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2016).
3  Viana Moog, Bandeirantes e pioneiros (Rio de Janeiro: Civilização Brasileira, 1981); Pierre Monbeig, Pioneiros e 
fazendeiros de São Paulo (São Paulo: Editora Hucitec / Editora Polis, 1984); Sergio Buarque de Holanda, O extremo 
oeste (São Paulo: Brasiliense / Secretaria de Estado da Cultura, 1986); Sergio Buarque de Holanda,  Monções 
(São  Paulo: Brasiliense, 1990); Sergio Buarque de Holanda, Caminhos e fronteiras (São Paulo: Companhia das 
Letras, 1994); Lucia Lippi de Oliveira, Americanos: representações da identidade nacional no Brasil e nos EUA 
(Belo Horizonte: Editora UFMG, 2000).
4  Sterling Evans and Sandro Dutra e Silva, ‘Crossing the Green Line: Frontier, environment and the role of 
bandeirantes in the conquering of Brazilian territory’, Fronteiras: Journal of Social, Technological and Environmental 
Science 6 (2017): 120–42.
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Sayão was responsible for building the highway that connects Brasília, the federal 
capital, built in central Brazil, to Belém, northern Brazil, in the Amazon region 
(See Map 1). Sayão, who graduated from the Escola Superior de Agronomia e Medicina 
Veterinária de Belo Horizonte in 1923, served as an agronomist in different agencies 
of the Ministry of Agriculture in Rio de Janeiro, the former federal capital, during 
the 1930s. In the early 1940s, he was nominated by President Getúlio Vargas to 
coordinate the implementation of the first Colonia Agrícola Nacional de Goiás 
(National Agricultural Colony in the state of Goiás). Sayão remained as the 
coordinator of the national colony until 1950. In 1954, he was elected vice-governor 
of Goiás. In 1956, he was appointed director of the Companhia Urbanizadora da 
Nova Capital do Brasil—NOVACAP (Urbanising Company for the New Capital 
of Brazil), coordinating a series of projects in Brasília. In 1958, President Juscelino 
Kubitschek appointed Sayão as the director of Rodobrás, a federal company 
responsible for the construction of the 2,169 km highway. In 1959, shortly before 
completing this major road, Sayão died in an accident, crushed by a falling tree. 
The accident happened while workers were clearing the forest: a huge tree accidentally 
fell the wrong way, landing on Sayão’s quarters. He was soon celebrated as a hero of 
the Brazilian republic. Different speeches at the time of his death described him as 
a bandeirante of the twentieth century, comparing him to the mythical pathfinders 
of the seventeenth century.5

There is a certain irony in the storyline, though. It involves the creation of the myth 
that this heroic frontiersman became a victim of nature’s revenge. However, Sayão’s 
death and the manner in which it was treated reveal a cultural trait of Brazilian 
society, characterised by an aggressive posture against nature. The circumstances of 
his death did not serve as a warning. Developmental narratives intensified the call 
to expand the war against nature, while the dead engineer was awarded the glory 
of the historical bandeirantes.

5  A report published in Time magazine made references to the important role played by him as a road builder 
and as an ingenious administrator and his challenge in the distant Brazilian Backlands: ‘Engineer Sayão, an old 
Government roadbuilder, faced the crisis in communications in his own way. The first thing he did in 1941, when 
Goiaz rice sold for 15¢ a bag for lack of transport to markets, was to cut a trail to Anapolis through 100 miles 
of forests. He soon turned this into the state’s best road. Down it last year the colony’s trucks carried 30 different 
products to market—including 20,000 bags of sugar, 12,000,000 pounds of watermelon, 120,000 dozen eggs, 
50 jaguar skins … In 1945 it was different: the whole rice crop rotted for lack of gasoline to get it to market. 
The following year Sayão wheedled the Government into shipping an abandoned sugar mill from the coast, set it 
up in Ceres, and distilled enough alcohol from the colony’s sugar to keep the trucks on the road to Anapolis. So in 
1946 the colony marketed 160,000 bags of rice in Sao Paulo at prices ranging from $3 to $4.50 a bag’. ‘Brazil: 
Boom In the Backlands’, Time, 7 April 1947, 39. Henry J. Bruman Papers (Collection 1665). UCLA Library 
Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library, University of California, Los Angeles.
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Map 1: The Belém–Brasília Highway. Map produced by the Comissão Executiva 
da Rodovia Belém–Brasília, Rodobras.
Source: Arquivo Público do Distrito Federal (ArPDF), NOV-D-4-4-B-17 (945). Rodovia Belém-Brasília 
DF 1956–60.
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Using concepts from the American tradition of Western history,6 this article 
interprets the events surrounding Sayão’s death, trying to understand the conquest 
of the West and the manner by which this conquest was depicted in Brazilian social 
thought, which considered the wilderness as an enemy of the nation. Sayão’s death 
received overwhelming coverage in the Brazilian media. Politicians took advantage 
of the situation to immortalise Sayão as a hero in the war between Brazilian society 
and Brazilian nature. His death was used as a symbol and a myth of the conquest 
of the hinterland and of the last Brazilian frontier. Hence, this article focuses on 
specific events related to the biographical study of Bernardo Sayão,7 and how his 
character was used to create the image of the heroic pathfinder in the war against 
the wilderness.

During the twentieth century, several researchers produced fundamentally 
influential studies of the Brazilian frontier.8 A common feature of them was the 
usage of the bandeirante as a historical character, the key actor in the geographical 
conquest of the Brazilian hinterland. Prominent among these authors is Cassiano 
Ricardo and his book Marcha para Oeste: A influência da bandeira na formação social 
e política do Brasil, first published in 1940.9 This book was widely used by the federal 
government as a source of powerful discourses publicised in the 1940s and 1950s 
to justify Brazilian policies of territorial occupation. Government public statements 
were basic for the ideological construction of the Marcha as a movement of national 
proportions and consequences.

6  Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American History (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, Inc., 2010); Alistair 
Hennessy, The Frontier in Latin American History (London: Edward Arnold, 1978); William Cronon, Uncommon 
Ground: Rethinking the human place in nature (New York and London: W. W. Norton & Company, 1996); Roderick 
Frazier Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind (New Haven, CT, and London: Yale University Press, 1982); Henry 
Nash Smith, Virgin Land: The American West as symbol and myth (Cambridge, MA, and London: Harvard University 
Press, 2009); Walter Prescott Webb, The great frontier (Reno, NV: University of Nevada Press, 2003); Donald Worster, 
Under Western Skies: Nature and History in the American West (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992).
7  For detailed biographical studies, see: Christian Brannstrom, ‘John Shary, Charles Pease, and contested 
irrigation landscapes in early-twentieth-century South Texas’, Journal of Historical Geography, 38 (2012): 234–46; 
Christian Brannstrom, ‘The discovery of Hispanic Child Labor in Agriculture in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, 
Texas: A Life Geography Approach’, Annals of the American Association of Geographers, 106 (2016): 705–21.
8  Alfredo Ellis Junior, O bandeirismo paulista (São Paulo: Companhia Editora Nacional, 1934); Francisco de Assis 
Carvalho Franco, Bandeiras e bandeirantes de São Paulo (São Paulo: Companhia Editora Nacional, 1940); Castilho 
Goycochêa, Fronteiras e fronteiriços (São Paulo: Companhia Editora Nacional, 1943); Alfredo Ellis Junior, Meio 
século de bandeirismo (São Paulo: Companhia Editora Nacional, 1948); Richard M. Morse, ed., The Bandeirantes: the 
historical role of the Brazilian Pathfinders (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965); João Capistrano de Abreu, Capítulos 
de história colonial (1500–1800): Os caminhos antigos e o povoamento do Brasil (Brasília: Editora Universidade de 
Brasília, 1968); Affonso de E. Taunay, História das bandeiras paulistas, vols 1–3 (São Paulo: Melhoramentos, 1975); 
Moog, Bandeirantes and Pioneers.
9  Cassiano Ricardo, Marcha para Oeste: A influência da bandeira na formação social e política do Brasil (Rio de 
Janeiro: José Olímpio, 1959). References to F. J. Turner are not clear in the Ricardo’s work. Nonetheless, we can 
identify similarities between them. In an explanatory footnote for the 1959 edition of Ricardo’s work, we find 
references to classical works on the subject, including direct quotations from the texts written by Pierre Monbeig, 
Viana Moog, Basílio de Magalhães and Sergio Buarque de Holanda, among others, all of them strongly influenced 
by Turner’s 1893 text.
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The March toward the West: A symbol 
and a myth

The death of Sayão was used politically to promote the government’s goal of 
conquering sections of western Brazilian territory. Between the 1930s and the 
1950s, Brazil adopted policies for the promotion of economic development and 
territorial expansion.10 Conquest was associated with (i) the allocation of land by 
the federal government to pacified indigenous groups, who were to be included as 
citizens in the Brazilian polity and (ii) human subjugation of the wilderness and 
subsequent transformation of the landscape by means of agricultural expansion. 
Vargas summarised the expansion policy:

Brazilian civilization is at the mercy of geographical factors, extended in the sense 
of longitude, occupying the vast coast, where the main centres of activity, wealth and 
life are located. More than a simple image, it is an urgent and necessary reality to 
climb the mountain, to cross the plateaus and to expand towards the remote regions. 
Taking back the trail of the pioneers who planted in the heart of the Continent 
a vigorous and epic start, [are] the landmarks of territorial borders. We need again 
to remove obstacles, shorten distances, open paths and extend economic frontiers, 
confirming the foundations of our Nation. The true meaning of Brazilianness is the 
March toward the West.11

The conquest of the sertão (a popular name in Portuguese, designating frontier 
land, backlands or outback, etc.) displayed the government’s desire to expand the 
Brazilian demographic frontier, heavily concentrated since the sixteenth century 
along the Atlantic coast. However, the Marcha was not planned to affect the frontier 
specifically; it was aimed at a more encompassing entity, the West. The West, at that 
moment, appeared as a new symbolic category, full of meanings that referenced 
the bandeirantes’ willingness to engage in the territorial conquest of Brazil’s vast 
interior lands.12

On the other hand, the Marcha exposed the relationship between modern 
frontiersmen and nature, characterised by an attitude of confrontation and conflict. 
This resulted from the perception of the frontier as wild territory, untamed nature, 
and the very opposite of civilisation and progress. The wild landscape was to be 
tamed by human settlement and agricultural expansion.

10  This policy was announced on a national radio network. See Getúlio Vargas, ‘Saudação aos brasileiros, 
pronunciada no Palácio da Guanabara e irradiada para todo o país, à meia noite de 31 de dezembro de 1937’, 
31 December 1937, Casa Civil, Secretaria de Administração, Diretoria de Gestão de Pessoas, Coordenação Geral 
de Documentação e Informação, Coordenação de Biblioteca, Arquivo da Presidência da República.
11  Vargas, ‘Saudação aos brasileiros’.
12  Sandro Dutra e Silva, Dominichi Miranda de Sá and Magali Romero Sá, Vastos Sertões: História e natureza na 
ciência e na literatura (Rio de Janeiro: Mauad X, 2015).
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The concept of human domination of the wilderness reinforced the image 
of  the pioneer and the frontiersman, who were exalted as the conquerors of the 
West. The  extensive exploitation of the native vegetation by logging, charcoal 
manufacturing, sawmilling and the opening of extensive agricultural land, highways 
and new settlements or cities were among the immediate causes of landscape 
transformation. The Marcha’s policy, in many ways, constituted a declaration of war 
on the natural environment. In the first half of the twentieth century, policymakers, 
politicians and settlers saw nature as an impediment to territorial expansion and 
economic progress.

Ricardo is a member of a select group of Brazilian intellectuals who used the 
frontier as an object to interpret Brazilian history. His text fulfilled a wider social 
function—the creation of the Brazilian western frontier as a symbol and a myth. 
According to him, the twentieth-century territorial conquest of western Brazil was 
a belated outcome of the bandeirantes’ long expeditions to the hinterland dating to 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Ricardo argued that the current Brazilian 
geographical territory had been established by those expeditions. The central role of 
the bandeirantes was not the original component of Ricardo’s historical interpretation. 
What distinguished his arguments from those proposed by contemporary Brazilian 
commentators was that he saw the role of the bandeirante ethos as a cultural trait 
of the Brazilian people in general. Another original trait of Ricardo’s literature was 
to emphasise the role of the frontier as an important symbolic reference for the 
Brazilian identity (‘Brazilianness’). In this sense, Ricardo came close to a ‘Turnerian’ 
vision of the frontier,13 allowing us to consider him the ‘Brazilian Turner’.14

In Ricardo’s analyses, historical characters were highlighted to demonstrate that 
the expeditionary spirit was still alive in Brazilian society in the twentieth century. 
He called the migrants that were moving to the Brazilian West the ‘new bandeirantes’. 
Ricardo intended to show that the historic expeditionary movement was not only 
an extraordinary event, but also a vital movement in Brazilian history. Another 
important and original aspect of Ricardo’s book is the creation of a typology used 
to qualify the components that define what constituted a bandeirante.15 These 
components highlighted the ability to perform certain tasks, such as (i) opening 
trails in the backlands; (ii) incorporating the native population into the ‘live forces 
of nationality’; (iii) naming rivers and mountains; (iv) penetrating virgin lands; (v) 

13  Turner, The Frontier in American History (New York: Henry Holt, 1921).
14  Evans and Dutra e Silva, ‘Crossing the Green Line’; Sandro Dutra e Silva, No Oeste, a terra e o céu: A expansão 
da fronteira agrícola no Brasil Central (Rio de Janeiro: Mauad X, 2017).
15  Ricardo sought to relate the historical bandeirante movement to modern episodes of frontier expansion. 
In his words: ‘As the bandeira in its historical, original version has ceased to exist, it returns in a different cultural 
horizon. At the very least, we see a revival of bandeira feats, and those who achieve these feats are, consequently, 
bandeirantes.’ Ricardo, Marcha para Oeste, 337.
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discovering natural resources; (vi) safeguarding the adventurous spirit and love for 
the wilderness; (vii) establishing geographical boundaries; and (viii) defending the 
integrity of the national territory.

Ricardo considered Cândido Mariano da Silva Rondon (1865–1958), a high-ranking 
army officer who participated in numerous long-range expeditions to many 
sections of the Brazilian West, the most important ‘modern bandeirante’. Ricardo 
argued that Rondon embodied all the traits of the twentieth-century bandeirante, 
as he extended the telegraph network to many remote parts of Brazilian territory. 
Ricardo considered  his work crucial for the integration of the vast Brazilian 
territory.  Rondon  was a prime example of a frontiersman who overcame the 
difficulties imposed by nature. The most prominent features of Rondon’s expeditions 
in the context of the historical bandeirante movement were (i) the military aspect 
of the bandeiras (their character of conquering and defending the territory) and 
(ii) the redrawing of the country’s political boundaries. In that sense, the bandeirante 
shaped and defended Brazil’s geographical integrity.16 Another quality of Rondon 
was his ability to deal with the natives in a peaceful manner (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Rondon hands out gifts to Pareci natives (date unknown).
Photograph: Luiz Thomaz Reis. Courtesy: Acervo do Museu do Índio/FUNAI–Brasil, Rio de Janeiro.

16  Ricardo, Marcha para Oeste.
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Ricardo’s narrative became propaganda of the Brazilian state for the colonisation 
of the West, while it defined the settlers and pioneers as the new bandeirantes. 
The  bandeirante myth, reborn in the twentieth century, characterised the new 
frontier expansion efforts as having the same attributes as the historical pathfinders. 
The myth gained new features and symbolic meanings.

Brazilian social thought during the 1940s and 1950s was strongly influenced by 
Marcha propaganda. This helps us understand the repercussions of the memorial 
speeches made about Bernardo Sayão, as I present below. We can also see 
how his death was used as a symbol and a myth to support the conquest of the 
twentieth-century western Brazilian frontier.

Bernardo Sayão and the archetype 
of the frontiersman

The image of Bernardo Sayão as representative of the bandeirante ethos was iconic 
for the national integration policies and developmental programs of President 
Kubitschek’s administration (1956–61).17 The archetype of the frontiersman, used 
in the construction of the Sayão myth, appears in official speeches, Brazilian press 
notes and oral narratives, maintaining an analogy to Ricardo’s Marcha. The image of 
Sayão as a heroic frontiersman was related to his biography.

According to Peter Burke, an image is constructed, not only by the dramatisation 
of a role that imposes itself, but also by the construction of individual scenes that 
add up to collective storylines.18 This is evident in the case of the building of Sayão’s 
public image between 1941 and 1959, and in his connection with the symbolic 
power of expanding frontiers to the Brazilian West.19 The identification of Sayão as 
a heroic bandeirante brings us to the analysis of symbolic elements, which elucidates 
the concepts present in the imagination of society that develops the mythical 
contents. The first element of this symbolic representation can be identified in the 
narratives presented by Ricardo, particularly by the archetypal images of the heroic 
bandeirante.20

17  It is important to emphasise that Ricardo’s text, in its original edition, never mentions the name of Bernardo 
Sayão. In the 1959 edition, used as a source for this study, two new chapters were added, dealing with the ongoing 
construction of Brasília. This edition was published in the same year as Sayão’s death, but it was Kubitschek who 
was depicted by Ricardo as the bearer of the bandeirante ‘spirit’.
18  Peter Burke, A fabricação do rei: A construção da imagem pública de Luís XIV (Rio de Janeiro: Jorge Zahar, 1994).
19  According to Pitta, the value of an image is measured by the extent of its imaginary aura. See Danielle Perin 
Rocha Pitta, Iniciação à teoria do imaginário de Gilbert Durand (Rio de Janeiro: Atlântica Editora, 2005), 13–16.
20  Ricardo, Marcha para Oeste.
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The Rio de Janeiro press emphasised that this was the first illustrious burial in 
Brazil’s future capital and that Sayão was the general in a terrible war. According to 
Última Hora, Sayão died in the war against the forest, as he opened the trail for the 
Belém–Brasília Highway.21 Other memorial reports described Sayão’s biography up 
to the moment of his death, recounting his development as a public man endowed 
with certain character traits such as charisma, enthusiasm, an adventurous spirit 
and the energy that he invested in his activities, thus establishing his relationship 
with the bandeirante of the Marcha para Oeste. In an article published in the Correio 
da Manhã (Rio de Janeiro), on 17 January 1959, we notice the intent of enlarging 
Sayão, the person, into the myth of the heroic frontiersman:

His name was Bernardo Sayão and it was almost impossible to want someone that 
looked more like, in spirit and body, to what is called a bandeirante. However, he 
went beyond the bandeirante, the woodsman who tames the forest, establishes corrals 
and farms and starts taking care of the future. Sayão founded cities in the modern 
sense; he founded cities not for his own people, but for all Brazilians. He cleared 
the forest with machetes, swam across rivers, planted settlements and headed it as 
a  Chief, a King, and a Judge … But he was mainly the cheerful and handsome 
athlete, who was confident in his strength and full of that faith that only people with 
great hearts place in their fellow man.22

The construction of the myth was not done by describing the everyday facts as 
ordinary attitudes, but with their inclusion into the context of an extraordinary 
script. Traits that were present before the exposure of Sayão to the public eye were 
invoked as components of a pre-existing heroism. In an interview published by the 
Correio da Manhã on 23 January 1959, the journalist expressed his pride in having 
met Sayão ‘before [he was] the indomitable frontiersman that he became during the 
second stage of his life’. By identifying a ‘second stage’ in Sayão’s life, the journalist 
made the distinction between the common person and the frontiersman, trying to 
convince readers that the bandeirante spirit had always been present in Sayão:

The Bandeirante Spirit of Sayão manifested itself in all of its glory, in the company 
of his colleagues who loved him deeply and admired him enthusiastically. He swam 
across the Rio das Almas, losing a friend in the rushing current that carried him away 
forever. On the other bank, he founded the National Agricultural Colony of Goiás. 
Using empty gasoline drums, he built a temporary bridge across the river. Ten years 
later, the Colony became the city of Ceres, with a current population of 50,000 
inhabitants. His name grew, his fame spread and when a person was considered for 

21  Jornal Última Hora, Manuel Bernardes Müller, ‘A morte do general’, 17 January 1959, 50. Governo do Brasil. 
Serviço de Documentação da Presidência da República. Bernardo Sayão: Bandeirante Moderno. Arquivo Público 
do Distrito Federal (ArPDF).
22  Correio da Manhã, 17 January 1959, 45. Governo do Brasil. Serviço de Documentação da Presidência da 
República. Bernardo Sayão: Bandeirante Moderno. ArPDF.
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the construction of Brasília, he was naturally nominated. He continued being, as 
Antonio Callado said, a joyful and handsome athlete, confident of his strength and 
of the greatness of his country.23

This excerpt exemplifies the strategy of relating events belonging to the private 
universe to a mythologised public image, in which ordinary facts gain larger 
proportions than they normally would have. Thus, the fact that Sayão had been an 
athlete in his youth was not seen as a natural indication of having lived on the coast, 
but as a strategy of fortune, which conspired in favour of the hero. The common 
person who was a good swimmer would become the frontiersman. What makes the 
story more interesting is the fact that the journalist synthesised Sayão’s life, based on 
Sayão’s personal experiences. However, these experiences became public, confirming 
not only the opinion of one major newspaper, but also the collective consciousness 
of society. Moreover, the use of Sayão as a hero had a political undertone, which 
was to consider him as a bandeirante and as a general who died in a terrible war 
against the forest.24 The death of Sayão reinforced the image of nature as an enemy. 
An article published in Última Hora on 22 January 1959 called out to those who 
had not yet adhered to the ideal of national development—it stated that Sayão’s 
death was an exemplary gesture that would motivate many people. Criticising 
opponents of development policies, the article makes use of symbolic elements 
present in the historical narrative of the Marcha, disqualifying and weakening the 
political opposition to Kubitshek’s policies. The article argued:

Nothing can resist Sayão’s enthusiasm, his willingness to fight and to win the war. 
He knew that the forest was the enemy. If those millions of soldiers [the trees] were 
defeated, the men in ‘black tie’ [the political opposition] would have no option but 
to shut up. His battle was with nature, his fight was against the natural elements, 
because he knew that the nature of men was easier to defeat. The other elements, 
of politics, changed according to the wind.25

In the quotation above, we notice that the author seeks to discredit the political 
opposition as too weak to inhibit frontier expansion. The same article stated that 
‘no opposition, no fair or unfair argument, would prevent this government from 
achieving its milestone objective’. The motivating myths of the frontier were located 
within the universe of politics, particularly regarding developmental programs. 
The discourses of the Brazilian press and government clearly appropriated Ricardo’s 

23  Correio da Manhã, Anderson Magalhães, 23 January 1959, 68. Governo do Brasil. Serviço de Documentação 
da Presidência da República. Bernardo Sayão: Bandeirante Moderno. ArPDF.
24  Müller, ‘A morte do general’, 50.
25  Última Hora, ‘O homem e a árvore’, 22 January 1959, 63. Governo do Brasil. Serviço de Documentação da 
Presidência da República, Bernardo Sayão: Bandeirante Moderno. ArPDF.
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arguments, especially when they depict the old myths of nature (forests, rivers, 
streams, fevers, etc.) as enemies.26 This is what the article below, published on 
23 January 1959 by O Globo in Rio de Janeiro, exemplifies:

A huge tree fell and killed the brave and promising Bernardo Sayão. Curupira’s 
[a Brazilian folkloric entity responsible for the protection of forests and animals] war 
uses the trees when fevers and traps fail. Nonetheless, the highway has penetrated the 
frontier, and that immense and wide gash in the forest will not be closed any more. 
The cement will sterilise the inhuman fertility of the tropical forest; birds will no 
longer drop seeds on this desecrated field. The army divisions of progress will pass 
through it, trucks from Manaus and Belém on its way to the country’s geo-economic 
centre … I would like to see the huge pile of uprooted trees: myths and totems full 
of rage at their powerlessness. I would like to see Brazil defeat the Curupira and 
take over that which it had almost forgotten that belonged to it. I want revenge for 
my terrors on the river, of the roar of the fallen lands, the sensed presence of the 
invisible enemy.27

In this statement, the writer mentions the myths and allies of the Curupira 
(fevers,  traps, trees and birds), natural entities furious about their powerlessness 
in the face of Sayão and development. The winning myths, on the other hand, 
faced  the ‘sensed presence of the invisible enemy’ through roads that were being 
built, the roads that would allow the flood of the ‘military divisions of progress’ to 
pass. Brazil in a developmental mode would take control over ‘that which it had 
almost forgotten belonged to it’, an allusion to the revival of the bandeirante ethos 
in the twentieth century.

In the 1950s, progress and territorial expansion served as justifications for 
colonisation policies, and mythical elements of the Marcha were identified with 
a new bandeirante movement toward the West: ‘if it weren’t for these myths … Brazil 
would not be what it is today, in its geographical grandeur’.28 Ricardo interpreted 
the new bandeirante movement in terms of mythology, albeit no longer in the 
fabulous sense of the historic expeditions, but incorporating elements of modernity 
and claiming attitudes and behaviours seen as superior to those of the common 
person. This typified the frontiersman’s behaviour and his audacious spirit.

26  The war against nature is not peculiar to Brazilian environmental and political history. For instance, China 
has and the Soviet Union had their own share of this kind of war. See more details in Paul Josephson, Nicolai 
Dronin, Ruben Mnatsakanian, Aleh Cherp, Dmitry Efremenko and Vladislav Larin, An Environmental History of 
Russia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013); Judith Shapiro, Mao’s War Against Nature: Politics and the 
Environment in Revolutionary China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001).
27  O Globo, Henrique Pongetti, ‘A linha Currupira’, 23 January 1959, 66. Governo do Brasil, Serviço de 
Documentação da Presidência da República, Bernardo Sayão: Bandeirante Moderno. ArPDF.
28  Ricardo, Marcha para Oeste.
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Figure 2: President Juscelino Kubitschek at the funeral of Bernardo Sayão 
in Brasília, 17 January 1959. Photograph by Mario Fontenelle.
Source: Arquivo Público do Distrito Federal (ArPDF), NOV-D-4-4-C-2 (2277).

According to several reports of Sayão’s funeral, speakers sought to highlight his 
participation in the war against nature (Figure 2). The eulogy given by President 
Kubitschek had a typically belligerent tone. He highlighted the heroic character 
of Sayão as a soldier in the war against nature:

He died standing, in the midst of the final resistance of the vast forest, when the end 
of his effort was in sight. He was struck by one of the plentiful trees that he had to 
bring down so that Brazil could open its forceful path … He was knocked down by 
a fatal blow by the fall of one of its colossal trees, which reverberated throughout 
the forest. It was nature’s revenge against this modern pathfinder, this incomparable 
bandeirante.29

Ricardo and Brazilian propaganda dominated by the ideal of development located 
the bandeirante as a symbolic category. Therefore, the giant tree that represented 
nature’s revenge, instead of assigning a negative attribute to development, made 
the effort become heroic. The ideological sense of the historic frontier expansion 
also appears in the iconic images of republican Brazilian development. More than 
merely describing and capturing the moment, these images indicated the victorious 
awareness of western demographic and economic frontier expansion.

29  Juscelino Kubitschek, ‘Oração do Presidente Juscelino Kubitschek’, 1959, 15–16. Governo do Brasil. Serviço 
de Documentação da Presidência da República, Bernardo Sayão: Bandeirante Moderno. Nos funerais. ArPDF.
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The figure of Sayão allows Ricardo to update the characteristics of the nineteenth- 
and  twentieth-century bandeirantes. He emphasises the importance of Couto 
Magalhães, a nineteenth-century backlands explorer who marched over long 
sections of the West and tried to introduce regular waterborne transportation on 
the Araguaia River. Ricardo mentions also Teófilo Ottoni, who built Brazil’s first 
paved road, in 1857, as an archetypal image of Sayão, the road builder. Senator 
Gilberto Marinho, in a speech to the senate on 20 January 1959, made remarks 
highlighting the image of Sayão as a road builder, including references to the Belém–
Brasília highway.30 Senator Victorino Freire, representing the state of Maranhão, 
said: ‘I evaluated his devotion to achieving the ideal of a highway linking the state 
of Pará to Brasília … The region crossed by the highway has been colonised and 
filled by the simple means of road and construction’.31 Senator Lameira Bittencourt, 
of Pará, stated that Sayão was the ‘greatest labourer in highway construction’.32 
According to him, Sayão was responsible for connecting the Amazon region to the 
rest of the country.

Several other statements highlighted Sayão’s qualities as a road builder. The dramatic 
and fatal episode of his death in the act of road building had a strong symbolic 
power. Multiple meanings were ascribed to this episode. Thus, as a road builder, 
Sayão symbolises integration, progress and national development. The strength of 
this image legitimised his public identity as a hero of the Brazilian backlands and 
updated the mythology of the frontiersman. His death also revealed the perception 
that Brazilian society held on environmental issues, especially its warlike view of 
the confrontation between humans and nature. Deforestation and environmental 
destruction were justified, since forests and other natural features of the backlands 
constituted an enemy army that had to be confronted and defeated in order to pave 
the way for national greatness.

Theatrical aspects of the war declared 
against the nature

On 2 February 1959, a few days after Sayão’s funeral, President Kubitschek 
participated in a ceremony in Açailândia, in the state of Maranhão in the Amazon 
rainforest, instating the new highway. At the end of the ceremony, he drove 
a bulldozer and tried to cut down a giant tree, in honour of Sayão. The president’s 
symbolic and theatrical gesture tried to fulfil a promise made by him, days earlier, 

30  Discurso do Senador Gilberto Marinho, 20 January 1959. Governo do Brasil. Serviço de Documentação 
da Presidência da República. Bernardo Sayão: Bandeirante Moderno, Repercussão no Parlamento. ArPDF.
31  Discurso do Senador Gilberto Marinho, 20 January 1959, 24 (interjections by Senador Victorino Freire). 
Governo do Brasil.
32  Discurso do Senador Gilberto Marinho, 20 January 1959, 25 (interjections by Senador Lameira Bittencourt).
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in Brasília, at Sayão’s funeral: ‘When a man finds his reward, dying in battle on the 
eve of victory, we need to follow him by redoubling his efforts, being faithful to 
his desires, aspirations, and martyrdom’.33 Handling the bulldozer, Kubitschek was 
commanding an army of soldiers, bearing heavy weapons, seeking to destroy the 
giant trees that stood in the way of winning the ‘final western frontier’.

A news report in the Diário de Noticias on 3 February 1959, under the headline 
‘O  Presidente da República chorou ontem em Açailândia’ (The President of Brazil 
cried yesterday in Açailândia), described in detail the feelings generated by the 
ceremonial conclusion of the highway. The theatrical ceremony was described as 
another political act of the Brazilian Government, with the participation of President 
Kubitschek, accompanied by his family and a large entourage. This included several 
cabinet ministers, ambassadors, representatives of the civil and military authorities, 
national and foreign journalists, frontiersmen, explorers, surveyors, engineers and 
workers, all of whom were proud of Sayão’s accomplishments. The report described 
the manoeuvres of tractors, belching huge columns of black smoke over the Amazon 
forest. Five airfields were opened in the forest and planes were flown over the dense 
tree canopy.

The ceremony began with the hoisting of the national flag by President Kubitschek, 
followed by a greeting given by engineer Valdir Lins, who had replaced Sayão as 
the superintendent of the Comissão Executiva da Rodovia Belém–Brasília—Rodobrás 
(Executive Committee of the Belém–Brasília Highway). The news report informed 
readers that Kubitschek cried when Lins said that Sayão was present at the gathering. 
The Diário de Notícias’ reporter wrote that Mrs Sara Kubitschek wiped her eyes 
with a handkerchief. The president spoke shortly after, praising the technicians and 
workers for their patriotic spirit and emphasising Sayão’s contribution, for which all 
Brazilians were grateful.

The ceremony continued with a speech made by Valdir Bouhid, from the 
Superintendência de Valorização Econômica da Amazônia (Superintendency of 
Economic Valorisation for the Amazon Region, a regional development agency), 
whose subsidiary Rodobrás was responsible for the road project. Bouhid described 
the highway as an enormous achievement and paid tribute to the victim. Pedro 
Calmon, Dean of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, offered a prayer seeking 
the protection of Our Lady of the Forest. This prayer was not for the protection of 
jatobá trees or nature in general, but for the divine protection of forest explorers, 
who were fighting for the territorial unification of Brazil.

To close the ceremony, the authorities prepared a symbolic ‘scaffold’ to facilitate 
the felling of a giant jatobá tree with two bulldozers. It would be a celebration 
of highway completion. This implied that nature had to be ‘punished’, to the 

33  Juscelino Kubitschek, ‘Oração do Presidente Juscelino Kubitschek’, 15.
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delight of the spectators. This enactment took longer than expected, as the arduous 
felling of the giant tree took more than two hours. It was the forest’s final act of 
defiance. The felling of the jatobá destroyed also some smaller trees.34

The report published in the Diário de Notícias on 3 February 1959 leads us to the 
following questions: What is the significance of the cutting down of a jatobá tree 
besides the most immediate and obvious intent of this act? What attitudes and 
values did this gesture seek to promote? In the mid-twentieth century, the evolution 
of land routes marked the conquest of a territory that was earlier considered 
insurmountable by most Brazilians. The scars of the highway in the savannahs and 
Amazon forest canopy justified the celebration of human domination over nature. 
As mentioned earlier, Deffontaine portrayed human helplessness with regard to 
movement and transportation because of the huge challenges and natural barriers 
of the forest. These challenges were directly associated with the determination of 
backlands explorers and politicians who, at different times during Brazilian history 
and with very different objectives, sought the integration of the national territory. 
This motivated the adoption of water transportation, railways, complex water–
railway projects and other forms of travel. In all of these projects, the challenges 
were huge due to the immense size and the difficult terrain of the Brazilian territory.

Final remarks

According to Sterling Evans and myself, the end of the story of the Brazilian frontier 
is yet to be written. Nowadays, the Amazon is indeed the Brazilian economic, 
territorial and environmental frontier. The authors emphasise that some comparative 
reports related the bandeirante experience of westward expansion with the industrial 
and agricultural advancement into the Amazon region. Indeed, the recurrent 
discourse that seeks to relate the bandeirante spirit to Brazil’s national development 
is common and recurrent.35

The episode of the jatobá tree being attacked and felled as a sign of territorial 
conquest reinforces the prevailing concept among Brazilians that nature had to be 
confronted and overcome. At the same time, it highlights the importance of various 
issues in conquering the Brazilian geographical territory. The conquest of the 
‘final western frontier’ by the development-oriented republican regime of Brazil 
demanded the appropriation of the remains of the hero who died in battle, victim 
of the revenge of nature.

34  Diário de Notícias, ‘O presidente chorou ontem em Açailândia’, 3 February 1959, 161–70. Governo do Brasil. 
Serviço de Documentação da Presidência da República. Bernardo Sayão: Bandeirante Moderno. ArPDF.
35  Evans and Dutra e Silva, ‘Crossing the Green Line’, 137.
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The archetype of the frontiersman and the option of dominating nature by taking 
land for the purpose of national integration materialised in the construction of 
the highway that connected the new federal capital to the Amazon region. The 
‘execution’ of the jatobá tree was not a random act. The symbolic intention was to 
show the confrontation with nature and the domination of the natural world through 
the  representation of the neo-frontiersman myth embodied in the construction 
of the highway. The ceremony in the forest fulfilled old ambitions, but was much 
livelier after the 1940s, in the occupation and integration of the national territory.36

The narratives that drove the expansion and occupation of the last Brazilian territorial 
frontiers updated the myth of the bandeirante destiny, to legitimise and enhance the 
heroic act of pioneering. It was this ‘heroism’ that allegedly ensured the progress 
and development of the national wealth. Symbolically, the ceremony at the Amazon 
rainforest marked the final act of human victory over the untamed geography. 
The militaristic and warlike tone of the relationship with nature proclaimed victory 
over the wilderness, along with the death of old myths and fears of what the natural 
world represented in Brazil. Hence the revival of the bandeirante, associated with 
new myths, symbolising the conquest of the last Brazilian frontier.
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Abstract
This article draws marine and freshwater historiographies together through the 
narration of the anti-water-dumping movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
Our research concerns the disposal of substances—pollution—into bodies of water 
and the growing public concern about the ecological and human consequences of 
those substances. One of us comes to the study of water from the perspective of river 
history, the other from that of ocean history. We follow scientific and policy debates, as 
well as public outrage over dredge spoil disposal in the Great Lakes and the disposal 
of chemical weapons, sewage and industrial waste in the Atlantic Ocean, linking both 
examples to the history of open-water dumping generally. Two fundamental qualities 
of water on earth—its tendency toward liquidity and opacity—are essential to the 
stories we tell. For the actors in our stories, these two qualities helped define water 
and influenced how they interacted with the ecosystems for which they expressed 
concern. We conclude, then, that these are stories that should be told together, that 
the presence of salt in one story matters much less than the presence of water in both. 
Our goal here is to explain why water historiography has been bifurcated and to make 
a plea for its unification.

Keywords: water pollution, marine histories, freshwater histories, environmental 
historiography

We humans have used nearby waters as sinks for all manner of waste for centuries. 
Water’s qualities—especially its tendencies toward fluidity and opacity—enhanced 
its attraction as a waste disposal site. Increasingly over the twentieth century, 
humans discharged sewage and chemicals, disposed of dredge spoil and toxic 
waste, and drowned garbage and debris from municipal, industrial and agricultural 
sources in rivers, lakes, bays and even the open ocean. Neither the dilution nor the 
hiding of waste in water could prevent the development of problems for human 
health and natural environments. By the 1960s, water pollution, formerly largely 
a local or regional problem, had become a serious global concern. Untreated sewage 
and under-regulated industrial effluent were the major culprits, but citizens and 
politicians also expressed growing concern about all types of materials intentionally 
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dumped in open waters. As communities learned more about the human and 
ecological effects of water pollution, the sight of open-water dumping became 
ever more troubling—irrespective of whether the sink was fresh or saltwater. For 
instance, in 1962, Anthony V. Collino, of Gibraltar, Michigan, complained about 
dredge spoil disposal he had witnessed while out on Lake Erie. ‘The oil and scum 
rises to  the top and floats around’, he reported. ‘All the filth that does not reach 
the lake by the natural current is taken out there by the dredge boat.’ According 
to Collino, the dumping of spoil in open water threatened beaches, fishing and 
waterfowl habitat.1 Similarly, the New York Times warned in 1970, ‘if the nation 
continued to use the seas as a dump … the world’s oceans [would] become as dead 
as Lake Erie’.2

This article draws marine and freshwater historiographies together through the 
narration of the anti-water dumping movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
Our research concerns the disposal of substances—pollution—into bodies of water 
and the growing public concern about the ecological and human consequences of 
those substances. One of us comes to the study of water from the perspective of 
river history, the other from that of ocean history. We follow scientific and policy 
debates, as well as public outrage over dredge spoil disposal in the Great Lakes 
and the disposal of chemical weapons, sewage and industrial waste in the Atlantic 
Ocean, linking both examples to the history of open-water dumping generally. 
Two fundamental qualities of water on earth—its tendency toward liquidity and 
opacity—are essential to the stories we tell. For the actors in our stories, these two 
qualities helped define water and influenced how they interacted with the ecosystems 
for which they expressed concern. We conclude, then, that these are stories that 
should be told together, that the presence of salt in one story matters much less than 
the presence of water in both. Our goal here is to explain why water historiography 
has been bifurcated and to make a plea for its unification.

Tübingen’s puzzle

The topic for this article came to us at a conference entitled ‘Aquatic Histories in 
Transnational and Global Perspectives’, held at Tübingen University, Germany, 
in the autumn of 2016. Ostensibly organised to bring together Russian/Soviet 
historians with those who study the West, the conference’s mixing of water historians 
more emphatically resulted in exposing the gulf between those studying oceans and 
those studying fresh water. Historians working on these bodies of water asked very 
different questions and referenced completely separate historiographies depending 

1  US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Transcript of Conference in the Matter of Pollution of 
the Navigable Waters of the Detroit River and Lake Erie and their Tributaries within the State of Michigan, vol. 2 
(28 March 1962), 567–8.
2  ‘To Save the Seas’, New York Times, 13 October 1970.
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on whether or not the water they studied contained salt. This distinction strikes 
us as problematic on its face and worthy of explication and repair. The need for 
a unified historiography of water is all the more apparent when one considers the 
relationships our actors had with and their understandings of water. Given new 
trends in environmental humanities toward material and planetary perspectives, 
we believe the time is right for the confluence of fresh and saltwater historiography.

‘Water as the ultimate sink’ introduces the respective historiographies of fresh and 
saltwater histories before considering how the material qualities of water—especially 
opacity, fluidity and to a certain degree tracklessness—can help us construct 
material and environmental histories that simultaneously span bodies of fresh and 
saltwater. In our focus on materiality, we followed the human perspective on water’s 
characteristics—actual as well as imagined—in two stories of aqueous disposal that 
posit the acts as water pollution. Moreover, in leaving our respective subfields of 
ocean and freshwater history and comparing and contrasting our individual stories, 
we learn that the understanding of bodies of water as hiding places have invited 
similar dumping practices, that people’s concern about water’s fluidity triggered 
environmental activism as well as political action, and that water’s mobility called 
for transnational solutions. Irrespective of the level of salinity in the water, actors in 
our stories interacted very similarly with their respective body of water. Ultimately, 
this article asks, what might the broader field of environmental history gain by 
bringing fresh and saltwater histories together?

Water’s histories

As the historian of fisheries Poul Holm has noted, river and ocean histories have 
participated in ‘divergent scholarly communities’.3 As those who have studied 
salmon  know, to follow anadromous fish out of rivers and into the ocean is to 
wade into an entirely different historiographical world.4 The separation can be 
partly explained by the physical differences in the bodies of water themselves—
oceans present unique problems of scale, for example, given their vastness and 
depth. In addition, humans have thought about these two kinds of environments 
in very different ways. In  particular, knowledge about fresh and salt waters has 
evolved differently—within distinct fields (limnology and oceanography) and 
at different rates. Historians have not only followed these two different scientific 

3  Poul Holm made this comment while attending the ‘Sea Flows: Mobility, Boundaries, and Scale in Marine 
Environmental History’ panel at the 2017 American Society for Environmental History Conference in Chicago. 
Altogether this panel, including the presenters Mary Mendoza, Miles Alexander Powell, Jay Taylor and Lissa 
Wadewitz, influenced our thinking on both marine history and water history more generally.
4  See, for example, Arthur F. McEvoy, The Fisherman’s Problem: Ecology and Law in the California Fisheries, 
1850–1980 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986), doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511583681; and Joseph 
E. Taylor, Making Salmon: An Environmental History of the Northwest Fisheries Crisis (Seattle, WA: University 
of Washington Press, 1999).

http://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511583681
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trajectories in their work, but they have also relied on very different scientific source 
materials.  Indeed, fresh and saltwater historians have very different bodies of 
sources available for their use, with freshwater scholars blessed with a much broader 
range of materials, while the ocean remains ‘difficult to know’ even in this day and 
age of science and technology.5 And, while bodies of both fresh and salt water have 
gained cultural import, there are fundamental differences in the way cultures have 
interacted with oceans and rivers. Still, the divergence of the scholarly communities 
Holm noted is largely a continuation of distinctions that trace back to the origins of 
each field and the scientific trajectories they follow.

While historians have long written about rivers and lakes, the field may be dated 
to Richard White’s slim but seminal The Organic Machine: The Remaking of the 
Columbia River (1996). White’s work has encouraged historians to think of remade 
rivers as hybrid ecosystems—at once human-made and still essentially natural. 
Ever since, historians have emphasised the role of rivers in economies, rural and 
urban, and their stories have tended to centre on the human need to control nature. 
These themes remain at the heart of subsequent important works, from Marc Cioc’s 
The Rhine: An Eco-biography, 1815–2000 (2006) to Sara Pritchard’s Confluence: 
The Nature of Technology and the Remaking of the Rhône (2011).6 Most freshwater 
histories have focused on rivers, with lakes receiving considerably less attention, 
the exception being the largest lakes, those that have shaped economic and urban 
history—the Great Lakes in particular.7 Another area of freshwater history has 
concerned artificial bodies of water, especially canals and reservoirs.8 One particular 
contribution deserves special attention: David Blackbourn’s The Conquest of Nature: 
Water, Landscape and the Making of Modern Germany (2007), which successfully 
links a cultural desire for predictability with the need to transform the entire aquatic 

5  Helen M. Rozwadowski, ‘Oceans. Fusing the History of Science and Technology with Environmental 
History’, in A Companion to American Environmental History, ed. Douglas Cazaux Sackmand (Malden, MA: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2010), 454, doi.org/10.1002/9781444323610.ch23.
6  Richard White, The Organic Machine: The Remaking of the Columbia River (New York: Hill and Wang, 
1996); Marc Cioc, The Rhine: An Eco-biography, 1815–2000 (Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 2006); 
Sara Pritchard, Confluence: The Nature of Technology and the Remaking of the Rhône (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2011), doi.org/10.4159/harvard.9780674061231; Paula Schonach, ‘River Histories: A Thematic 
Review’, Water History 9, no. 3 (2017): 326, doi.org/10.1007/s12685-016-0188-4. Some historians might date 
the origins to Donald Worster’s Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the American West (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1985), or even Karl Wittfogel’s Oriental Despotism: A Comparative Study of Total Power 
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1957), which greatly influenced Worster. Both of these works, however, are 
more centrally concerned with ‘the flow of power’, in Worster’s words, than with the flow of water.
7  See, for example, Nancy Langston, Sustaining Lake Superior: An Extraordinary Lake in a Changing World 
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2017); William Ashworth, The Late, Great Lakes: An Environmental History 
(New York: Knopf, 1986); Margaret Beattie Bogue, Fishing the Great Lakes: An Environmental History, 1783–1933 
(Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 2000); William McGucken, Lake Erie Rehabilitated: Controlling 
Cultural Eutrophication 1960s–1990s (Akron, OH: University of Akron Press, 2000); and Dan Egan, The Death and 
Life of the Great Lakes (New York: W. W. Norton, 2017).
8  Two exceptional contributions: Mark Fiege, Irrigated Eden: The Making of an Agricultural Landscape in the 
American West (Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 1999); Carol Sheriff, The Artificial River: The Erie 
Canal and the Paradox of Progress, 1817–1862 (New York: Hill & Wang, 1992).
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environment. More recently, river historians have become especially interested in 
cities, human settlements striving for permanence and prosperity along bodies of 
water that are often disappointingly wild and variable. The control of nature, or at 
least accommodation of nature, remains a central theme in these works.9

Ocean history has been less straightforward in its trajectory, in part because the sea 
has been long regarded as ‘an ahistoric place’, or ‘aqua nullius’, according to Helen 
Rozwadowski and Elizabeth DeLoughrey respectively.10 Late to the field of historical 
inquiry, ocean studies are now a growing and vibrant subfield as scholars attempt to 
darn the ‘blue hole’ in environmental humanities.11 Ocean scholars are engaging with 
other subfields, including global, environmental and maritime history. Generally 
diverse in both approach and methodology, there are three discrete strands of ocean 
history worthy of attention.

First, there are histories in which oceans serve as an extraterritorial stage, navigated 
space in which voyages of exploration and conquest are filled with cultural mixing 
and conflict.12 In this strand, the distinction between older works of maritime 
history, such as Benjamin Labaree et al., America and the Sea, and newer works 
of ocean history are not always clear-cut.13 While there are many precursors, we 
might date a broader recognition of this strand among general historians to Marcus 
Rediker’s groundbreaking Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Merchant 
Seamen, Pirates, and the Anglo-American Maritime World, 1700–1750 (1987). This 
is the kind of work Bernhard Klein and Gesa Mackenthun imagined as ‘historicizing 
the ocean’ in their 2004 collection of essays, in which they describe oceans as spaces 
where important events happened, where the duality of water bodies—that they 
simultaneously connect and divide—literally sets the stage for critical human 
dramas. Growing interest in postcolonial, transnational and global history has 

9  David Blackbourn, The Conquest of Nature: Water, Landscape and the Making of Modern Germany (New York: 
W. W. Norton, 2007). For a quick tour of the rapidly growing field of river history, peruse three collective works: 
Uwe Luebken, Dieter Schott and Martin Knoll, eds, Rivers Lost, Rivers Regained (Pittsburgh, PA: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 2017); Stephane Castonguay and Matthew Evenden, eds, Urban Rivers: Remaking Rivers, Cities, 
and Space in Europe and North America (Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2012); Christof Mauch 
and Thomas Zeller, eds, Rivers in History: Perspectives on Waterways in Europe and North America (Pittsburgh, PA: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 2008). Paula Schonach dates the founding of the field to Worster’s Rivers of Empire. 
Another early contribution to the field is Ted Steinberg’s Nature Incorporated: Industrialization and the Waters of New 
England (Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 1994).
10  Helen M. Rozwadowski, ‘Ocean’s Depth’, Environmental History 15 (2010): 520–5; Similarly John R. Stilgoe 
in Alongshore (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1994); Elizabeth DeLoughrey, ‘Submarine Futures of the 
Anthropocene’, Comparative Literature 69, no. 1 (2017): 32–44, doi.org/10.1215/00104124-3794589.
11  John Gillis and Franziska Torma, eds, Fluid Frontiers. New Currents in Marine Environmental History 
(Cambridge: White Horse Press, 2015).
12  Helen M. Rozwadowsi, ‘Oceans. Fusing the History of Science and Technology with Environmental History’, 
442–61.
13  Benjamin W. Labaree et al., America and the Sea: A Maritime History (Mystic, CT: Mystic Seaport, 1998).
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made this approach to maritime history especially lively in recent decades.14 Still, as 
DeLoughrey has pointed out, in these histories the ocean rarely figures as a material 
in itself: ‘With some exceptions, these narratives largely represent a transoceanic 
imaginary, positioning the sea as a stage for human history; a narrative of flat surfaces 
rather than immersions.’15

A second strand of ocean history considers the seas primarily as habitat—the 
home of  whales and fish, of microbes and corals.16 These histories tend to be 
interdisciplinary, relying on scientists and their technologies as primary sources and, 
in fact, often taking the science itself as the topic at hand. In 1951, marine biologist 
Rachel Carson published her seminal book The Sea Around Us, which boosted her 
career as a writer and conservationist.17 Carson’s study reveals a fascination with 
the unknown depths of the ocean that relates back to the nineteenth century. 
In  Fathoming the Ocean: The Discovery and Exploration of the Deep Sea (2005), 
Helen Rozwadowski explores the rise of the science of the sea.18 The edited volume 
The Machine in Neptune’s Garden uses the history of oceanography to explore how 
people came to know the ocean through technology.19 Scholars exploring the ocean 
as habitat put the ocean itself at the centre of their work, rather than treating it as 
the space upon which action takes place. Still, similarities between these two strands 
exist, including the themes of exploration, discovery and conquest, and, of course, 
that to date ocean history has largely contained anthropocentric narratives. Recent 
scholarship has begun to explore animal cultures, treating marine mammals and fish 
as historical actors.20

14  See, for example, the Forum ‘Oceans of History’, with contributions by Kären Wigen (Introduction), 
Matt Matsuda (Pacific), Alison Games (Atlantic), and Peregrine Horden and Nicholas Purcell (Mediterranean): 
American Historical Review 111, no. 3 (June 2006); similarly Daniel Finamore, ed., Maritime History as World 
History (Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 2004). The theme of the sea as simultaneously connecting and 
dividing is first mentioned by Benjamin Labaree in ‘The Atlantic Paradox’, in The Atlantic World of Robert G. Albion, 
ed. Benjamin Labaree (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1975) 195–217.
15  DeLoughrey, ‘Submarine Futures of the Anthropocene’, 33; Marcus Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep 
Blue Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates, and the Anglo-American Maritime World, 1700–1750 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1987); Bernard Klein and Gesa Mackenthun, eds, Sea Changes: Historicizing the Ocean (New York: 
Routledge, 2004); Sugata Bose, A Hundred Horizons. The Indian Ocean in the Age of Global Empire, (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2009).
16  Mark Kurlansky, Cod: A Biography of the Fish That Changed the World (New York: Penguin, 1998); Carmel 
Finley, All the Boats on the Ocean: How Government Subsidies led to Global Overfishing, (Chicago: Chicago University 
Press, 2017), doi.org/10.7208/chicago/9780226443409.001.0001.
17  Rachel Carson, The Sea Around Us (New York: Oxford University Press, 1951).
18  Helen Rozwadowski, Fathoming the Ocean: The Discovery and Exploration of the Deep Sea (Cambridge, MA: 
Belknap Press, 2005). See also Stefan Helmreich, Alien Ocean: Anthropological Voyages in Microbial Seas (Berkeley, 
CA: University of California Press, 2009).
19  Helen M. Rozwadowski and David K. Van Keuren, eds, The Machine in Neptune’s Garden: Historical Perspectives 
on Technology and the Marine Environment (Sagamore Beach, MA: Science History Publications, 2004).
20  Jeffrey W. Bolster, ‘Putting the Ocean in Atlantic History: Maritime Communities and Marine Ecology in 
the Northwest Atlantic, 1500–1800’, American Historical Review 113, no. 1 (2008), 19–47, doi.org/10.1086/ahr. 
113.1.19.
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Finally, there is an emerging strand of literature that employs the ocean as a place 
with which humans interact. We found this strand especially helpful in framing our 
water history, and from it we take lessons on how to think about oceans and other 
bodies of water.21 In her essay ‘Oceans’, Rozwadowski challenges environmental 
historians to broaden their perspective of the ocean, claiming even its remote parts 
are ‘intertwined with human history’. Moreover, she notes that ocean histories:

that deal only with oceanic peoples or those engaged in maritime work will never 
be as comprehensive as those that also succeed in accounting for the myriad other 
groups of people who interact with the ocean—consumers, writers, scientists, 
recreationalists, policymakers, dreamers—some of whom never even see the ocean.22 

Similarly, we take inspiration from the blue humanities, a cultural re-turn to the 
ocean primarily in literary studies, which explicates people’s imaginary relationships 
to large bodies of water.23 Both approaches remind us that oceans are simultaneously 
real and imagined—as are rivers and lakes. People do not need to know these bodies 
of water through science or technology in order to care for them.

Some qualities of oceans—including their vast size, fluidity and opacity—have clearly 
diminished the range of sources with which scholars can work. Because the span of 
human interactions with so much of the oceans has been so delimited and because 
humans have experienced so little of the oceans, historians are especially beholden 
to science and technology as a primary source, particularly when creating deeper 
narratives—deeper both physically and chronologically. As DeLoughrey writes, 
‘the sea dissolves phenomenological experience and diffracts the accumulation of 
narrative’. These qualities of water add special challenges to the evolution of ocean 
history.24

Work in both freshwater and ocean history has expanded rapidly in recent decades, 
encouraged by a variety of scholarly trends, ranging from geographers’ proposal 
of ‘wet ontologies’ and ‘fluid spaces’, to the growth of environmental humanities 
and especially the blue humanities, a movement in literary and cultural studies 
that focuses on the presence of the ocean in cultural texts.25 The initiation of the 
journal Water History in 2009 announced the arrival of a new, legitimate field, and 
seemingly promised to bridge the divide between fresh and saltwater history. But 
its pages have been filled almost entirely with freshwater articles concerning canals, 

21  For instance, Philip E. Steinberg, The Social Construction of the Ocean (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2001).
22  Rozwadowski, ‘Ocean’, 442.
23  Steven Mentz, ‘Toward a Blue Cultural Studies: The Sea, Maritime Culture, and Early Modern English 
Literature’, Literature Compass 6, no. 5 (2009), 997–1013, doi.org/10.1111/j.1741-4113.2009.00655.x.
24  DeLoughrey, ‘Submarine Futures of the Anthropocene’, 33.
25  Philip Steinberg and Kimberly Peters, ‘Wet Ontologies, Fluid Spaces: Giving Depth to Volume through Oceanic 
Thinking’, Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 33, no. 2 (2015), doi.org/10.1068/d14148p. Steven Mentz’ 
book At the Bottom of Shakespeare’s Ocean (London: Continuum, 2009), doi.org/10.5040/9781472554833, is one 
of the founding publications in the genre of blue humanities; see also his essay ‘Toward a Blue Cultural Studies’.
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wetlands and, especially, the relationships between cities and rivers. The journal’s 
introductory editorial, co-authored by the 15-member editorial board, made a plea 
for water history as a critical field of study, one that should be expansive and explicitly 
interdisciplinary. As such, the editors provided no guidance on how the field should 
evolve methodologically and theoretically.26 In 2015, Water History published an 
essay by Rila Mukherjee, ‘Approaching a History of Water’, which made the case 
for linking ocean and river histories, largely through a world history lens, in which 
neither national boundaries nor oceanic limits properly define historical narratives. 
Although Mukherjee suggests ‘aquatic qualities’ should help define the field, her 
work uses water mostly as the means of connecting and reconstructing cultural 
histories—human events that are played out on and in interaction with oceans, 
bays and rivers. We propose a more material approach, one that puts the qualities of 
water at the centre of historical analysis and narrative.27

Water historians have struggled with scale. The flow of water in rivers and the 
expansiveness of oceans pull narrative boundaries ever outward.28 We have found 
that both fresh and saltwater historiographies tend to approach their water histories 
from a container perspective—one based on the geomorphological formations 
that contain the particular body of water under study. Ocean, lake and reservoir 
water is contained in depressions of the earth’s surface. In the case of oceans, of 
course, the enormous breadth and depth of their containers have primarily defined 
human relationships to these bodies—and how historians have described them. 
River history, in turn, seems to take literally the linguistic origin of the term 
‘river’—deriving from the Latin word riparia, which signifies the banks of a river 
and its bordering functions  as a geomorphological formation. This formation 
creates a boundary between water and land and marks off aquatic and terrestrial 
ecosystems.29 We propose to move beyond the container perspective and beyond the 
contours of watersheds, to look beneath the surface, to the physical characteristics 
of water and people’s simultaneously real and imaginary understanding of them.

26  Johann Tempelhoff et al., ‘Where Has the Water Come From?’, Water History 1, no. 1 (2009), 1–8, doi.org/ 
10.1007/s12685-009-0003-6. Similarly, in 2012, RCC Perspectives published a special issue ‘On Water’, bringing 
together contributions from fresh and saltwater historians.
27  Rila Mukherjee, ‘Approaching a History of Water’, Water History 7, no. 2 (2015), 159–77, doi.org/10.1007/
s12685-015-0136-8. See also Rila Mukherjee, ed., Oceans Connect: Reflections on Water Worlds Across Time and Space 
(Delhi: Primus Books, 2013), a collection of essays that describe oceans as space upon which events have taken place.
28  ‘Sea Flows: Mobility, Boundaries, and Scale in Marine Environmental History’ panel at the 2017 American 
Society for Environmental History Conference in Chicago.
29  Schönach, ‘River Histories’, 240. As Ruth Morgan points out, this tendency is also evident in the ways that 
swamps and wetlands have been understood—as neither wet nor dry, which make it difficult for the state to map 
and control.
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The qualities of water: A material perspective

Environmental historians have struggled with and disagreed about the question 
of agency—how much to assign to nature and how much to reserve for humans. 
To varying degrees taking inspiration from approaches such as Karen Barad’s Meeting 
the Universe Halfway (2007), Donna Haraway’s When Species Meet (2007) or Bruno 
Latour’s Reassembling the Social (2005), there is still broad agreement about the 
value of a material approach, making the physical world omnipresent in human 
narratives.30 Water histories too often disregard the materiality of water, the physical 
and chemical properties of the element itself—the properties that have defined its 
role as an agent in history. These properties pertain to water anywhere it is found in 
the hydrological cycle, irrespective of the water’s container, and so should be relevant 
to narratives in fresh and saltwater settings. The material qualities of water drew 
our two stories—of river dredging and ocean dumping—into one analytical frame, 
allowing us to evaluate the similarity of people’s interactions with bodies of water.

Some of these properties are so elemental that historians assume and ignore them. 
Most fundamentally, water predominantly takes a liquid or gaseous form on earth, 
and so it is highly mobile. The fluidity of water is essential to rivers, of course, 
but no less so to oceans, where currents and tides make the sea a place of constant 
motion. Combined with a certain degree of tracklessness, this fluidity—and what it 
does to land-based understandings of place—must play some role in both fresh and 
saltwater histories. One of the challenges in confronting open-water dumping has 
been precisely locating dump sites to assess environmental harm. In the era before 
GIS, repeatedly navigating a ship to the very same spot, to locate something drowned 
that water currents might have moved elsewhere, posed significant challenges. 
Of course, in the case of rivers, the flow of water was the single greatest advantage 
for disposal—since waste moved downstream, out of sight and out of reach.

Perhaps nearly as important, certainly to the history of open-water disposal, are the 
interactions between water and light. Although they vary tremendously depending 
upon their turbidity, bodies of water are never fully transparent. Light reflects and 
refracts upon hitting the surface; light slows when passing through water, distorting 
size and distance, and ensuring darkness at depth. This interaction with light has 
given bodies of water mysterious qualities, making them homes to mythical creatures 
as well as natural hiding places for unwanted materials—from toxic waste to murder 

30  Karen Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2007), a volume in which 
the theoretical physicist and feminist theorist Barad explains her theory of agential realism; Donna Haraway, When 
Species Meet (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2007), an exploration of the intersection between 
humankind and dog; Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).
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weapons.31 For centuries, water bodies have been the most common disposal site 
for sewage, dredge spoil and industrial waste, and in the Cold War era they became 
a dumping ground for unwanted, dangerous chemical weapons.

When combined, these most fundamental qualities of water—fluidity and 
opacity—set the stage for the story we tell here. The opacity of the Great Lakes and 
the Atlantic Ocean helped make them appealing places to discard waste, but their 
fluidity, together with the ability of other chemicals to diffuse through water, made 
them problematic disposal sites. Unwanted materials might stay hidden, but they 
were unlikely to stay put. And so, in the age of ecology, as more and more citizens 
ask questions about common disposal practices, bodies of water increasingly became 
unsatisfactory locations for waste disposal.32

Although materiality generated public concern, decision-making and policy 
formation came down to human structures of power. The idea of the anthropocene—
an epoch when human activities significantly impact geological, biotic and climatic 
processes—has influenced recent trends in environmental humanities. As authors 
push stories towards a planetary scale, they intend to free narratives from an 
anthropocentric lens that has defined the humanities. Methodologically dethroning 
the human as the centre of the universe does allow researchers to seriously engage 
with questions of multi-species interactions, new temporalities and materialities. 
It locates the human as one element among many within an entire planetary 
ecosystem.33 In the field of environmental law, for instance, such a post-humanist 
perspective has given rise to the rights of nature movement that has a particular 
fervour in Latin America. Rather than treating nature as property under the law, 

31  See Franziska Torma, ‘Snakey Waters, or: How Marine Biology Structured Global Environmental Sciences’, 
in On Water: Perceptions, Politics, Perils, ed. Agnes Kneitz and Marc Landry (Munich: Rachel Carson Center, 
2012), 13–21; Natascha Adamowsky, The Mysterious Science of the Sea, 1775–1943 (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2015).
32  We should note that there are many other properties of water that have shaped its role as an historical actor, 
some of which play no role in our story. Perhaps most fundamentally, water is essential to human life, and so water 
in its many forms has acquired spiritual qualities that we do not discuss. See, for example, Tsu Yun Hui, ‘Between 
Heaven and the Deep Sea: The Religious Practice of Chinese Seafarers from the Eleventh to the Mid-nineteenth 
Century’, East Asian History 23 (2002): 69–86; Nick Verouden and Frans J. Meijman, ‘Water, health and the body: 
The tide, undercurrent and surge of meanings’, Water History 2, no. 1 (2010): 19–33, doi.org/10.1007/s12685-
010-0019-y. On the chemical side, when water turns into a solid, it becomes less dense, the property that makes 
ice float and makes icebergs an actor on the world stage—at least in extreme latitudes. Water’s icy quality plays an 
important role in scholarship on Eastern Europe. See Julia Herzberg, ‘The Domestication of Ice and Cold: The Ice 
Palace in Saint Petersburg 1740’, in On Water: Perceptions, Politics, Perils, ed. Agnes Kneitz and Marc Landry 
(Munich: Rachel Carson Center, 2012), 53–62.
33  Bruno Latour, Facing Gaia: Eight Lectures on the New Climatic Regime (Cambridge: Polity, 2017); Dipesh 
Chakrabarty, ‘Humanities in the Anthropocene: The Crisis of an Enduring Kantian Fable’, New Literary History 
47 (2016): 377–97; Jason Moore, Capitalism in the Web of Life: Ecology and the Accumulation of Capital (London: 
Verso, 2015).
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rights of nature acknowledges that nature has ‘the right to exist, persist, maintain 
and regenerate its vital cycles’.34 In 2017, for instance, the Colombian Constitutional 
Court granted legal rights to the Atrato River.35

At the same time, such post-humanist and planetary approaches bear danger of 
two kinds. On the one hand, water’s qualities do not make open-water dumping 
inherently attractive. Human perspectives on water’s material qualities—the cultural 
appropriation of these aqueous characteristics—led to the dumping. On the other 
hand, post-humanist and planetary approaches may lead to levelling all humans 
as one kind.36 The human–material relationship, in our case the question of how 
our human actors relate to water, is strongly determined by location and economic 
and political background, as well as cultural heritage. Human connections to the 
element of water and to specific bodies of water are cultural and personal, historical 
and emotional. While we embrace the material perspective in our story, we still see 
the categories of race, class and gender as they are embedded in an analysis of power 
relationships as highly relevant.

The materiality of water: Disposal, activism, 
science and policy

Water readily covers up almost anything drowned beneath its surface. From the 
surface, water can appear placeless, a continuous, undifferentiated plane. Dropped 
out of sight, drowned objects easily fall out of mind as well. For centuries, people 
have made use of this particular characteristic of water by dumping unwanted 
material in oceans, rivers, lakes or creeks.

Large-scale open-water dumping began in the early twentieth century and 
increased dramatically in the two decades after the Second World War. American 
municipalities, industries and federal agencies expanded open-water dumping in the 
New York Bight, the Gulf of Mexico, the Santa Monica Submarine Canyon and 
the Great Lakes, among other places. By 1972 almost 250 official dump sites existed 
off US coasts (122 Atlantic, 56 Gulf of Mexico, 68 Pacific).37 Additionally, estuaries 

34  Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature, ‘What is Rights of Nature?’, 2017, therightsofnature.org/what-is-
rights-of-nature, accessed 12 October 2017.
35  Nick Mount, ‘Can a river have legal rights?’ The Independent, 13 October 2017.
36  This critique came out of a reading group discussion on the above texts of the research group Hazardous 
Travels: Ghost Acres and the Global Waste Economy, Rachel Carson Center, in the fall of 2017; similarly Dagmar 
Lorenz-Meyer et al., ‘Anthropocene Ecologies: Biogeotechnical Relationalities in Late Capitalism’ (2015), position 
paper for Working Group 2 of the COST Action IS1307 New Materialism: Networking European Scholarship 
on ‘How Matter Comes to Matter’, newmaterialism.eu/content/5-working-groups/2-working-group-2/position-
papers/anthropocene-ecologies-15.12.pdf, accessed 30 September 2017.
37  Council on Environmental Quality, Report of the Council on Environmental Quality on Ocean Dumping, 
(Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, 1970), 1.
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such as Delaware Bay, inland waterways and lakes, large and small, served as ‘huge 
open sewers’, according to the Florida Congressman Charles E. Bennett.38 No one 
kept track of how much was dumped in the immediate post-war era, let alone 
determined whether or not the material was problematic for human or ecological 
health. Only when conducting a first ocean dumping study in 1970 did the newly 
established US Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) attach numbers to the 
problem: about 48 million tons had been dumped at sea in 1968 alone. This total 
included industrial waste, sewage sludge, construction debris, solid waste, explosives, 
chemical munitions, radioactive waste and various miscellaneous material.39

By the 1960s, dredge spoil accounted for about 80 per cent by weight of the material 
dumped in open water—in the Atlantic Ocean, Pacific and Great Lakes—rising to 
almost 90 per cent by weight by the mid-1970s. About 34 per cent of the dredge 
spoil was polluted, according to the CEQ.40 Dredging and dumping stirred up 
pollutants found in the sediments, releasing them into the overlaying water and 
creating serious physical and chemical effects, such as lowering the available oxygen 
content of the bottom water and allowing chemicals to enter the marine food chain.41 
Even before post-war harbour expansions, the US Army Corps of Engineers had 
established open-water spoil disposal sites throughout the Great Lakes and along the 
Atlantic and Pacific shores. The Corps used these dump sites for their own dredge 
material, and it supervised a permit system for material dredged by contractors.42 
Because distance greatly added to the cost, disposal sites clustered near harbours, 
often impacting estuaries and wetlands.43

38  Charles E. Bennett, cited in Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation; Subcommittee on 
Oceanography, Ocean Dumping of Waste Materials. Hearings (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, 
1971), 152.
39  Council on Environmental Quality, Ocean Dumping, 1970, 1, 10.
40  US Army Corps of Engineers, Dredging and Water Quality Problems in the Great Lakes ([Buffalo, NY: US 
Army Corps of Engineers, Buffalo District], June 1969), 80–9; International Working Group on the Abatement 
and Control of Pollution from Dredging Activities, Report (1975), International Joint Commission (IJC) Digital 
Archive, 31, scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcarchive/67, accessed 1 December 2018. On the St Lawrence Seaway, see Daniel 
MacFarlane, Negotiating a River: Canada, the US, and the Creation of the St. Lawrence Seaway (Vancouver: UBC 
Press, 2014); Council on Environmental Quality, Ocean Dumping, 3.
41  Kenneth S. Kamlet, cited in Subcommittee on the Environment and Atmosphere, The Environmental Effects 
of Dumping in the Oceans and Great Lakes, Hearing (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, 1976), 35.
42  While the Corps of Engineers gave out permits for dredge-spoil dumping in ocean water, the Environmental 
Protection Agency regulated all other forms of ocean dumping: Albert R. Capellini, ‘Ocean Dumping’, in 
The Handbook of Hazardous Waste Management, ed. Amir Metry (Westport, CT: Technomic Publishing, 1980), 405.
43  US Army Corps of Engineers, Dredging and Water Quality Problems in the Great Lakes, 97–102; US Army 
Corps of Engineers, Dredging and Water Quality Problems in the Great Lakes: A Pilot Program Summary ([Buffalo, 
NY: US Army Corps of Engineers, Buffalo District], 1969), ix; Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, 
Proceedings: Progress Evaluation Meeting—Pollution of Lake Erie and its Tributaries—Indiana, Michigan, New York, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania ([Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office], 4 June 1968), 156. On Lake Ontario, the 
two largest dredge sites were Canadian: Toronto and Hamilton.
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For communities, industries and government agencies alike, the various attractions 
of dumping in water were ‘in its relative ease, its obvious convenience, and its 
economic efficiency’.44 At the time, about 85 per cent of Americans lived in coastal 
environments.45 As they were facing ‘decreasing capacity of existing disposal facilities, 
lack of nearby land sites, higher costs and political problems in acquiring new sites’, 
over the course of the 1960s it was convenient to simply drop the material beneath 
nearby waters. As a participant at the 1966 international conference on ocean 
dumping pointed out, the ‘great economy’ of discharging urban sewage, industrial 
waste or dredge spoil into near-shore waters was ‘inherent’. If these waters could be 
reached ‘within the bounds of economy, the grim spectre of an expensive treatment 
plant grew dimmer and dimmer … to the great satisfaction to those … who have to 
pay the bill’. In the end, the ‘good old ocean [did] the job free’.46

At the time, people further assumed that there would be no environmental harm 
done to the oceans, America’s coastal waters or the Great Lakes—given their vastness 
and fluidity. Through much of human history flowing water was the most desirable 
disposal site, since water flushed away waste. Along Ohio’s Cuyahoga River, for 
instance, it mattered greatly whether you lived up or downstream. People also 
thought that large water bodies diluted whatever was put in them through the 
sheer quantity of water available. They represented an ‘unlimited … reservoir for 
waste assimilation’, so a widespread belief up until the 1970s.47 For instance, when 
interrogated about the dumping of chemical weapons in 1970, Under Secretary of 
the Army Thaddeus Beal argued that ‘immersing’ outdated chemical weapons in 
sea water would ‘dilute and detoxify the chemical agent when it escape[d] from the 
vaults’. While they could not guarantee that there would be ‘absolutely no effect on 
the environment at the disposal site’, they believed it would be ‘inconsequential’.48 
Lake Erie, too, received dredge spoil for decades without raising alarm, the tainted 
silt sinking out of consciousness. The Great Lakes, estuarial and marine waters alike 
seemed to be ideal ‘ultimate sinks’ for unwanted materials.49

Finally, the depth of some of these waters and the near impossibility of recovering 
drowned objects added to the attraction of open-water dumping of some of the 
most toxic waste, such as explosives, chemical munitions and nuclear waste. During 
the Cold War, the US military had turned ocean dumping into a large-scale military 

44  Stuart Weinstein-Bacal, ‘The Ocean Dumping Dilemma’, Lawyers of the Americas 10, no. 3 (1987): 887.
45  Subcommittee Fisheries and Oceanography, Ocean Dumping of Waste, 119.
46  Cited in Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation; Subcommittee on Oceanography, Ocean 
Dumping, 138.
47  Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation; Subcommittee on Oceanography, Ocean Dumping, 138.
48  Subcommittee on Oceanography, Dumping of Nerve Gas Rockets in the Ocean. Hearing (Washington, DC: 
US Government Printing Office, 5 August 1970).
49  Weinstein-Bacal, ‘The Ocean Dumping Dilemma’, 869; In Poison in the Well (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Press, 2008), Jacob Hamblin explores the history of radioactive waste ocean dumping between 1945 
and 1972. See also Joel Tarr, The Search for the Ultimate Sink: Urban Pollution in Historical Perspective (Akron, OH: 
University of Akron Press, 1996).
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operation to remove outdated chemical weapons from its stockpile.50 In 1964 it 
initiated Operation CHASE—an acronym for ‘cut holes and sink ’em’ and the title 
of a series of military missions scuttling old naval ships at sea. On board were tons of 
unwanted chemical weapons to be drowned together with the ships.51 Even though 
the US military conducted the dumping, later it had great difficulty mapping 
the exact site of their dumps. As a naval spokesperson at the Pentagon pointed 
out at a congressional hearing in 1970, the ocean was ‘not like a highway where 
you can go to an exact spot’.52 Often these weapons literally were irretrievably lost—
which theoretically served the purpose of preventing them from falling into the 
wrong hands.

The practice of open-water dumping relied on the ocean’s ability to put unwanted 
objects out of sight and out of reach. Water’s fluidity, however, together with the 
ability of other chemicals to diffuse through water, made open waters problematic 
disposal sites. Always imperfect as a disposal system, dumping in fluids became even 
more problematic when the waste contained toxic and persistent chemicals, such as 
heavy metals, PCBs (printed circuit boards) or dioxin. Unwanted materials might 
stay hidden, but they were unlikely to stay put.

In the 1960s and 1970s, as ecological knowledge began to work its way into public 
discourse and policy formation, the opacity of water began to lose its magical power 
to hide waste. Scientists and citizens began to peer beneath the waters, using all 
manner of research to discover the potential ill effects of open-water waste disposal. 
Growing public awareness of environmental problems and ecological science in 
1960s—combined with a deteriorating urban–industrial environment—encouraged 
a fledgling public movement against open-water dumping in the Great Lakes, 
estuaries and ocean. Water’s physical properties made open-water disposal sites poor 
places for protest, especially since they lost their distinctiveness soon after materials 
became submerged.53 Still, activists concerned with pollution found governmental 
committee meetings, scientific conferences and the pages of newspapers to be 
effective sites of protest and discussion.

By the early 1960s, citizens around the Great Lakes began to express concern about 
open-water dumping. To the general public, the annual ritual of dredging and 
disposal was the most visible material connection between polluted waters, such 
as Cleveland’s Cuyahoga River, and more valued and natural locations, such as 
Lake Erie. In an earlier era the vast majority of Americans would have described 

50  DeLoughrey, ‘Submarine Futures of the Anthropocene’, 1.
51  Müller, ‘“Cut Holes and Sink ’em”: Chemical Weapons Disposal and Cold War History as a History of Risk’, 
Historical Social Research 41, no. 1 (2016): 270.
52  ‘Appeal on Seabed Dumping’, The Times (London), 21 August 1970.
53  Part of Greenpeace’s influence in the years after our story ends derived from its ability to turn the open water 
into an effective site of protest. See Frank Zelko, Make it a Green Peace! The Rise of Countercultural Environmentalism 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2013).
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dredging and open-water dumping as simply essential to the industrial economy; 
by the mid and late 1960s, the public increasingly perceived dredging and dumping 
as the intentional movement of urban pollution into an unspoiled ecosystem—the 
open water. Like images of the Cuyahoga River burning, scenes of barges dumping 
spoil into the lake struck an increasing number of observers as problematic, without 
knowing exactly why. One did not need to know the specific ecological consequences 
of open-water disposal to argue that the lakes should not be treated as a dump.54

Environmental groups in the region became among the first activists to work toward 
ending the practice, with the goal of protecting water-based recreation, especially 
swimming and fishing.55 Among the activists was John Chascsa, president of the 
Lake Erie Clean-up Committee, formed in 1961 in response to threats to the 
Detroit River and western Lake Erie. ‘The purpose of our Committee’, he said in 
1962, ‘is to eliminate human suffering because of pollution, a national scourge; to 
encourage further scientific research with regard to waste disposal; to make available 
our lakes and streams once more for fish, recreation, and consumption.’56

From the Great Lakes, concern about open-water dumping of pollutants spread 
around the New York Bight and Delaware Bay over the course of the 1960s. By the 
end of the decade, even the vast container of the Atlantic garnered concern. In 1969, 
New York Congressman Richard D. McCarthy uncovered information about the 
military’s CHASE missions. Dropped in an atmosphere of anti-militarism and anti-
Vietnam protests, his information about the secret military operations became top 
news.57 Protests against Operation CHASE opened a can of worms, triggering a 
vigorous public and then political debate on ‘ocean dumping’. By 1970, all US 
coastal waters, including estuaries and the Great Lakes, were coming under scrutiny, 
and very soon ‘ocean dumping’ became the term to refer to all of these bodies of 
water and the environmental damage inflicted upon them through waste disposal—
the perfect rhetorical evidence that waste and water mattered in these stories, while 
salinity did not.58

As with the early anti-dumping protests around the Great Lakes in the early 1960s, 
debates on open-water dumping in the early 1970s focused on ‘the protection of 
marine life and oceans’ recreation resources’. Now, however, the fishing and tourism 

54  David Stradling and Richard Stradling, Where the River Burned: Carl Stokes and the Struggle to Save Cleveland 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2015), 122–6.
55  Terence Kehoe, Cleaning Up the Great Lakes: From Cooperation to Confrontation (Dekalb, IL: Northern Illinois 
University Press, 1997), 56–7, 61–3. See also Terrianne K. Schulte, ‘Grassroots at the Water’s Edge: The League of 
Women Voters and the Struggle to Save Lake Erie, 1956–1970’ (PhD diss., State University of New York at Buffalo, 
2006). Interestingly, altogether Kehoe, McGucken and Schulte wrote very little about dredging.
56  US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Transcript of Conference in the Matter of Pollution, 524.
57  On environmentalism and anti-Vietnam War protests see Adam Rome, ‘“Give Earth a Chance”: 
The Environmental Movement and the Sixties’, Journal of American History 90, no. 2 (2003): 525–54.
58  The full subtitles of all the subcommittee hearings cited here talk about dumping in the ocean and the 
Great Lakes.
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industries were more directly engaged. In March 1971, the Senate Subcommittee 
on Air and Water Pollution met in Rehoboth, New Jersey, to discuss in situ the 
dumping of waste into the ocean—only to be met by ‘a tremendous turnout’ in 
local audience for their hearing.59 Those working the coastal waters were concerned 
about the ‘considerable long-term damage from unregulated dumping of waste’, 
as well as the ‘economic consequences’, which already had ‘spelled disaster’ for 
some of them. At the time, New Haven Harbor no longer yielded edible shellfish.60 
At  a  congressional hearing later in 1971, New Jersey Congressman Charles W. 
Sandman warned that ‘one of the Nation’s most historic, basic and important 
industries may well be threatened with near extinction because of ocean pollution’.61

To turn activism against open-water dumping into legislation, knowing the problem 
became key. While the public demanded an end to open-water dumping, both 
the Corps of Engineers and the US Army were hesitant. Since alternatives could 
add significantly to the waste disposal, neither would change policy before it had 
data on the actual environmental effects. Only scientific research could justify the 
expense of alternative disposal methods. Although researchers had been studying 
fresh and saltwater environments for decades by the early 1970s, the modern 
fields of oceanography and limnology, a lack of knowledge about the ecological 
consequences of open-water dumping impeded policy formation. The scale of both 
the Great Lakes and the Atlantic Ocean—their width, their breadth, but most of all 
their depth—slowed knowledge accumulation.62

The more general problem was that up to that point questions about the effects 
of open-water dumping had primarily come from ‘an obscure group of scientists, 
known as ecologists’, as Alton Lennon, North Carolina Congressman and chairman 
of the Subcommittee on Oceanography, pointed out in 1971.63 Neither in the case 
of dredge spoil in the Great Lakes, nor in that of dumping chemical weapons in the 
Atlantic, had those doing the dumping conducted scientific studies on its effects. 
The Army, for instance, seldom left any precise records of what it had dumped 
where, or followed up to see what, if any, impact its dumping had had on marine 
life. When in 1969 it had to respond to Congress for charges of ocean pollution, 
its experts only managed to gather data on the damage inflicted on the marine 

59  Committee on Public Works, Water Pollution Control Legislation. Ocean Dumping (Washington, DC: 
US Government Printing Office, 1971), 1910.
60  Robert Giaimo, cited in Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation; Subcommittee on 
Oceanography, Ocean Dumping, 149.
61  Charles W. Sandman, cited in Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation; Subcommittee 
on Oceanography, Ocean Dumping, 211.
62  Rozwadowski’s early history of oceanography does not mention limnology, a field that needs an historian. 
For a start see David G. Frey, ed., Limnology in North America (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1963), 
esp. 667–82.
63  Alton Lennon, cited in Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation; Subcommittee on 
Oceanography, Ocean Dumping, 1.
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environment four days before they were scheduled to appear.64 Similarly, the Corps 
of Engineers had done very little testing at dump sites in the Great Lakes, although 
it was aware of the 1964 tests of a disposal area abandoned in 1957, which found 
mud flats that were essentially the same as those found throughout the central basin. 
Seven years after dumping ceased, the site showed ‘no evidence of previous disposal 
of polluted dredgings’. As late as 1969, the corps continued to ask: ‘Just how 
polluted is the dredged material? What happens to this material, and to pollutants 
it may contain, after being dumped into deep water; and what is the effect on lake 
water quality and ecology?’65

After the enactment of the National Environmental Policy Act in 1970, the Corps of 
Engineers was required to create environmental impact statements for all dredging 
projects. The reports tended to lack detailed scientific support for either the 
cessation or continuation of open-water dumping, but they did universally include 
the higher cost of alternatives.66 The situation was such that scientists, the Army and 
the Corps operated with different data sets, making it difficult to come to science-
based conclusions on the ecological effects of open-water dumping. Those hoping 
to study ecological effects often did not have data on the amount, characteristics 
or whereabouts of dumped material, in particular when it concerned the secret 
CHASE missions. Those in possession of detailed information on the dumping did 
not collect data on its effects. Meanwhile, Congress was eager to pass legislation on 
ocean dumping to appease an outraged public, and policymakers did not seem to 
care too much that there had ‘never been a comprehensive program to determine 
what kinds [of waste could] be safely disposed of in which waters’.67

Over the course of 1971, the two subcommittees on Fisheries and Wildlife 
Conservation, and Oceanography considered more than 40 different bills on ocean 
dumping introduced by different congressmen.68 While the bills differed substantially, 
they all shared a broad notion of the matter being one of water pollution, irrespective 
of whether it contained salt or not. Nearly every bill covered ‘any of the navigable 
waters of the United States’ (House of Representatives, 337, 549, 1381), ‘oceans, 
coastal and other waters’ (House of Representatives, 4247, 4723, 5239, 5268, 5477) 
or, more explicitly, ‘oceans, coastal and other waters which would include oceans, 
gulfs, bays, salt-water lagoons, salt-water harbors, other coastal waters where the tide 
ebbs and flows, and the Great Lakes and so on’ (H.R. 808).69 What congressmen, 

64  Müller, ‘“Cut Holes and Sink ’em”’, 278–9.
65  ‘Lake Dumping Study is Inconclusive After 2 Years’, Cleveland Plain Dealer, 20 March 1969; US Army Corps 
of Engineers, Dredging and Water Quality Problems in the Great Lakes, 185; US Army Corps of Engineers, Dredging 
and Water Quality Problems in the Great Lakes: A Pilot Program Summary, 3.
66  See for example, US Army Corps of Engineers, Diked Disposal Facility, Site No. 14, Lake Erie, Cleveland 
Harbor, Cleveland, OH ([Buffalo, NY: US Army Corps of Engineers, Buffalo District],1976).
67  Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation; Subcommittee on Oceanography, Ocean Dumping, 120.
68  ibid., 144.
69  ibid., 41–63, 141.
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the media and the public alike discussed as ‘ocean dumping’ throughout the early 
1970s actually covered both oceans and Great Lakes, making no distinction between 
fresh and salt water. Interestingly, the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries 
Act, passed in the fall of 1972, no longer contained such a broad understanding of 
open-water dumping. Public Law 92-532, which also became known as the Ocean 
Dumping Act, regulated the dumping ‘into ocean waters’, with ‘ocean waters’ 
defined as ‘those waters of the open sea laying seaward of the base line from which 
the territorial sea is measured’.70 However, the law did not ignore the Great Lakes 
entirely, as the act called for a comprehensive study program on the effects of ‘ocean 
dumping’ into ‘ocean waters or other coaster waters’, and explicitly ‘the Great Lakes 
or their connecting waters’. The law also empowered the Secretary of Commerce to 
create ‘marine sanctuaries’ in ocean waters and the Great Lakes.71

Conclusion

As early as elementary school, students learn the basics of the hydrological cycle, 
the continuous movement of water on earth. Arrows point from open waters to the 
sky, symbolising evaporation. In the atmosphere, water condenses into clouds, then, 
arrows pointing down, it falls as precipitation. Back on earth, water gathers as ice or 
snow, or runs off into streams and rivers, sometimes seeping into the groundwater, 
but always—however slowly—moving back to the oceans, only to be met again by 
arrows pointing skyward. Given all this movement and the consequent ecological 
and social connections between rivers, lakes and oceans, historians of water have 
remained surprisingly confined. The historiographies of salt and fresh waters have 
remained remarkably distinct. Historians of rivers and lakes can carry on their work 
as if ocean historiography does not exist, and vice versa. In other words, a true water 
history field that links both fresh and saltwater history has yet to evolve.72

This article has made the case for a truly united field of water history, in which fresh 
and saltwater historians participate in the creation of a unified historiography. If water 
historians of all types more consistently considered the qualities of water, allowed its 
flows to set the scale and shape of our narratives, for example, water could become 
an agent not just in our histories, but in our historiography. If historians focused 
on the materiality of water—if the water were made more present—they would of 
necessity write environmental histories in which the qualities of water would help 
frame projects and pose questions. In this article, we have brought together two 
stories that had been researched separately, in which the actors themselves begged 
for the confluence of their stories of open-water dumping. Only over the course of 

70  US Public Law 92-532, 1.
71  US Public Law 92-532, 9, 10.
72  For a useful exploration of the hydrological and hydrosocial cycles, see Jamie Linton, What is Water? The History 
of a Modern Abstraction (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2010).
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writing this article did we bring our research together. No doubt our telling and 
perhaps our conclusions would have been richer had we framed the stories together 
from the outset. We encourage other scholars to take this approach.

From our research, we have learned that the separation of salt and freshwater bodies 
was an unnatural one for many of our actors—politicians, activists or journalists. 
In our stories, water’s tendency toward liquidity and opacity seemed to be key to 
how our actors defined and related to the different bodies of water. These qualities 
allowed some actors to consider rivers, lakes, estuaries, bays and the oceans equally 
suitable as ultimate sinks—at least up to the mid-1960s. Then, in political and 
legislative debates, ocean dumping came to encompass both the oceans and the Great 
Lakes. Scale only mattered in terms of making changes in water quality observable 
for those who lived nearby. By the mid-1960s, both Lake Erie and the New York 
Bight were described as dead because of dumping. Concern about the North Atlantic 
followed, when news of Operation CHASE gave people a possible explanation for 
environmental changes they had been observing. Knowing their water through 
science and technology, surprisingly, played only a minor role in activating concern, 
opposition and political action. Instead, the multifaceted human relationship to 
water drove environmental activism.

What would historians gain from a true water history? Fresh and saltwater historians 
in conversation could learn from each other’s methodological approaches and 
theoretical foundations. Freshwater historians might become more keenly aware of 
the science that describes the unseen world beneath the surface. Limnology might 
begin to influence freshwater histories as much as oceanography has the histories of 
the sea. River historians, usually comfortable working with case studies of specific 
sites or watersheds, might become more aware of the limits of local histories in 
a water-connected world. Conversely, ocean historians might consider restricting 
scale, recovering a placeness in their stories, engaging more fully with the materiality 
of specific spaces within the seas.

Perhaps more generally, a historiography driven by the materiality of water might 
broaden the field for future studies, to include not only rivers, oceans and lakes, 
but any ‘container’ of water, including clouds, rain and ice, as well as the absence 
of water: droughts. Regardless of how the field evolves, however, climate change 
has made water a more active agent around the globe, with rising sea levels, 
breaking ice shelves, droughts, floods and ‘superstorms’ threatening to change 
human relationships to the environment. The more active water becomes and the 
more scientists learn about aquatic ecosystems—freshwater and saltwater—the more 
scholars of all disciplines are likely to take up the topic.
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CLIMATE CHANGE: DEBATE 
AND REALITY
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Abstract
The debate about climate change has been raging for over 30 years. Is the climate really 
changing? If it is, are the changes caused by human actions? If they are, can anything 
be done about it? And, if so, should anything be done? On each of these questions, 
opinions clash. On one side are those who would say yes to all four questions. 
Among them are almost all climate scientists, most of the world’s governments and 
a large part of the educated public. On the other side are the current United States 
Government, most oil, gas and coal corporations, and most conservative politicians 
and their supporters, especially in the United States.

It cannot be denied that the debate has caused confusion in the mind of the public—at 
least in the United States—and has helped prevent effective measures to mitigate 
global warming. In this essay, however, I argue that the impact of the debate pales 
in comparison to that of two other factors: developmentalism, the glorification of 
economic growth; and consumerism, the modern energy-intensive way of life. While 
the causes of the failure to mitigate global warming can be found in every country, the 
case of China is particularly glaring.

Keywords: China, climate change, developmentalism, US Government

Climate change: The evidence

Among climate scientists, there is an almost complete consensus on the 
anthropogenic causes of global warming. All 928 articles on the subject published 
in refereed scientific journals between 1993 and 2003 agree on this point, as do 
the reports of the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC), the National Academy of Science, the American Meteorological Society, the 
American Geophysical Union and the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science. An analysis of 1,372 climate researchers and their publications showed 
that ‘(i) 97–98% of the climate researchers most actively published in the field 
… support the tenets of ACC [anthropogenic climate change] outlined by the 
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and (ii) the relative climate expertise 
and scientific prominence of the researchers unconvinced of ACC are substantially 
below that of the convinced researchers’.1

Concerns about anthropogenic climate change—especially regional desiccation 
caused by deforestation—date back to the eighteenth century and earlier. In the 
1970s and 1980s, scientists began worrying about global warming. In response 
to increasing scientific evidence, the UN established an IPCC in 1988. This 
organisation was charged with analysing all the relevant scientific literature and 
issuing periodic Assessment Reports. Its first Assessment Report, issued in 1990, 
was followed by reports in 1995, 2001, 2007 and 2014. These reports attributed 
climate change and its associated climate anomalies (droughts, floods, hurricanes 
and severe storms) to the increasing proportion of greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide 
and methane) in the atmosphere since the Industrial Revolution, and especially 
since the Second World War. The IPCC reports present not only a consensus of 
climate scientists, but also a ‘Summary for Policymakers’ to advise governments on 
ways to slow down global warming and mitigate its impact. Each report showed that 
climate change was happening faster and that its effects were more powerful than 
had been described in the preceding reports.

Scientists have identified several causes of global warming. The most important is 
the rising proportion of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere produced by the 
great increases in the human population and in the world economy. From 800,000 
to 10,000 years ago, CO2 fluctuated between 200 and 300 parts per million 
(ppm), in rhythm with global temperatures and sea levels. From then until the late 
nineteenth century, it ranged from 275 to 285 ppm. Then it began to rise. In 1900 
it reached 297 ppm. In 1958, it stood at 315 ppm. By 1995 it had risen to 360 ppm, 
and by 2005 to 378. In August 2018 it reached 406.84 ppm, a proportion not seen 
since 3 million years ago.2 Not only has this proportion grown, its rate of increase 
has risen as well, from 1 ppm per year in the 1950s to 2–2.5 ppm per year in the 
early 2000s. The consequence is not just that the Earth is getting warmer, but that 
it is doing so faster than ever before.3

1  William R. L. Anderegg et al., ‘Expert Credibility in Climate Change’, Proceedings of the National Academy 
of Sciences 107, no. 27 (1 June 2010): 12107–9. See also Naomi Oreskes, ‘The Scientific Consensus on Climate’, 
Science 306, no. 5702 (3 December 2004): 1686; Elizabeth Kolbert, ‘Rethinking How We Think About Climate 
Change’, Audubon (September–October 2014): 48; and William R. Ruddiman, Earth’s Climate, Past and Future 
(New York: W. H. Freeman, 2008), 341.
2  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Earth System Research Laboratory, Global Monitoring 
Division, ‘Trends in Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide’, esrl.noaa.gov, accessed August 2018.
3  John R. McNeill and Peter Engelke, The Great Acceleration: An Environmental History of the Anthropocene since 
1945 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2016), 64–9; Elizabeth Kolbert, Field Notes from a Catastrophe: 
Man, Nature, and Climate Change (New York: Bloomsbury, 2009), 43–4; Wolfgang Behringer, A Cultural History 
of Climate, translated by Patrick Camiller (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2010), 183–4; Henry Pollack, A World Without 
Ice (New York: Penguin, 2010), 183–7; John Carey, ‘Global Warming: Faster than Expected?’, Scientific American 
(November 2012): 51–5; ‘Greenhouse Gas to Reach 3-Million-Year High’, livescience.com, accessed 6 June 2013.
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Since 1900, the main source has been the burning of fossil fuels, at first mostly coal 
but increasingly oil and natural gas. Since 2000, global emissions of greenhouse gases 
have been growing by 3 per cent per year. In 2012, burning fossil fuels produced 
35.6 billion tons of CO2, 58 per cent more than in 1990; another 3 billion tons came 
from deforestation, mainly in the tropics. The United States was long the world’s 
foremost source of carbon emissions, with 28.5 per cent of the world’s total between 
1850 and 2008, but it has recently been overtaken by China, with 23.6 per cent of 
global emissions in 2009.4

CO2 is not the only gas that prevents infrared rays from escaping, trapping heat in the 
atmosphere as if in a greenhouse. Methane (CH4), emitted by livestock flatulence, by 
decaying vegetation in rice paddies, wetlands and peat bogs, by melting permafrost 
and from oil wells, accounts for 16 per cent of the greenhouse effect; its proportion 
of the atmosphere has risen from 350–700 parts per billion before industrialisation 
to 1,750 parts per billion today. Nitrous oxide (N2O) is a byproduct of agricultural 
fertilisers, livestock and burning fossil fuels, as well as coming from natural sources 
such as tropical soils; its proportion has reached 310 parts per trillion.

The main cause of the increase in the proportion of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere is the ever-growing human demand for energy. The astonishing growth 
of the human population and of the global economy, and the rising standards of living 
over the past half century, were accompanied by a proportional growth in primary 
energy consumption.5 Between 1965 and 2015, primary energy consumption grew 
from 3,731 million metric tons of oil equivalent (a standard measure of energy 
consumption) to 13,105 million metric tons, an increase of 350 per cent. During 
that period, oil consumption increased by 280 per cent, natural gas consumption by 
540 per cent and coal consumption from by 270 per cent. In 2015, 78.4 per cent 
of that energy came from fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas); another 3.6 per cent 
from hydro; 2.3 per cent from nuclear; 9.1 per cent from traditional biomass 
(mainly firewood); and 5.8 per cent from modern renewable sources: solar panels, 
ethanol, biodiesel, wind and geothermal.6 Coal production, once surpassed by oil 
as the source of most of the CO2 being emitted, has been rising again, especially in 
developing countries; from 1965 to 2011, the use of coal has increased sevenfold 
in Brazil and India, 13-fold in Mexico, and 15-fold in South Korea and China.7

4  Mike Orcutt, ‘The Enduring Technology of Coal’, Technology Review 116, no. 3 (May–June 2013): 15; 
Michael Le Page and Michael Slezak, ‘No Sign of Emissions Letting Up as Climate Talks Begin’, New Scientist, 
8  December 2012, 11; Clive Hamilton, Requiem for a Species: Why We Resist the Truth about Climate Change 
(London and Washington, DC: Earthscan, 2010), 5; Ruddiman, Earth’s Climate, 328.
5  BP Statistical Review of World Energy June 2017, bp.com, accessed August 2018. See also International Energy 
Agency, Key World Energy Statistics, iea.org, accessed February 2018. The IEA, representing the major countries 
of the world, is affiliated with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
6  REN21.2017: Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century, ‘Annual Report 2017’, ren21.net, 
accessed February 2018.
7  ‘The Enduring Technology of Coal’, 15.
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Climate change believers

The reports of the IPCC, and especially their predictions of future problems if 
measures are not taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, have led some pundits 
to issue dire prophecies of doom, predicting that global warming will lead to wars, 
millions of deaths, an economic depression and massive flights of refugees.8 Thus 
in 2006, James Lovelock, author of The Revenge of Gaia, wrote: ‘Despite all our 
efforts to retreat sustainably, we may be unable to prevent a global decline into 
a chaotic world ruled by brutal war lords on a devastated Earth.’9 According to the 
Australian philosopher and public intellectual Clive Hamilton, ‘The kind of climate 
that has allowed civilization to flourish will be gone and humans will enter a long 
struggle just to survive’.10 Slightly less apocalyptic is the conclusion reached by 
Donella Meadows et al. in a revised edition of The Limits to Growth: ‘We worry that 
current policies will produce overshoot and collapse.’11 Of course, such doomsayers 
do not represent the consensus of opinion among climate change believers. Yet the 
predictions of climate scientists that the Earth will become warmer have, through 
a process of epistemological slippage, morphed, in the minds of believers, into an 
expectation of hard times ahead, if not for all humankind, then at least for the poor 
and those who live near the sea, an expectation based on what the scholar of climate 
change Mike Hulme calls ‘the West’s loss of confidence in the future’.12

Worries about climate change and the future are not limited to Western pundits and 
pessimists. The increasing scientific attention and the dire predictions contained in 
the IPCC Assessment Reports have also aroused the attention of the international 
community. The first IPCC Assessment Report led the UN to call a Conference on 
Environment and Development in June 1992 in Rio de Janeiro. It was attended 
by delegates of over 170 nations, over 100 of them represented by their heads 
of government or heads of state, as well as thousands of activists, representatives of 
environmental non-government organisations (NGOs) and women’s organisations, 
business leaders, religious figures and journalists. It was the largest international 
conference in history.13

8  Mike Hulme, ‘Reducing the Future to Climate: A Story of Climate Determinism and Reductionism’, Osiris 
26 (2011): 247, doi.org/10.1086/661274.
9  James Lovelock, The Revenge of Gaia: Why the Earth Is Fighting Back (London: Allan Lane, 2006), quoted in 
Hulme, ‘Reducing the Future to Climate’, 198.
10  Hamilton, Requiem for a Species, 14.
11  Donella Meadows et al., The Limits to Growth: The Thirty-year Update (London: Earthscan, 2004), quoted 
in Mike Hulme, Why We Disagree About Climate Change: Understanding Controversy, Inaction and Opportunity 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 260.
12  Hulme, ‘Reducing the Future to Climate’, 266.
13  Different sources give somewhat different numbers: ‘Earth Summit’, in Wikipedia (accessed April 2014) 
gives 172 government and 108 heads of state or of government; Behringer, A Cultural History of Climate, 192, 
puts the number at 178 countries; Daniel Yergin, The Quest: Energy, Security, and the Remaking of the Modern 
World (New York: Penguin, 2017), 472, mentions 160 heads of state, government and international organisations. 
On the international politics of global warming, see McNeill and Engelke, The Great Acceleration, 76–82. See also 
Ramachandra Guha, Environmentalism: A Global History (New York: Longman, 2000), 141.
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Climate change dominated the proceedings of that conference and the media 
reports. On that subject, the world’s nations were split into factions. The delegates 
of the poorer countries pointed out that 80 per cent of the world’s resources were 
consumed by 20 per cent of its people living in the industrialised world. They 
contrasted the ‘luxury emissions’ produced by the gas-guzzling automobiles of the 
rich with the ‘survival emissions’ of the poor. The developing nations’ delegates, led 
by China and India, saw restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions as an obstacle to 
their development and asked why they should pay for the sins of the rich countries. 
The European nations were eager to set targets and timetables for greenhouse gas 
reductions, but the United States was opposed. President George H. W. Bush, under 
pressure from the fossil fuel industries, instructed the American delegation to dilute 
or block most diplomatic initiatives. The document that concluded the conference, 
known as the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, was signed by 154 
nations, including the United States. Under the terms of that agreement, which 
was not legally binding, the rich countries pledged to reduce their greenhouse gas 
emissions to the 1990 level by the year 2000, a wildly optimistic promise. Developing 
countries agreed only to monitor their emissions.14

The next major international conference, held in Kyoto in 1997, was called 
in response to the IPCC’s Second Assessment Report of 1996. Unlike the Rio 
conference, where the participants made promises they could not keep, the goals 
of the Kyoto conference were to agree on binding targets for greenhouse gas 
emissions and devise mechanisms to implement them. Developing countries, led 
by India, China and Brazil, refused to accept binding commitments because they 
were about to embark on a period of extraordinary economic growth. They blamed 
the rich countries for having caused global warming by burning coal and oil, and 
proposed that the rich should be the first to take legally binding steps to reduce 
their emissions.15 As at Rio, the United States insisted that all countries should share 
the burden of reducing emissions, especially since the larger Third World countries 
were expected to produce more emissions than the rich countries within the next 
20 years.

The result of the conference, called the Kyoto Protocol, was a very watered-down 
version of the expectations of the organisers and the scientists of the IPCC. China 
and India accepted no restrictions of their emissions. Australia and Saudi Arabia 
expressed reservations. The European Union agreed to reduce its emissions by 
8 per cent, the United States by 7 per cent, and Japan and Canada by 6 per cent. 

14  Yergin, The Quest, 468–73; ‘United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change’, in Wikipedia, 
accessed July 2013; Tim Flannery, The Weather Makers: How Man Is Changing the Climate and What It Means for 
Life on Earth (New York: Grove Press, 2005), 223, 243; Benjamin Kline, First Along the River: A Brief History of 
the U.S. Environmental Movement (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2007), 110–13; Hamilton, Requiem for 
a Species, 98.
15  William K. Stevens, ‘Greenhouse Gas Issue: Haggling over Fairness’, New York Times, 30 November 1997; 
Yergin, The Quest, 485–95, 512–13; ‘Kyoto Protocol’, in Wikipedia, accessed April 2014.
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Although US President Bill Clinton signed the Kyoto Protocol, neither he nor 
his successor George W. Bush ever submitted it to the Senate. In short, the Kyoto 
Protocol was an expression of good intentions, but little else.16

Meanwhile, global carbon emissions, far from declining to 1990 levels, rose from 
6 gigatons in 1990 to 8.5 gigatons in 2007, a 40 per cent increase, exceeding the 
IPCC’s worst-case scenario.17 As the scientific prognosis grew darker and public 
concerns mounted, the governments of the world responded with ever more 
frequent conferences. In December 2009, a third major international conference 
was held in Copenhagen, attended by delegates of 193 nations. Of the 193 nations 
that attended, 138 signed or pledged to sign a non-binding agreement, but no treaty 
was forthcoming.18

A year later, another conference, this one at Cancún, Mexico, achieved a more 
positive result, namely a pledge to prevent average global temperatures from rising 
more than 2˚C (3.6˚F) above pre-industrial levels. But it did not require that the 
signatory nations adopt the technological or economic changes that scientists felt 
necessary to avoid dangerous climate change.19

Most recently, the 2015 UN Climate Change Conference in Paris aimed to limit 
global warming to 2˚C or less, compared to pre-industrial levels, by cutting 
greenhouse gas emissions to zero in the second half of the twenty-first century. Most 
of the governments represented at the conference accepted this goal in principle. 
However, since there is no binding enforcement mechanism, its implementation is 
far from certain. Compromising this agreement is the dramatic drop in fossil fuel 
prices, triggering a rise in consumption, hence emissions.

Global warming deniers

Opposed to the IPCC and the believers are the deniers, or, as they prefer to call 
themselves, the sceptics. Some agree that global warming is real, but claim it is 
a natural phenomenon in which humans have played no part; S. Fred Singer and 
Dennis T. Avery’s Unstoppable Global Warming: Every 1,500 Years is an example 

16  Flannery, The Weather Makers, 223–31; Kolbert, Field Notes from a Catastrophe, 197; Yergin, The Quest, 
489–99; Kline, First Along the River, 135–6, 150–72; Behringer, A Cultural History of Climate, 192–5; Stevens, 
‘Greenhouse Gas Issue’.
17  Flannery, The Weather Makers, 243; Behringer, A Cultural History of Climate, 192–5; Kolbert, Field Notes from 
a Catastrophe, 15–72, 197; Hamilton, Requiem for a Species, 98; ‘Earth Summit’ and ‘United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change’, in Wikipedia, accessed July 2013.
18  ‘2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference’ (also known as the ‘Copenhagen Summit’) in Wikipedia, 
accessed July 2013; Robert Marks, China: Its Environment and History (Lantham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 
2012), 316; Yergin, The Quest, 515.
19  ‘2010 United Nations Climate Change Conference’ (also known as the ‘Cancún Summit’) in Wikipedia, 
accessed July 2013.
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of this genre.20 Then there is a large and growing literature that claims that global 
warming is an elaborate hoax fomented by a cabal of scientists and leftists, with 
titles such as Red Hot Lies: How Global Warming Alarmists Use Threats, Fraud, and 
Deception to Keep you Misinformed; Power Grab: How Obama’s Green Policies Will 
Steal Your Freedom and Bankrupt America; Eco-Tyranny: How the Left’s Green Agenda 
Will Dismantle America; and The Real Global Warming Disaster: Is the Obsession with 
‘Climate Change’ Turning Out to Be the Most Costly Scientific Blunder in History? 21

In the United States, global warming denial is more than a literary genre; it is 
a political stance, with Democrats generally claiming concern for the environment 
and Republicans reflecting the interests of the fossil fuel industries. Under the 
administrations of Ronald Reagan, George H. W. Bush and George W. Bush, 
scientists working for the Environmental Protection Agency and the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration complained that their work was interfered 
with and their reports altered by politically appointed administrators.22 During the 
2011 presidential campaign, Republican candidates Ron Paul and Rick Perry called 
climate change ‘a hoax’, while front runner Mitt Romney said: ‘My view is that we 
don’t know what’s causing climate change on this planet and the idea of spending 
trillions and trillions of dollars to try and reduce CO2 emissions is not the right 
cause for us.’23 That year, the US House of Representatives defeated the proposed 
amendment that stated: ‘Climate change is occurring, is largely caused by human 
activities, and poses significant risks for public health and welfare.’24

In 2017, President Donald Trump withdrew the United States from the Paris 
Agreement, to the dismay of the European Union and even China, which had 
belatedly taken a leadership role in climate awareness.

In climate politics, as in all other areas of politics, important economic interests 
were at play. And these interests influenced politicians through well-funded 
lobbies. As early as the 1980s, Peabody Energy, the world’s largest coal company, 

20  S. Fred Singer and Dennis T. Avery’s Unstoppable Global Warming: Every 1,500 Years (Lanham, MD: Rowman 
& Littlefield, 2007).
21  Christopher C. Horner, Red Hot Lies: How Global Warming Alarmists Use Threats, Fraud, and Deception to Keep 
You Misinformed (Washington, DC: Regnery, 2008), and Power Grab: How Obama’s Green Policies Will Steal Your 
Freedom and Bankrupt America (Washington, DC: Regnery, 2010); Brian Sussman, Eco-Tyranny: How the Left’s 
Green Agenda Will Dismantle America (Washington, DC: WND Books, 2012); and Christopher Booker, The Real 
Global Warming Disaster: Is the Obsession with ‘Climate Change’ Turning Out to Be the Most Costly Scientific Blunder 
in History? (London: Continuum, 2010).
22  Joshua B. Howe, Behind the Curve: Science and the Politics of Global Warming (Seattle, WA: University of 
Washington Press, 2004), 118–46, 170–96; Naomi Oreskes and Erik M. Conway, Merchants of Doubt: How 
a Handful of Scientists Obscured the Truth on Issues from Tobacco Smoke to Global Warming (London: Bloomsbury 
Press, 2011), 183–215.
23  Shawn Lawrence Otto, ‘America’s Science Problem’, Scientific American (November 2012): 65, doi.org/10.1038/
scientificamerican1112-62; Oreskes, ‘The Scientific Consensus’, 1686; ‘Climate of Distrust’ (editorial), Nature 
436(7047): 1; Flannery, The Weather Makers, 241.
24  Geoffrey Parker, The Global Crisis: War, Climate, and Catastrophe in the Seventeenth-Century World (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 2013), 687.
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backed the production of the video ‘The Greening of Planet Earth’ that claimed 
that CO2 would raise agricultural yields, thereby ending world hunger. The Exxon 
Mobil Corporation and other fossil fuel companies funded several Washington 
think tanks, such as the George C. Marshall Institute. Coal, oil, gas, chemical and 
automobile companies financed the Global Climate Coalition, the Climate Action 
Partnership, the Heritage Foundation, the Competitive Enterprise Institute and 
other think tanks, as well as fake citizens action groups, such as the Advancement 
of Sound Science Coalition. What these lobbyists have achieved is to make people 
believe that scientists disagree about global warming (when they do not), leaving the 
public confused.25

By 2006, most fossil fuel companies had stopped denying the existence of global 
warming, but argued instead that there was no hurry, and no changes would be 
needed for another 20 years. The spokesman, Patrick Michaels, a senior research 
fellow at the libertarian Cato Institute, admitted that ‘human-induced climate 
change is indeed real, but that this will not lead to an environmental apocalypse’ 
and ‘there is plenty of time—a century or so—for technological development that 
will be more efficient and emit far less carbon dioxide’.26

By lobbying against climate science and supporting conservative candidates, 
these companies succeeded in postponing any meaningful action and casting the 
United States in the role of obfuscator at international conferences. In the words 
of the Australian environmental scientist Tim Flannery: ‘It is almost impossible 
to overestimate the role these [American energy] industries have played over the 
past two decades in preventing the world from taking serious action to combat 
climate change.’27

There is no question that the major corporations—especially the fossil fuel 
producers—are responsible for encouraging the emission of greenhouse gases, 
both directly by the public through sales of gasoline, diesel fuel and natural gas, 
and indirectly through the production of electricity, cement and energy-intensive 
manufacturing, and the sale of houses, motor vehicles and appliances. Their lobbying 
and their publicity campaigns, and that of the think tanks that they sponsored, have 
contributed to the doubts in the mind of the public.

Think tanks, lobbyists, conservative media and politicians influence public opinion, 
but only in the direction in which the public is leaning anyway. In the United States, 
that direction has been toward increasing scepticism. A poll taken in 2006 showed 

25  Dale Jamieson, Reason in a Dark Time (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 81–96; Kolbert, 
‘Rethinking’, 46–8; Oreskes and Conway, Merchants of Doubt, 186–90, 213.
26  Patrick Michaels and Robert C. Balling, Jr, Climate of Extremes: Global Warming Science They Don’t Want You to 
Know (Washington, DC: Cato Institute, 2009), 7; see also Michaels’s Meltdown: The Predictable Distortion of Global 
Warming by Scientists, Politicians, and the Media (Washington, DC: Cato Institute, 2004).
27  Flannery, The Weather Makers, 240. See also ‘Climate Skeptic Group Works to Reverse Renewable Energy 
Mandates’, Washington Post, 24 November 2012; Hamilton, Requiem for a Species, 100–6.
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that 92 per cent of Americans had heard of global warming, 90 per cent believed 
that the United States should reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and 70 per cent 
believed that it should do so regardless of what other nations did. In April 2008, 
only 71 per cent of Americans believed there was solid evidence of global warming 
and 47 per cent believed it was due to human activities. And by October 2009, 
only 57 per cent believed in global warming and 36 per cent blamed it on humans. 
When asked whether global warming was a serious problem, in 2008 44 per cent of 
the people interviewed agreed that it was, but by 2009, only 35 per cent did so, and 
Americans ranked global warming as last in a list of 20 priorities. In other words, 
they were experiencing global-warming fatigue.28

As American politics have become more polarised, so have Americans’ views on 
global warming. In 1997, there were only slight differences between Republicans 
and Democrats on the subject, with 48 per cent of Republicans and 52 per cent 
of Democrats expressing concern. By 2008, however, the gap had grown by 34 
percentage points, with 42 per cent of Republicans and 76 per cent of Democrats 
expressing concern.29

Obstacles to mitigation

The influence of corporate lobbies and the election of climate change–denying 
politicians, important though they are, cannot alone explain the weakness 
of the measures taken so far to counter global warming. Two other obstacles—
developmentalism and consumerism—stand in the way of effective actions.

Developmentalism

Developmentalism is an ideology that reflects both the goals of economic 
development and the means to achieve them.30 Since the 1930s, nations have used 
the gross domestic product (GDP)—the value of all goods and services expressed 
in monetary terms—as the measure of the size of their economies and its rate of 
growth. For economists, the oceans, the air, the wilderness and other non-human 
parts of the biosphere are ‘externalities’. They discount all values that cannot be 
expressed monetarily, such as air and water quality, public health, the lives of plants 
and animals, and the aesthetic and spiritual benefits of nature. Politicians, the press 
and the public celebrate the growth of GDP and deplore a stagnant economy or 
a recession.

28  Pew Research Center, ‘Fewer Americans See Solid Evidence of Global Warming’ (22 October 2009), www.
people-press.org/2009/10/22/fewer-americans-see-solid-evidence-of-global-warming, accessed September 2018; 
Pollack, A World Without Ice, 152; Hamilton, Requiem for a Species, 120–3.
29  Clive Hamilton, Earthmasters: The Dawn of the Age of Climate Engineering (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 2013), 86.
30  I owe the concept of developmentalism to Robert Marks, China, 71.
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The imperative to produce more and maximise a nation’s economic growth has 
become ingrained in the ideologies of all political parties. Politicians of all stripes 
justify economic development on nationalist grounds—to make their nation 
stronger or more prosperous. International organisations like the World Bank, 
the International Monetary Fund and the UN Environment Programme also see 
development as an unalloyed good. Even economists, with very few exceptions, 
believe that growth is a good thing, and always will be.31 As the environmental 
historian John McNeill noted: ‘The overarching priority of economic growth was 
easily the most important idea of the twentieth century.’32

The environment, meanwhile, is easily ignored. The exploitation of natural 
resources is taken for granted; substitutes are sought for those in short supply. 
Nations desperate to develop their military or to alleviate poverty feel they can ill 
afford to jeopardise their economic growth for the sake of the natural environment. 
In democracies, popular opinion gives the highest priority to providing jobs; only in 
the last decades of the twentieth century has protecting the environment appeared 
on the list of priorities.

Consumerism

Businesses and governments are not the only ones to blame for the lack of progress 
in reducing greenhouse gas emissions, consumers are also. There are two reasons for 
this response. One is biology, for humans evolved in a tropical African environment. 
Most people who live in the temperate zone prefer warm weather to cold, and spring 
and summer to autumn and winter. Many take winter holidays in warmer places, 
and many others move to warmer regions when they retire. Some even welcome 
a warmer climate.

The other reason is what was once called the American way of life. The US economy 
is based on the mass consumption of comfortable housing, automobiles, appliances, 
frequent travel and other amenities. As one salesman wrote in 1955: 

Our enormously productive economy demands that we make consumption our 
way of life, that we convert the buying and use of goods into rituals, that we seek 
our spiritual satisfactions, our ego satisfaction, in consumption … We need things 
consumed, burned, worn out, replaced, and discarded at an ever increasing rate.33

31  Or, as Kenneth Boulding put it: ‘Anyone who believes exponential growth can go on forever in a finite 
world is either a madman or an economist’: ‘The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth’, in Radical Political 
Economy: Exploration in Alternative Economic Analysis, ed. Victor D. Lippit (Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 1996), 
362. Among the few economists who question the idea of infinite growth is Herman E. Daly, see his ‘Economics 
in a Full World’, Scientific American (September 2005): 100–7, and Beyond Growth: The Economics of Sustainable 
Development (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1996).
32  John R. McNeill, Something New Under the Sun: An Environmental History of the 20th-Century World 
(New York: Norton, 2000), 336.
33  Victor Lebow, ‘Price Competition in 1955’, Journal of Retailing (Spring 1955), quoted in Simon L. Lewis and 
Mark A. Maslin, The Human Planet: How We Created the Anthropocene (London: Penguin Books, 2018), 226.
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The American way of life is based on cheap energy. As Ari Fleischer, Press Secretary 
for President George W. Bush, put it: ‘The President believes that [energy use is] an 
American way of life and that it should be the goal of policymakers to protect the 
American way of life. The American way of life is a blessed one.’34 In a society in 
which people are judged by their consumption of goods and services, and in which 
such consumption correlates closely with the consumption of fossil fuels, reducing 
one’s carbon footprint is equated with reducing one’s standard of living. After the 
Second World War, the American way of life spread to Europe and, more recently, to 
East Asia and other parts of the world. For a global middle class, a standard of living 
based on an increasing consumption of energy is not just a question of comfort, but 
even one of identity.

Electricity

The two elements of modern economies that consume the most energy are electricity 
and motor vehicles. Once consumers have access to these two aspects of modern life, 
it is hard to imagine living without them.

In recent decades, the world’s production of electricity has increased from 6,298 
terawatt hours (TWh) in 1974 to 25,082 TWh in 2016, an average rate of growth 
of 3.3 per cent per year. Of the amount produced in 2016, 38.3 per cent came from 
burning coal, 23.1 per cent from natural gas and 3.7 per cent from oil; in other 
words, 65.1 per cent came from burning fossil fuels that emit greenhouse gases. 
Of that electricity, 31.9 per cent was used by industry, 31.1 per cent by private 
residences and 31.8 per cent by commercial and public activities. Much of the 
growth in the consumption of electricity can be attributed to its spread to the non-
Western world, especially—as we shall see—to China.35

Much has been made of the astonishing rise in renewable energy sources, especially 
photovoltaic solar panels and wind farms. In many places, the cost of electricity from 
these sources has dropped to the point where it is competitive with electricity from 
fossil fuel–burning power plants. Between 2010 and 2016, the cost of solar energy 
dropped by 70 per cent and that of wind energy by 25 per cent, while the cost of 
battery storage (essential to even out the fluctuations in sunlight and wind) fell by 
40 per cent.36 Gains in the efficiency of generation and transmission of electricity 
and of electric appliances show significant promise. Wind farms, photovoltaic solar 

34  Hamilton, Requiem for a Species, 34.
35  International Energy Agency, Electricity Information Overview, iea.org, accessed August 2018. See also US 
Energy Information Administration, eia Beta, eia.gov, accessed August 2018.
36  International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2017: Executive Summary, iea.org, accessed February 2018.
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panels and hydroelectric power plants produce little or no greenhouse gas. In the 
future, they will replace oil- and gas-fired plants, but too slowly to reverse global 
warming. Meanwhile, the use of coal shows no signs of diminishing.37

Motor vehicles

Most of the good news about reducing greenhouse gas emissions comes from the 
power generation sector. In the transport sector, attempts to reduce emissions are 
losing the battle against the proliferation of motor vehicles and the infrastructures 
that support them. In the past half-century, world motor vehicle production has 
simply exploded, from 16.5 million vehicles in 1960 to 94.9 million in 2016, an 
almost sixfold increase. As a result of this boom, global motor vehicle registrations 
reached 1.3 billion in 2016 and are expected to reach 2 billion by 2040.38

One of the key factors that determine the kinds of vehicles that consumers buy 
is the price of fuel. As every driver knows, the price of gasoline fluctuates wildly, 
rising during oil crises and dropping in the ensuing gluts. Thus, the average price 
of regular gasoline in the United States peaked at $4.12 a gallon in June 2008 and 
again at $4.10 in May 2011, only to drop to $1.70 in January 2015; in real terms, 
these prices were among the lowest since the early 1970s. The prices of diesel and 
other petroleum fuels have followed the same trends.

In recent years, North American consumers have increasingly shifted their demand 
from passenger cars to sport utility vehicles (SUVs), crossovers (small SUVs) and 
pickup trucks; they now account for over half of US sales. In December 2017, 
of the 722,822 vehicles sold by the big three Detroit automobile manufacturers, 
82 per cent were pickups, SUVs or minivans; only 18 per cent were passenger cars.39 
Part of the reason is rising incomes and falling fuel prices, but another is deliberate 
government policy. In response to the fuel crises and the environmental movement 
of the 1970s, the US Government imposed tight restrictions on the fuel economy 
and emissions of passenger cars, but exempted truck-like vehicles. Automobile 
manufacturers responded by building SUVs, vans and pickup trucks with all the 
amenities of passenger cars. Because such vehicles consume more fuel and are less 
likely to be replaced by electric vehicles than are saloon cars, these shifts in consumer 
tastes and government policies have been roadblocks to stabilising emissions.

37  Eduardo Porter, ‘Wind and Solar Power Advance, but Carbon Refuses to Retreat’, New York Times, 7 November 
2017); ‘Carbon Emissions Set to Rise’, Nature 551(7680): 277.
38  International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2017: Executive Summary; Organisation Internationale 
des Constructeurs d’Automobiles, 2016 Production Statistics, oica.net, accessed February 2018.
39  Consumer Reports, April 2018, 16.
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The price of motor fuels in other countries has followed a similar pattern, but at 
different levels, due to taxes. Thus, in February 2018, when the average price of 
gasoline was $2.88 per gallon in the United States, it was $4.46 in China and $4.95 in 
Japan. It was much higher in Europe: $6.38 in Germany, $6.40 in the UK and $6.99 
in France.40 Despite higher fuel prices, other countries’ consumers have followed in 
the footsteps of Americans. In 2017, over a third of passenger vehicles sold worldwide 
were SUVs or crossovers. In Europe, long the land of small economy cars, sales of 
SUVs have doubled in the past five years. In China, SUVs are particularly popular, 
and it is expected that they will represent half of all passenger vehicles sold by 2022.41

By then, won’t cars be electric? Indeed, the number of electric (including plug-in 
hybrid) vehicles has risen dramatically in recent years, from near zero in 2000 
to 2 million (or 0.14 per cent of all motor vehicles) in 2016, and is expected to 
reach 280 million (or 14 per cent) in 2040. In relative terms, that is an encouraging 
sign. But in absolute terms, it means that the number of non-electric (i.e. petroleum-
burning) vehicles will also grow, reaching 1.72 billion in 2040, and will contribute 
much more to greenhouse gas emissions than the electric vehicles can mitigate.42 
Furthermore, electric vehicles are not without environmental costs, for they require 
electricity, much of which will in the future be produced by burning fossil fuels.

Soft denial

Even people who recognise that climate change is real and is the result of human 
actions are poorly motivated to change their consumption habits. They may agree 
with the scientific consensus, yet they behave as if they agreed with the climate-
change deniers; one could call their response to global warming ‘soft denial’. This 
attitude of ‘soft denial’ is not a matter of ignorance. As the sociologist Kari Norgaard 
found, ‘Respondents who are better informed about climate change feel less rather 
than more responsible for it … People stopped paying attention to global climate 
change when they realized that there is no easy solution for it’.43

One major obstacle to changing consumer habits lies in the disparity between costs 
and benefits. As consumption takes place in the present, reducing one’s consumption 
would have an immediate impact on one’s lifestyle. The benefit thereof, namely 
a reduction in climate change, would be spread over large areas, perhaps the entire 
world; furthermore, they would not be felt for many years, perhaps centuries.

40  For US prices, see gasbuddy.com; for international comparisons, see globalpetrolprices.com, accessed February 
2018.
41  Neal E. Boudette, ‘More Luxury Buyers Ditch the Imports and Pick up a Truck’, New York Times, 15 February 
2018; Hiroko Tabuchi, ‘The World Is Embracing S.U.V.s. That’s Bad News for the Climate’, New York Times, 
3 March, 2018.
42  International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2017: Executive Summary.
43  Kari Marie Norgaard, Living in Denial: Climate Change, Emotions, and Everyday Life (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 2011), 2, doi.org/10.7551/mitpress/9780262015448.001.0001.
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Another obstacle is what economists call discounting the future. Weighing the 
impact of current consumption on future generations is an ethical and psychological 
problem. Most people love their children, and their grandchildren if they have any, 
and worry about the climate they will have to contend with. But few people take 
into account the fate of their great-grandchildren and beyond. Hence the trade-off 
between giving up current consumption and benefiting future generations is 
a difficult one for most people to accept.44

Another factor contributes to the difficulty, namely the expectation of future 
economic growth. The world economy has been growing for so many centuries 
(albeit with many ups and downs) that it is natural to assume that it will continue 
growing in the future. Even the IPCC assumes future growth of 2.3 to 3.6 per cent 
per annum. Extrapolating into the future, that means that the Gross World Product 
in 2050 will be up to six times larger than it is today.45 Whether the beneficiaries of 
this economic growth will be more willing to trade off the consumption of material 
goods and services for environmental or aesthetic benefits than wealthy people 
today is questionable.

Finally, there are those, like Michaels quoted above, who believe that future 
technologies can save the planet from the damage caused by past technologies. 
Some new technologies already exist that contribute much less to global warming 
than the ones they replace: wind farms, solar panels and electric vehicles come 
to mind. Others—geo-engineering, carbon capture and storage, solar radiation 
management—are still pie in the sky, with unpredictable side effects.46

Thus human nature, mass consumption, cost–benefit analysis, discounting the future, 
and expectations of economic growth and of technological fixes all contribute to the 
lethargic (even fatalistic) response of governments and peoples to what scientists see 
as an existential crisis for the planet Earth.

The Chinese paradox

The case of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) is particularly relevant to the 
issue of global warming. Of all the countries in the world, China has the largest 
population, the second-largest territory and the second-largest (and fastest-growing) 
economy. China is also important because it is particularly vulnerable to climate 

44  Hulme, Why We Disagree, 115–16 and 120–2.
45  ibid., 139–40.
46  See, for example, Paul J. Crutzen, ‘Albedo Enhancement by Stratospheric Sulfur Injection: A Contribution to 
Resolve a Policy Dilemma?’, Climatic Change 77, no. 3–4 (August 2006): 211–20, doi.org/10.1007/s10584-006-
9101-y; Jeff Goodell, How to Cool the Planet: Geoengineering and the Audacious Effort to Fix Earth’s Climate (Boston, 
MA: Houghton Mifflin, 2010); and James Rodger Fleming, Fixing the Sky: The Checkered History of Weather and 
Climate Control (New York: Columbia University Press, 2010).
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change. Only a third of its territory receives enough rain to support agriculture, 
and that rain comes in the form of monsoons, with the heaviest downpours in the 
summer. Much of Chinese agriculture depends on capturing and storing rainwater 
in reservoirs and delivering it to the fields through an intricate network of canals. 
Historically, the monsoons have supported a dense population, but have also left 
it vulnerable to unpredictable droughts and floods. No one knows how global 
warming will affect the monsoons, but it is unlikely to make them more regular and 
predictable.

Just as worrying is the impact of global warming on snow and ice in the Himalayas 
and the Tibetan Plateau. The Himalayan and Tibetan glaciers supply much of the 
meltwater that flows into the Yangtze and Pearl rivers, the basins of which are home 
to almost a billion people. (They also feed the rivers of Pakistan, India and South East 
Asia.) If global temperatures were to rise by 1.5˚C above pre-industrial levels—the 
most conservative of the scenarios proposed by the IPCC—the average temperature 
in the high mountains of Asia would rise by 2.1˚C, causing the amount of ice in the 
Asian glaciers to shrink by 36±7 per cent. According to the IPCC’s less conservative 
scenarios, the loss of ice could reach as high as 69 per cent.47 As the glaciers melt, 
the amount of water they release is likely to rise for a few years, then decline. Again, 
the consequences for China and the rest of Asia are unpredictable.

The Chinese Government is well aware of the dangers of global warming. China’s 
National Climate Change Programme, published in June 2007, recognised that 
the country’s greenhouse gas emissions had quadrupled since 1979, but insisted 
on giving priority to economic development. Action on climate change, it argued, 
would rely on improvements in energy efficiency and on the positive effects of the 
one-child policy, which had prevented 300 million births and thereby avoided 
1.2 billion tons of CO2 emissions per year.48

Since 2007, the Chinese Government and the Communist Party have become more 
deeply committed to fighting climate change. Now that the US Government has 
withdrawn from the Paris Agreement of 2015, the Chinese Government has stepped 
forward as a leader in this field. At the Paris conference of 2015, it pledged that its 
greenhouse gas emissions would peak in 2030; by then, 20 per cent of its energy 
would come from non–fossil fuel sources.49 At the Communist Party Congress in 
October 2017, President Xi Jinping declared that China had taken a ‘driving seat 

47  P. D. A. Kraaijenbrink et al., ‘Impact of a Global Temperature Rise of 1.5 Degrees Celsius on Asia’s Glaciers’, 
Nature 549(7671): 257–9, doi.org/10.1038/nature23878; J. Graham Cogley, ‘The Future of Asia’s Glaciers’, Nature 
549(7671): 166–7, doi.org/10.1038/549166a.
48  Hulme, Why We Disagree, 271–2.
49  Brad Plumer and Nadja Popovich, ‘Tracking the World’s Progress in Meeting Its Climate Goals’, New York 
Times, 11 November 2017; Keith Bradsher and Lisa Friedman, ‘Forum Lauds Climate Efforts Even as its Emissions 
Climb’, New York Times, 26 January 2018; International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2017: Executive 
Summary, iea.org, accessed February 2018; Edward Wong, ‘Report Faults China’s Pace In Curbing Its Emissions’, 
New York Times, 20 July 2018.
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in  international cooperation to respond to climate change’. Later, he announced 
that the effort to reduce global warming is ‘a responsibility we must assume for 
future generations’.50

To help reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the PRC has become the world leader in 
the manufacture of solar panels and wind turbines, and aims to become the leader 
in the manufacture of electric cars. It has also created a market devoted to trading 
credits for greenhouse gas emissions from the electric power sector. Yet the Chinese 
Government’s well-meaning statements and its policy of encouraging technological 
fixes run into major, and perhaps insurmountable, obstacles: the government’s desire 
to stimulate the nation’s economic and urban development and the Chinese people’s 
desire for a better (i.e. more energy-intensive) way of life. After all, it is the booming 
Chinese economy and cities, and the resulting rising standard of living that have 
given legitimacy to the government and to the Communist Party.

China is a major perpetrator of global warming because its growing economy is so 
heavily dependent on fossil fuels, especially coal. Currently, China continues to be 
the world’s number one consumer of coal.51 As of January 2018, China had 936,057 
coal-fired power plants of 30 megawatts or higher, most of them built since 2000.52 
In 2017, China burned more coal than the rest of the world and emitted nearly 
as much CO2 as the United States and Europe combined. While CO2 emissions 
declined in the United States, Britain, Japan and Mexico in 2017, they rose by 
1.7  per cent in China, making that country the main contributor to the global 
increase of 2 per cent that year.53

The Chinese Government, concerned about the appalling levels of air pollution in 
its cities, pledged to reduce coal output by 150 million metric tons in 2018; in some 
areas, coal-burning stoves have been removed from homes, even before they could 
be replaced by less polluting stoves burning natural gas.54 Over the long run, China’s 
electricity generation is expected to shift increasingly to renewable sources, reducing 
coal’s share from 72 per cent in 2015 to an expected 47 per cent in 2040.55 Yet, even 
while the government has made efforts to reduce coal burning, it has encouraged 
Chinese companies to construct or finance hundreds of coal-burning power plants 

50  Lisa Friedman, ‘As U.S. Sheds Role as Climate Change Leader, Who Will Fill the Void?’, New York Times, 
12 November 2017; Keith Bradsher and Lisa Friedman, ‘China Unveils an Ambitious Plan to Curb Climate Change 
Emissions’, New York Times, 19 December 2017, and Bradsher and Friedman, ‘Forum Lauds Climate Efforts by 
China’.
51  ‘Coal Plants in China’ and ‘Global Coal Plant Tracker’, endcoal.org, accessed March 2018.
52  ibid.
53  Brad Plumer, ‘Behind the Increase in Gas Emissions Last Year’, New York Times, 23 March 2018; Wong, 
‘Report Faults China’s Pace’.
54  Steven Lee Myers, ‘In China’s Coal Country, a Ban Brings Blue Skies and Cold Homes’, New York Times, 
10 February 2018; ‘China to Cut More Coal, Steel Output to Defend “Blue Skies”’, New York Times, 4 March 2018.
55  US Energy Information Administration, Today in Energy (27 September 2017), eia.gov, accessed 8 May 2018.
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in other countries, such as Kenya.56 In other words, its concern for air quality in 
Chinese cities and for global warming is real, but is tempered by its efforts to expand 
its economic footprint around the world.

The most important cause of the increase in greenhouse gas emissions comes 
from a phenomenal expansion in electricity generation. From 2006 to 2016, 
China’s electricity generation rose from 4,865.7 to 6,142.5 TWh, an increase of 
26.2 per cent, while the United States increased its electricity generation by a mere 
0.5 per cent. In 2016, 65.5 per cent of China’s electricity came from burning coal, 
compared to 38.3 per cent for the world as a whole.57

Much of that electricity is consumed by cities. China, once a land of small farms, 
has  suddenly become a land of big cities. As of September 2017, China had 
663  cities, of which 102 had more than 1 million inhabitants.58 By the end of 
2016, 57.4 per cent of the Chinese population—some 800 million people—lived 
in cities.59 To keep up with the booming urban population, the cities, some of them 
brand new, like Shenzhen, have been erecting high-rise apartment buildings by the 
hundreds. The inhabitants of these new buildings use electricity for lights, lifts and 
appliances, especially air conditioners. 

Constructing these new cities has required enormous amounts of cement. Cement 
is produced by heating limestone (calcium carbonate) to turn it into lime (calcium 
oxide or calcium hydroxide), in the process releasing CO2. Sixty per cent of the CO2 
emitted by cement plants comes from this chemical reaction and another 40 per cent 
from the fuel used to generate heat. In the past decade, China has produced over 
half of the world’s cement, with an average annual increase of 2.6 per cent.60

Beginning in 1984, a large share of China’s cement has gone into the construction of 
the world’s most extensive motorway network. By the end of 2017, China’s network, 
built largely of concrete, had reached 84,456 miles (136,000 km), including seven 
motorways radiating from Beijing, plus 11 north–south and 18 east–west motorways. 
This network is 76 per cent longer than the American interstate highway system, 
which reached 47,847 miles (77,048 km) in 2016. China is also constructing lesser 
roads and highways at a similarly rapid rate.61

56  Somini Sengupta, ‘Why Build Kenya’s First Coal Plant? Think China’, New York Times, 27 February 2018.
57  BP Statistical Review of World Energy June 2017, bp.com, accessed August 2018.
58  ‘List of cities in China’, Wikipedia, accessed February 2018.
59  ‘Urbanization in China’, Wikipedia, accessed February 2018.
60  ‘Sustained Global Cement Growth Expected’, International Cement Review, 21 July 2015.
61  ‘Expressways of China’, Wikipedia, accessed February 2018; US Department of Transportation, Federal 
Highway Administration, Office of Highway Policy Information, Highway Statistics 2016, Table HM-12: Public 
Road Length—2016, www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2016/pdf/hm12.pdf, accessed September 2018.
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These highways, and the streets that have accompanied China’s unprecedented urban 
growth, were built for China’s booming number of automobiles, trucks and buses. 
In 1960, China produced only 22,574 motor vehicles, and still only 222,288 in 
1980 (not counting two-wheelers). By 2009, production had risen to 13.79 million. 
In 2016, it reached an extraordinary 28.1 million (29.6 per cent of the world total), 
more than the United States, Japan and Germany combined.62

To be sure, the Chinese motor vehicle industry, encouraged (and subsidised) by 
the government, is making an effort to produce electric vehicles. As a result, China 
produces three times more electric vehicles than the United States, and more than the 
rest of the world. By December 2017, it had produced 1.7 million electric vehicles: 
19.9 per cent of them plug-in hybrids and 90.1 per cent full-battery (not counting 
200 million electric scooters and motorcycles). By 2040, the government expects 
that 25 per cent of all motor vehicles will be electric.63 But the other 75 per cent will 
burn gasoline or diesel fuel, and thus emit CO2. And the electric ones will get their 
electricity from power plants, nearly three-quarters of which burn coal and emit 
greenhouse gases.64

Conclusion

China represents an extreme example of the dilemma facing all nations. Almost 
all political leaders have pledged to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in order to 
keep global warming within reasonable limits. Yet they all desire to grow their 
countries’ economies. These two goals are incompatible, for economic development 
requires increasing the consumption of fossil fuels, thereby increasing greenhouse 
gas emissions. Technological innovations that produce energy without emitting 
greenhouse gases are coming on stream, but much too slowly to achieve the 1.5˚C 
or 2˚C goal pledged at conferences and promised by politicians. The alternative—
deliberately slowing down their economic development—is simply unacceptable. 
In their policy statements, the world’s governments (other than the United States) 
agree with the findings of the scientists. But in their eagerness to stimulate their 
countries’ economic development and satisfy their peoples’ desire for a better life, 
they act as if they agreed with the sceptics. It is this conflict of interest that makes 
global warming unstoppable.

62  Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs d’Automobiles, 2016 Production Statistics, oica.net, accessed 
February 2018.
63  International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2017: Executive Summary, iea.org, accessed February 2018.
64  Keith Bradsher, ‘China Hastens the World Toward an Electric-Car Future’, New York Times, 7 October 2017.
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BIOFUELS’ UNBALANCED 
EQUATIONS: MISLEADING 
STATISTICS, NETWORKED 
KNOWLEDGE AND MEASURED 
PARAMETERS

Part I: Evolution of globalised soil, land 
and terrain databases1

KATE B. SHOWERS
Centre for World Environmental History

University of Sussex

Abstract
Biofuels were central to the European Union’s early twenty-first-century responses 
to Kyoto-mandated carbon emissions reduction. This paper, the first part of three, 
traces the evolution of eight globalised soil, land and terrain databases and models 
underpinning global biofuels research. Central to the discussion are examination of the 
meaning and power of numbers; the significance of homogenising and harmonising 
data; and the decline of data quality inherent in derivation. The relevance of globalised 
model-based analysis for practical policy formulation and local implementation are 
discussed.

Keywords: European Union energy policy, data quality, GLASOD, GAEZ, World Soil 
Map, potential arable land

Introduction

Major strategies to mitigate climate change assume widespread and increased use 
of electricity as a substitute for fossil fuels. Ignored is the fact that electricity is 
a form, not a source, of energy. When subjected to analysis from environmental 
history perspectives, the extent to which proposals for electricity generation can be 

1  Ideas first presented in an invited paper at the Gordon Research Conference on Industrial Ecology, Les 
Diablerets, Switzerland, 17–22 June 2012, and further developed for an invited paper CAS Herbsttagung 2015, 
Universität für Bodenkultur, BOKU, Vienna, Austria, 20 November 2015, available on podcast at www.youtube.
com/watch?v=tdc9mj9g-VI. The author would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for constructive comments.
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considered to be ‘green’, renewable or sustainable is brought into question. This is 
clearly demonstrated when the design and implementation of the European Union’s 
(EU) biofuels policy as a response to its Kyoto-mandated responsibilities is analysed 
over several decades.

The cultivation of agricultural crops as biofuels feedstocks (agrofuels) for use in 
transportation and electricity generation seemed an ideal European response to 
the threat of increasing carbon emissions linked to global climate change. Policy 
enthusiasm collided with agronomic possibility when landscapes proved to have 
yield limitations; extensive monocrops were shown to be unsustainable; and biofuels 
feedstock cultivation increased competition for land among food, feed/forage 
crops, forestry and the environment. Expansion of the proposed production area 
to the entire world did not resolve these conflicts.2 However, renewed optimism 
came with a change of scale: globalised databases and models using them assured 
the existence of ample land. Third-generation biofuels (non-agricultural crops 
grown on hypothesised non-agricultural land) would circumvent the food versus 
fuel competition presented by agrofuels and second-generation (non-food crop) 
biofuels. The search for cultivable land was guided by models incorporating a few 
plant growth parameters and operated with globalised soil, land or terrain databases. 
The results are expressed in units of grid cell rather than geographical area.

In these models, soils are recognised only as mediums for plant growth. They 
are defined by a limited number of physical and chemical aspects identified as 
benefiting or hindering specific crops. This represents not only a gross simplification 
of world agricultural and livestock production, but, more fundamentally, an under 
estimation of the significance of soils. Whether from the scale of soil particle 
composition or that of regionally expressed properties, soils are complicated systems 
essential  to the structure, function and reproduction of flora and fauna, biome 
processes and earth–atmosphere dynamics. Identifying soil for agricultural use is 
more complex, and disrupting uncultivated soils is more detrimental than modellers 
and policymakers imagine.

Given the change of scale and increase in mathematical manipulations in database 
construction, researchers should practice ‘data literacy’. The idea of data literacy 
follows from the concept of media literacy, which assists consumers to deconstruct 
advertising and media in general. Data literacy could serve as a tool for assessing the 
quality of globalised statistics and analyses generated by models designed to operate 
with them. Before any modelling activity, fundamental questions should be asked 
about data collection, data set and database creation, and model construction in 
order to have a clear understanding of the validity of the numbers generated.

2  Kate B. Showers, ‘Land Use from Below: Biofuels, Urbanization and Sustainable Soil Management in Europe 
and Africa’, in The Challenge of Sustaining Soils: Natural and Social Ramifications of Biomass Production in a Changing 
World, ed. Verena Winiwarter and Martin Gerzabek (Vienna: Austrian Academy of Sciences, 2012).
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As a contribution to debates about the practicality of biofuels cultivation, this paper 
presents an exercise in data literacy in the context of an environmental history of 
globalised soil, land and terrain databases and models. The paper will begin with 
a reflection on the meaning and power of numbers as well as on data quality. 
Discussion of the evolution of the databases and models will serve as a base for 
subsequent examination of the logic of data collection and manipulation, database 
development and the origins of models used in global crop production analysis.

Data

Data begin as numbers generated by counting or measurement to provide 
a  quantitative description. Numbers become data when aggregated, and acquire 
meaning through manipulation. In grammatical analysis, numbers are adjectives 
modifying nouns. On their own, they are meaningless, but they have power because, 
unlike non-quantitative adjectives such as ‘little’, ‘fast’ or ‘heavy’, numbers can be 
used in calculations, enabling generalisations from individual observations.

Mathematicians developed statistical analysis to ensure accurate quantitative 
descriptions of groups and to provide confidence in projections. Statistics’ 
mathematical operations follow clearly specified rules to preserve the integrity of 
essential assumptions and the validity of conclusions drawn. A central concern is 
reducing variability to enable extrapolation of general statements to clearly specified 
larger populations. Calculating averages, depicted in Figure 1, is a fundamental tool 
for minimising difference or homogenising data.
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Figure 1: Five series of observations with an average of 200.
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Each of the five sets of observations depicted has an average value of 200, but 
only one is described precisely by 200—that in which all data points equal 200. 
However, the other data sets representing different amounts and kinds of variability 
are accurately described as being, on average, 200. If each of the points on the graph 
themselves represent averaged data collections, the graphed value would represent 
a further masking of variability, and a greater distance from the diversity represented 
in the original observations. Other accepted methods for reducing variability 
include removing outlying data points from data sets for subject matter reasons, 
and mathematical techniques for data smoothing that fit numbers to expected 
(theorised) curves.

As discussed by Erik Reinert,3 the transformation of observations into quantitative 
description at ever-higher levels of generalisation can be understood to move along 
a continuum from abstraction to simplification.4 In abstraction, taxonomies of 
detailed information support construction of a representative group. This traceable 
system of relationships provides an underlying and stable base for theoretical 
development. In contrast, simplification involves the removal of context and the 
denial of the significance of difference. Simplification eliminates elements of quality 
and interdependence, focusing, instead, upon quantity. In this way, numbers 
themselves become more important than what they once represented. The highest 
levels of simplification achieve what Reinert calls ‘practical irrelevance’.5 It could be 
argued that, stripped of contextual meaning, what remains is the embedded power 
of the world view that informed each decision to exclude, or, more simply, deny 
diversity while asserting homogeneity. This continuum should be kept in mind 
when creating or using databases and statistics at global scales.

Power and data quality

From data collection to database construction, researchers are confronted by 
a series of decisions about what to include and what to exclude. These choices will 
be informed by the researchers’ personal and professional value systems. While 
averaging makes exclusion a technical exercise, engaging in data smoothing—
and certainly eliminating outlier data points—is more subjective. Social scientists 
have identified the ability to exclude as a form of power.6 Data set and database 
constructors thus exert a generally unrecognised social power as they identify 

3  Erik S. Reinert, ‘The Terrible Simplifiers: Common Origins of Financial Crises and Persistent Poverty in 
Economic Theory and the New “1948” Movement’, in Poor Poverty: The Impoverishment of Analysis, Measurement 
and Policies, ed. K. S. Jomo and Anis Chowdhury (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2011).
4  Reinert, ‘The Terrible Simplifiers’.
5  Reinert, ‘The Terrible Simplifiers’, 13.
6  Manuel Castells, ‘A Network Theory of Power’, International Journal of Communications 5 (2011): 773–87; 
Manuel Castells, The Rise of the Network Society: The Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture, vol. I (Malden, 
MA: Blackwell, 1996); D. S. Grewal, Network Power: The Social Dynamics of Globalization (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 2008).
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data and categories for exclusion and employ techniques for variability reduction. 
The  largely unconscious result is to insert their world view in a quantified form, 
which can obscure—or deny—the existence of alternatives. With each increase 
in database complexity, the embedded social power is enhanced—as well as being 
further hidden. Yet  mathematical manipulations are usually considered to be 
value-free.

In the late twentieth century, the quantification of things, processes, activities and 
events was required for evaluation of, and decisions about, programs and policy 
formulation. This so-called ‘data-driven’ or ‘technical’ approach was alleged to 
be objective and free of ideology. It was embraced by governments, multilateral 
institutions and businesses as both a cost-cutting measure and a rational response 
to newly defined commercial and policy concerns at a global level. The increased 
capacity of computing technologies, combined with major ideological shifts, caused 
the reallocation of funds within governments and agencies. Interest moved from 
national and regional foci to analysis of global trends projected into the future. 
Less favoured and, frequently, prohibited was primary data collection. Soil scientists 
and those involved with terrain and land use evaluation were no exception, and 
responded with new approaches to soil classification, interpretation and mapping. 
They aggregated existing data sets to create databases for subject areas different 
from the original contexts of data collection. This is a violation of fundamental 
rules of statistics governing the validity of extrapolation from defined populations. 
Completely new globalised data sets and databases were also constructed from 
numbers extracted (mined) or calculated (derived) from measurement-based 
data sets.

In his analysis of pre-digital European studies of soil erosion rates, John Boardman 
decried scientific myth-making: quantification ignoring specific soil properties 
that produced generalised statistics that moved from report to report, such as 
a European rate of soil erosion.7 Chet Bowers characterised digitisation’s separation 
of information from its ecological and cultural contexts as displacing wisdom with 
data.8 However, those who embrace these procedures refer to them as ‘knowledge-
based’ or ‘science-based’ decision-making.

7  John Boardman, ‘An Average Soil Erosion Rate for Europe: Myth or Reality?’, Journal of Soil and Water 
Conservation 53, no. 1 (1998): 46–50.
8  C. A. Bowers, Let Them Eat Data. How Computers Affect Education, Cultural Diversity and the Prospects 
of Ecological Sustainability (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2000), 48.
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Application of derived and reconstructed databases led to error in many fields, 
causing,  perhaps most noticeably, significant losses in the commercial sector. 
‘Bad  data’ were identified as the culprit.9 In response, the subfield of Data and 
Information Quality emerged.10 A growing literature critical of the paucity of 
statistics at a scale relevant to actual people and places questions the accuracy of data 
informing socioeconomic debate and policy formulation.11 A smaller literature 
criticises biofuels databases, models and analyses.12

Soil data and mapping

Throughout time and around the world people have used soil description and 
classification to understand and interact with their environment. Locally significant 
geomorphic features and soil properties defined land use.13 Alfred Hartemink et al. 
provide a general historical overview of formalised soil description in map form.14 
European interest in mapping soils grew in the early twentieth century. The profession 
of soil surveying developed and, by mid-century, the possibility of constructing 
a world soil map emerged. As digital technology offered new tools for expressing 
ideas about soil properties and soil distributions, mathematical models became 
increasingly central to soil identification and description. The following paragraphs 
describe the transition from local to global soil classification and mapping.

9  Richard D. De Veaux and David J. Hand, ‘How to Lie with Bad Data’, Statistical Science 20, no. 3 (2005): 
231–8, doi.org/10.1214/088342305000000269.
10  C. Batini and M. Scannapieco, Data Quality: Concepts, Methodologies and Techniques (Berlin: Springer, 2006); 
S. E. Madnick, R. Y. Wang, W. L. Yang and H. Zhu, ‘Overview and Framework for Data and Information Quality 
Research’, Journal of Data and Information Quality 1, no. 1 (June 2009).
11  For example, Center for Global Development, Delivering on the Data Revolution in Sub-Saharan Africa, Final 
Report of the Data for African Development Working Group Center for Global Development (Washington, DC: 
Center for Global Development, 2014), www.cgdev.org/sites/default/files/CGD14-01%20complete%20for%20
web%200710.pdf, accessed 12 March 2016; David Hsu, ‘Improving Energy Benchmarking with Self-Reported 
Data’, Building Research and Information 42 (2014): 641–56; Mørten Jerven, Poor Numbers: How We Are Mislead by 
African Development Statistics and What to Do About It (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2013); P. Knox Clarke 
and P. Darcy, Insufficient Evidence? The Quality and Use of Evidence in Humanitarian Action (London: ALNAP/ODI, 
2014); Reinert, ‘The Terrible Simplifiers’.
12  For example, Niclas Scott Bentsen and Claus Felby, ‘Biomass for Energy in the European Union—A Review 
of Bio-energy Resource Assessments’, Biotechnology for Biofuels 5, no. 25 (2012): 2, www.biotechnologyforbiofuels.
com/content/5/1/25, accessed 10 December 2018; Sarah M. Lewis and Maggi Kelly, ‘Mapping the Potential 
for Biofuels Production on Marginal Lands: Differences in Definitions, Data and Models Across Scales’, ISPRS 
International Journal of Geo-Information 3 (2014).
13  Benno P. Warkentin, ed., Footprints in the Soil: People and Ideas in Soil History (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2006); 
Kate B. Showers, ‘A History of African Soils: Perceptions, Use and Abuse’, in Soils and Societies: Perspectives 
from Environmental History, ed. J. R. McNeill and V. Winiwarter (Isle of Harris: White Horse Press, 2006). 
Ethnopedology Special Issue, Geoderma 11 (2003); Antoinette M. G. A. Winklerprins, ‘Local Soil Knowledge: 
A Tool for Sustainable Land Management’, Society and Natural Resources 11, no. 7 (1999): 151–66; P. Sillitoe, 
‘Knowing the Land: Soil and Land Resource Evaluation and Indigenous Knowledge’, Soil Use and Management 14 
(1998): 188–93, doi.org/10.1111/j.1475-2743.1998.tb00148.x.
14  Alfred E. Hartemink, Pavel Krasilnikov and J. G. Bockheim, ‘Soil Maps of the World’, Geoderma 207–8 (2013).
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World soil data and map

In response to a 1960 International Soil Science Society (ISSS) recommendation to 
‘harmonize and synthesize’ world soil knowledge,15 field staff of the United Nations 
(UN) Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) conducted soil surveys to fill 
gaps within and between existing soil maps. The resulting Soil Map of the World, 
published by the FAO in collaboration with the United Nations Social, Educational 
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), was based on direct information linked to 
mapping units defined by soil types.16 It was produced as a series of map sheets and 
explanatory volumes between 1968 and 1978.

Although most European scientific soil survey information was incorporated, large 
areas of the world had not been assessed. Indigenous soil classification systems were 
not drawn upon because they were unknown, too local in reference, or unrecognised. 
Assumptions were made about the properties of so-called tropical and Mediterranean 
soils and climates.17 For example, the 1977 Map Sheet 7, covering the continent of 
Africa (22 per cent of the earth’s surface), contains a qualifying legend: 7 per cent 
of the diverse continent had been covered by coarse- or medium-scale survey maps 
‘with some grounds for accuracy’; 38 per cent by reconnaissance maps showing 
soils in relation to other features such as climate, geomorphology or vegetation; and 
55 per cent of the continent was ‘virtually unknown’.18

Despite criticism for misinformation and omissions,19 all subsequent world soil 
maps have been based upon these FAO/UNESCO map sheets.20 As electronic 
technology replaced boots and shovels, field survey maps and laboratory analyses 
were labelled ‘legacy data’, and the Soil Map of the World was referred to as ‘the 
paper map’. However, there was recognition that the richness of the paper map’s 
supporting data had been hidden by presentation and needed revision. Expansion 
of geographical information system (GIS) technologies led to digitisation of the 
‘often incomplete and not fully elaborated’ world soil data.21 This began with the 
Environmental Systems Research Institute in Vector format, and led to the 1991 

15  Hartemink et al., ‘Soil Maps of the World’, 261.
16  Food and Agriculture Organization/United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, Soil 
Map of the World, vol. VI: Africa (Paris: UNESCO, 1977).
17  R. Lal and P. A. Sanchez, Myths and Science of Soils of the Tropics, Soil Science Society of America Special 
Publication, 29 (Madison, WI: Soil Science Society of America, 1992): A. T. Grove, ‘The African Environment, 
Understood and Misunderstood’, in The British Intellectual Engagement with Africa in the Twentieth Century, 
ed. Douglas Rimmer (New York: St Martin’s Press, 2000).
18  FAO/UNESCO, Soil Map of the World.
19  Bouman, quoted in F. O. Nachtergaele, From the Soil Map of the World to the Digital Global Soil and Terrain 
Database: 1960–2002 (Rome: FAO, 2004), www.css.cornell.edu/faculty/dgr2/Docs/WRB/SoilMapWorld.pdf, 
accessed 15  June 2015; Hari Eswaran, Fred Beinroth, J. Kimble and T. Cook, ‘Soil Diversity in the Tropics: 
Implications for Agricultural Development’, in Myths and Science of Soil of the Tropics, ed. R. Lal and Pedro A. 
Sánchez (Madison, WI: Soil Science Society of America, 1992), A. T. Grove, ‘The African Environment, Understood 
and Misunderstood’; A. T. Grove and O. Rackham, The Nature of Mediterranean Europe (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 2001).
20  Nachtergaele, From the Soil Map of the World.
21  ibid.
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FAO Digitized Soil Map of the World (DSMW).22 Focusing exclusively on soil 
data, the DSMW allowed analysis by individual country, but required an ARC-Info 
GIS system for full utilisation. Faster versions followed in the 1990s. The inverse 
relationship between fieldwork funding and information technology developments 
continued. FAO’s soil scientists embraced technological advances in remote sensing, 
computers, terrain analysis, geostatistics, GIS, data integration and instrumentation 
to achieve ‘unprecedented reliability and utility in digital soil maps’.23

Globalised soils

The neoliberal economic model came to dominate late twentieth-century planning 
and policy regimes. Trade was conceptualised in terms of global markets to be 
supplied by regions most suited to each commodity’s production. Places with 
constraints on production were devalued, since alternative locations could be 
found in other regions or on other continents better suited to meet the scale of 
production required to satisfy global demand. Data and statistics collected to 
support strengthening national self-sufficiency and national economic agendas were 
inappropriate for analysis at a global scale because of the heterogeneity reflected in 
their detail. Changing scales mandated data modification, which was made possible 
by expanding information technology.

Global soil, terrain and landscape analysis begins with data aggregated to a national 
scale. Member nations of the UN produce data characterising their populations, 
landscapes and economic activities, which various UN agencies are mandated 
to acquire, curate and make available to the public. Both what to collect and 
methodologies of collection have varied from place to place, and over time. National 
data have, therefore, been of uneven quality.

UN statisticians published not only qualifying paragraphs with their databases, 
but also reports analysing their limits, with cautions about (ab)use. For example, 
in 2007, the UN Statistics Division (UNSD) surveyed the 192 member nations 
about their environmental statistics. Less than 50 per cent of non-European and 
non–North American countries had any information that could be considered 
to be environmental. Of the eight reasons listed, availability of data was the most 
common impediment to data collection.24

The constraints on fieldwork and complications of inadequate national statistics 
on global database construction were circumvented by applying digital techniques 
and sophisticated mathematics. Database construction became database 

22  ibid.
23  Food and Agriculture Organization, FAO Soils Portal, ‘Legacy Soil Maps and Soils Databases’ (2019), www.fao.
org/ soils-portal/soil-survey/soil-maps-and-databases/en/.
24  United Nations Statistics Division, Global Assessment of Environment Statistics and Environment—Economic 
Accounting (New York: United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Statistics Division, 2007), 
unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/doc07/Analysis_SC.pdf, accessed 16 October 2015.
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creation, and  map-making moved from largely pedantic exercises stimulated by 
exploration and discovery to a more descriptive activity better suited to the needs 
of program-level evaluation and analyses by non-soil scientists. To assist users from 
diverse backgrounds and interests, soil scientists created digitised databases and 
maps, as well as websites with soils portals emphasising ease of access.

Pedometrics: A digital soil mapping tool

Digital soil mapping’s primary approach was the mathematical process of deriving 
data, called pedometrics. The concept was developed in the late 1970s when some 
FAO soil scientists, using a land evaluation approach, devised a set of rules for the 
expansion of individual, direct observations to encompass wider areas. Pedometrics 
consisted of two major functions: pedotransfer and taxotransfer.25 Pedotransfer is 
‘the mathematical relationship between two or more soil parameters which shows 
a reasonable high level of statistical confidence. [It is used to] facilitate estimation 
of a non-measured soil parameter from one or more measured ones’.26

Common relationships identified included those between pH and base saturation; 
cation exchange capacity and clays and organic matter; and salinity, pH and 
exchangeable sodium percentage.27 Pedotransfer functions were to be used only when 
soil profile data were available. In contrast, taxotransfer is an act of simplification: 

[the] estimation of soil parameters based on modal soil characteristics of soil units, 
as derived from a combination of their classification name or taxon (which, by 
definition often implies a certain range for a number of properties). This procedure 
relies upon expert knowledge, empirical rules, and a statistical analysis of a large 
number of soil profiles belonging to the same taxon.28

Taxotransfer procedures were first used by FAO in 1992.29

In the 1980s a working group of the International Union of Soil Sciences 
developed a common language for naming soils: the World Reference Base for Soils. 
Its purpose was:

to serve as a framework through which ongoing soil classification throughout the 
world can be harmonized [to] reach international agreement on the major soil groups 
to be recognized at a global scale as well as on the criteria and methodology to be 
applied for defining and separating them.30

25  F. O. Nachtergaele, 1976, quoted in Nachtergaele, From the Soil Map of the World.
26  Nachtergaele, From the Soil Map of the World, 6.
27  ibid., 7.
28  ibid.
29  ibid.
30  J. A. Deckers, P. M. Driesssen, F. O. Nachtergaele and O. C. Spaargaren, World Reference Base for Soils in a 
Nutshell 2001, Research Report, 7 ([Ispra]: European Soil Bureau Network, 2002), www.researchgate.net/publication/ 
267642515_World_Reference_Base_for_Soil_Resources_-_in_a_nutshell/download, accessed 17 May 2017.
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These acts of simplification that created coarse-grained global data involved 
deliberate reductions of information. The goal was to ‘make soil survey, classification, 
and land evaluation as objective as possible’.31

The development of pedometrics illustrates not only digital approaches, but also the 
normality of embedding assumptions and opinions in global soil, land and terrain 
databases by mixing measurement data (from legacy databases and other sources) 
together with synthesised values. Gaps in globalised data sets were filled with 
subjective/socially constructed, rather than measurement-based, numbers. These are 
difficult for end users to recognise, and thus have become fundamental components 
of the coarse-grained global analyses.

The potential for applying pedometrics seemed limitless. Subjectivity categorised 
as ‘expert knowledge’ and ‘empirical rules’ could be quantified and interwoven 
with measurements to build virtual soil profiles serving as proxies and estimates 
in databases and maps at different scales. These synthetic soil databases could be 
digitised and combined with digitised remote sensing and soil survey data to provide 
more complex and comprehensive databases and analyses. However, digitisation 
embedded a contradiction in soil maps. The technology requires discrete and static 
categories, which violates the fundamental concept of soil bodies as a continuum 
constantly forming and changing in relationship to biogeophysical forces. Not only 
was site-specific detail eliminated to achieve ‘harmonisation’, but sites themselves 
were eliminated—and replaced by grid cells.

Soil and TERrain (SOTER) database

The first application of new soil data construction methods to compile a global soil 
data set was the scale-independent SOil and TERrain (SOTER) digital database.32 
Launched by ISSS in 1986, the SOTER Digital Database Project was implemented 
by a collaborative group from the UN Environment Programme (UNEP), FAO 
and the International Soil Resource Information Centre (ISRIC) to create, 
‘at a 1:500,000 scale a World Soils and Terrain Database with digitised map units 
whose attribute data was in a standardised format’.33

Explicitly prohibited from making new field soil surveys, the group’s activities 
were to be based upon existing information classified under a new, universal map 
legend. Consistent pedotransfer rules derived from the ISRC’s World Inventory 

31  FAO, SOTER-Global Soil and Terrain Database (Rome: FAO Land Resources Division, 2015), www.fao.org/
nr//land/databasesinformation-systems/soter/en, accessed 16 October 2016.
32  Vincent van Engelen and Alfred Hartemink, ‘The global SOils and TERrain database (SOTER)’, ACLEP Newsletter 
9, no. 1 (April 2000): 22–26, citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.367.1264&rep=rep1&type=pdf, 
accessed 10 December 2018.
33  SOil and TERrain Database (SOTER) Programme, www.isric.org/projects/soil-and-terrain-soter-database-
programme, accessed 27 January 2016.
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of Soil Emission Potentials (WISE) soil profile database filled gaps in existing 
measured soil profile data.34 Each SOTER unit represents a unique combination 
of terrain and soil characteristics. The units are described by 118 attributes, which 
are compatible with data stored in the FAO/ISRIC soil database.35 The resulting 
database consisted of sets of files for use in a Relational Database Management 
System and in GIS.36 Initially designed for use at a scale of 1:1 million, it has been 
applied at larger scales.37

The SOTER program produced a series of ‘digital products’38—including a soil map 
of Africa. Applying pedotransfer rules, soil scientists constructed secondary data sets 
(SOTWIS). These had a wide range of applications, including layers in the FAO-led 
Harmonized World Soil Database.39 One of the original goals of replacing the soil 
survey-based 1978 paper map with a Global SOTER was to increase world soils’ 
knowledge. Unfortunately, this has not been achieved because SOTER is a mixture 
of measurement and derived data. For example, SOTER Central Africa covers 
the 2.4 million km land area of Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo and 
Rwanda using 244 SOTER units, corresponding to 504 polygons. Each SOTER 
mapping unit was ‘characterized using 167 real soil profiles selected by soil experts 
as being regionally representative of these [SOTER] units [along with] 129 virtual 
profiles for which only the FAO classification was known’.40

There are no field measurement data for these profiles. Data gaps were filled using 
taxotransfers.41

Users of SOTER and its ‘products’ should remember that, first, SOTER information 
is synthetic rather than measurement-based; second, SOTER units are not linked 
directly to individual soil bodies or specific places in landscapes; third, SOTER 
units were meant for use at coarse scales; and fourth, SOTER products were largely 
designed for use by policymakers and others interested in broad general statements 
without accuracy at local levels.

34  SOil and TERrain Database (SOTER) Programme.
35  Van Engelen and Hartemink, ‘SOTER ’.
36  SOil and TERrain Database (SOTER) Programme.
37  The global SOils and TERrain database (SOTER).
38  International Soil Resource Information Centre, ‘From SOTER to SOTWIS’, Soil and Terrain (SOTER) 
Database Programme, www.isric.org/projects/soil-and-terrain-soter-database-programme, accessed 20 May 2017.
39  SOil and TERrain Database (SOTER) Programme.
40  N. H. Batjes, SOTER-based soil parameter estimates for Central Africa—DR of Congo, Burundi and Rwanda, 
(SOTWIScaf ver 1.0) Report 2007/02 (Wageningen: ISRIC—World Soil Information, 2007), iii, www.isric.org/
sites/default/files/isric_report_2007_02.pdf, accessed 17 May 2017.
41  Batjes, SOTER-based Soil Parameters.
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Worldwide agricultural databases

The shift in interest from local to global scales was also reflected in agricultural 
databases. Digital technologies provided the tools not only for change in scale, 
but also for broader applications. In the late twentieth century, collaborating 
economists, soil scientists, ecologists and modellers applied these techniques to 
convert worldwide national and regional agricultural databases collected in response 
to concerns about poverty, hunger and food insecurity. They were transformed into 
databases of globalised statistics to address different problems formulated at a global 
scale. The following sections illustrate these processes.

World Agriculture: Towards … series

The FAO’s World Agriculture: Towards… series provides forecasts of future crop, 
feed and fibre production. The earliest publication (1970) relied on expert 
opinion as the primary data source. It included tabulated ‘optimistic estimates’ of 
agricultural production in ‘developing countries’ to make assessments at regional 
levels.42 In  contrast, the 1988 World Agriculture: Towards 2000 used national 
data in the economic quantitative framework of Supply Utilization Accounts to 
build scenarios. The result was ‘more moderate’ quantified rates of agricultural 
growth consistent with national goals of attaining self-sufficiency.43 Unlike most 
contemporary global studies, ‘each global statement is derived from a summation 
of, and can be decomposed back into, a number of constituent single-country or 
commodity statements’.44

Systematic application of what Reinert labelled as abstraction45 provided reproducible 
assessments. Although still including it, expert opinion was used in conjunction with 
systematic data produced by a model employing reported measurement statistics. 
In the late 1980s, when information technology innovations were in their infancy, 
the choice was between either:

• a roughly estimated formal model with much less commodity input and country 
detail and

• a huge model with all the detail of this study but with the bulk of the parameters 
and coefficients being ‘guestimates’ rather than data.46

Beginning with the Towards 2015/30 studies in 2000, the series editors employed 
GIS technologies and the global databases described in the following sections.47

42  Nikos Alexandratos, ed., World Agriculture: Towards 2000, An FAO Study (Rome: FAO; New York: New York 
University Press, 1988), 2.
43  Alexandratos, Towards 2000, 2.
44  ibid., 277.
45  Reinert, ‘The Terrible Simplifiers’.
46  Alexandratos, Towards 2000, 278.
47  FAO, World Agriculture: Towards 2015/30: Interim Report (Rome: FAO Global Perspectives Unit, 2000). 
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Global Assessment of Soil Degradation (GLASOD)

The GLASOD grew from ISRIC soil scientists’ fears that inadequate attention was 
being paid to observed, but unquantified (and largely undefined), soil degradation. 
UNEP officers agreed that a quick (rather than scientific) document should 
be prepared for the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development 
(UNCED) to raise awareness among policy designers and decision-makers about 
soil damage caused by improper land use.48 With UNEP funding in 1987, ISRIC 
coordinated a three-year project using an ‘expert system approach’ to produce 
a Mercator projection-based world geographical map that would provide ‘an easily 
displayed simple visual expression’.49

First, the ISRIC soil scientists divided the world into 21 regions, then identified 
institutions and individual soil and environmental scientists considered to have 
expert knowledge. After selecting regional coordinators, the project administrator 
sent each participant a structured survey questionnaire, simplified geographic 
base map and guidelines for 1) describing the type and degree of degradation and 
2) estimating the average degradation rates in the previous five to 10 years. The lead 
ISRIC soil scientist defined soil degradation as ‘a process that describes human-
induced phenomena which lower the current and/or future capacity of the soil 
to support human life’.50 Respondents were asked to indicate regions where ‘the 
balance between the attacking natural forces of climate and the natural resistance of 
the terrain against these forces has been broken by human intervention’.51

The 290 country collaborators working at a scale of 1:7,500,000 submitted results 
with an average scale of 1:10 million. Cartographers produced the final 1:10 million 
map, which was published in 1990. When digitised in 1991, the map was released 
with an attribute database and supplementary statistics.52 However, the small 
working scale produced such a coarse-grained analysis that ‘soil degradation of local 
importance cannot be delineated’; when combined into a single map, entire mapping 
units disappeared.53 Responding to criticism about difficulties in determining the 
amount of land under threat, a 1991 second revision of the 1990 Explanatory Note 
was published with an annex that ‘discusse[d] the actual areal extent’.54

48  L. R. Oldeman, ed., Guidelines for General Assessment of the Status of Human-Induced Soil Degradation, Working 
Paper and Preprint 88/4 (Wageningen: International Soil Reference and Information Centre, 1988); L. R. Oldeman, 
R. T. A. Hakkeling and W. G. Sombroek, World Map of the Status of Human-Induced Soil Degradation: Explanatory Note 
(Wageningen: International Soil Reference and Information Centre; Nairobi: UNEP, 1990); L. R. Oldeman, R. T. A. 
Hakkeling and W. G. Sombroek, World Map of the Status of Human-induced Soil Degradation: An Explanatory Note, 
2nd ed. (Wageningen: International Soil Reference and Information Centre; Nairobi: UNEP, 1991; UNSD, 2004).
49  Oldeman et al., World Map.
50  Oldeman, Guidelines, 2.
51  Oldeman et al., World Map, 7.
52  United Nations Statistics Division, Land Degradation and Land Use/Cover Data Sources. Working Document, 
31 December 2004 (New York: United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Statistics Division, 2004).
53  Oldeman et al., Guidelines, 2.
54  Oldeman et al., World Map, vi.
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The GLASOD map and database became easily accessible after digitisation and 
incorporation into UNEP’s Global Resource Information Database (GRID) for 
assessing desertification. The GLASOD map appears in many publications and 
the database has been widely cited and used. For example, a chapter on global 
soil degradation in UNEP’s 1992 State of the Environment Report was based on 
the GLASOD database. Despite its authoritative appearance and institutional 
publication, both the initial collection of information and its synthesis into a global 
map involved quantification of subjective assessments and processes of simplification 
with deliberate elimination of information.

Global models and model-created databases

The emerging digital technologies did not only enable the expansion and 
proliferation of globalised databases. They also stimulated analysis of soil capacities 
and capabilities at a global scale through modelling. Because models are mathematical 
relationships, detailed knowledge of the soils and their properties at specific places 
is not required. Instead, modellers and their models operate in the mathematically 
constructed, abstract world of pixels and grid cells.

Models are developed by individuals or groups to analyse relationships between 
or among carefully defined entities. The scope of the model must be agreed upon, 
followed by identification of the best parameters with which to characterise its 
components, and how they relate to one another. Once this intellectual framework 
has been determined, mathematical expressions and relationships can be devised to 
make a quantitative analytical framework. The resulting basic model can be modified 
subsequently for different applications, or in response to changing data availability. 
Models derived from the same base (standard) constitute a family of models.

Careful definition is required before quantification can begin. No model can 
include everything, but the deliberate or inadvertent exclusion of crucial factor(s) 
can cause models to produce analyses that, although mathematically correct, are 
imprecise—or completely wrong. The decision-making process is inherently biased, 
since it depends upon each modeller’s cultural and philosophical perspectives and 
values (e.g. academic discipline, social concerns, economic beliefs). These will be 
consciously or unconsciously expressed as a problem is framed and relationships 
described. Because modelling involves continuous choices between inclusion and 
exclusion in both construction and application, it is also an exercise in social power. 
No matter how mathematically complex, a model cannot be value-free or objective.
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Agro-ecological zone methodology and databases

The agro-ecological zone (AEZ) methodology is based on principles of land 
evaluation. It was designed as a tool for determining agricultural production 
potentials and the carrying capacity of the world’s land areas. After its concepts and 
techniques—including pedometrics—had been field tested in regional studies, this 
methodology became FAO soils field staff and associates’ primary approach to land 
resource assessment.55 The AEZ framework was digitised when the 1995 DSMW 
became available. Digitisation created a new category of land defined both by and 
in technology: agro-ecological zones. An AEZ consists of all parts of grid cells on 
a georeferenced map having uniform soil and climate characteristics. The digitised 
AEZ methodology begins with the evaluation of an AEZ in terms of a list of 21 
food, fibre and fodder crops and pasture grasses under rain-fed conditions using 
three specified levels of crop production technology.

The advent of GIS and increased computing capabilities underlay a collaboration 
between the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) and 
the FAO. The purpose was to operationalise the AEZ methodology by building 
a GIS-based modelling framework that would, according to its documentation:

• provide a standardized framework for characterization of climate, soil and terrain 
conditions relevant to agricultural conditions;

• identify crop-specific limitations of prevailing climate, soil, and terrain resources 
under assumed levels of inputs and management conditions;

• provide the framework for various applications, such as quantification of land 
productivity, extents of land with rain[-]fed or irrigated cultivation potential, 
estimation of the land’s population supporting capacity, and multi-criteria 
optimization of land resources use and development.56

The collaborators created original databases of derived statistics using spatial 
biophysical and socioeconomic data sets for use in AEZ analysis.57

The model’s creators claimed that, operating at the grid cell rather than local 
landscape level, the AEZ model was capable of 1) simulating land resources 
availability; 2) assessing farm and overall management options; 3) estimating crop 
production potentials under different cropping patterns and land utilisation types 

55  International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis, Global Agro-Ecological Assessment for Agriculture in the 
21st Century, IIASA, webarchive.iiasa.ac.at/Research/LUC/SAEZ/index.html, accessed 7 April 2016; IIASA/FAO, 
Global Agro‐Ecological Zones (GAEZ v 3.0) (Laxenburg: IIASA; Rome: FAO, 2012); Nachtergaele, From the Soil 
Map of the World.
56  IIASA, Agro-Ecological Zones. Methodology. Global Agro-Ecological Zones, IIASA, www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/LUC/ 
GAEZ/method/method.htm, accessed 27 September 2007.
57  N. H. Batjes et al., Soil data derived from WISE for use in global and regional AEZ studies (version 1.0), 1997, 
pure.iiasa.ac.at/id/eprint/5266/1/IR-97-025.pdf, accessed 27 January 2016.
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(LUTs); and 4) estimating potential land availability.58 These simulations and 
estimates are defined by the model’s parameters (e.g. crop, soil, climate attributes), 
assumptions (e.g. land use value, management possibilities) and the quality and 
scale of the databases employed.

The model allowed the distribution of computations at fine-gridded intervals over 
the  entire globe, providing a ‘standardized framework for the characterization 
of climate, soil and terrain conditions relevant to agricultural production’.59 
A  geo-referenced AEZ database,60 created at the FAO in Rome, consisted 
of 2.2 million grid cells that included:

• [an] environmental conditions component comprised of georeferenced global 
databases for climate, soils, terrain and elevation, and

• [a] spatial land use and land cover component covering forests, protected areas, 
irrigated areas, population distribution and density, land required for habitation 
and infrastructure, estimates of cropland, grazing land and sparsely vegetated or 
barren land, and farming systems.61

Initial AEZ grid-cell analysis indicated that, ‘at a global scale’, there were enough 
‘biophysical resources’ to produce the required amounts of food, feed and fibre for 
future generations, However, the documentation noted ‘profound concern’ about 
‘the capacity in several regions and countries with limited land and water resources’.62 
The AEZ model was also used to generate new data sets for further analysis using 
mathematical manipulations of largely derived data.63 When published in 2000, 
AEZ became the base for an IIASA/FAO family of models.

Global agro-ecological zones model

In 2000, emerging global databases enabled the extension of AEZ to global 
agro-ecological zones (GAEZ) analysis. GAEZ assessments are also estimated by 
grid cell and aggregated to national, regional and global levels. The original AEZ 
database was expanded to include ‘interactive multi-criteria model analysis’ to 
make AEZ more accessible to decision-makers for ‘rational land use planning’.64 
A database of ‘viable landuse options’ was constructed from ‘limited’ socioeconomic 

58  IIASA/FAO, Global Agro‐Ecological Zones.
59  IIASA, Global AEZ-2000 home, IIASAnalysis, www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/LUC/GAEZ/faq.htm, accessed 
27 September 2007; IIASA/FAO, Global Agro‐Ecological Zones.
60  Nikos Alexandratos, ed., World Agriculture: Towards 2010, An FAO Study (Rome: FAO; Chichester: John 
Wiley and Sons, 1995), 153.
61  Land Resources Agro-ecological Zoning System, Release 2002, www.fao.org/nr/land/databasesinformation-
systems/aez-agro-ecological-zoning-system/en, accessed 23 January 2016.
62  Günther Fischer et al., ‘Agro-ecological Zone Assessment’, in Land Use Land Cover and Soil Sciences, vol. III, 
ed. W. H. Verheye (Oxford: EOLSS Publications, 2006), 5.
63  IIASA/FAO, Global Agro‐Ecological Zones.
64  IIASA, GAEZ, IIASA, 2014, www.iiasa.ac.at/web/home/research/modelsData/GAEZ/GAEZ.en.html, accessed 
13 October 2015.

http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/LUC/GAEZ/faq.htm
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information—certain land use practices identified as ‘land utilization types’.65 
Availability of new data sets and databases enabled new versions of GAEZ. Each 
time it was updated, the problems addressed, the size of the databases and the 
number of results increased. GAEZ databases became the ‘agronomic backbone’ for 
a variety of applications, including the quantification of land productivity.66

Version 3.0, publicly released in May 2012, marked a significant departure from, 
rather than a simple extension or modification of, the original GAEZ model. Along 
with revised and updated components, there was a new procedure for ‘spatially 
downscaling agricultural production statistics applied to produce a global gridded 
inventory of year 2000 agricultural yields and production’.67

There were also new statistics and databases, including observed climate data and 
climate scenarios, derived slope and aspect data, and the new spatially Harmonized 
World Soil Database.68 Despite the use of the latest available global data sets and 
databases, either in their entirety or as sources of data for the newly derived data sets 
designed for the model:

the quality and reliability of these datasets are known to be uneven across regions. 
Reliability of the information contained in the database is variable … the agronomic 
data … contain generalizations necessary for global applications … in particular, 
assumptions on occurrence and severity of some agro-climate related constraints to 
crop production would undoubtedly benefit from additional verification and data.69

Version 3.0 left the original AEZ mandate of national crop production policy 
formulation and moved to the level of globalised analysis. In particular, it could 
address issues associated with global change processes. The required global 
estimations  had been impossible to construct using conventional statistics. 
While methods to approach spatially bounded problems

are based on the ability to obtain observations from unknown true probability 
distributions … the new problems require recovering information from only partially 
observable or even unobservable variables[.]70

65  IIASA, GAEZ.
66  IIASA/FAO, Global Agro‐Ecological Zones, 2.
67  IIASA/FAO, Global Agro‐Ecological Zones, xii.
68  IIASA/FAO, Global Agro‐Ecological Zones.
69  FAO, ‘What are the GAEZ limitations?’ Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ). GAEZ: Global Agro-Ecological 
Zones, FAO, www.fao.org/nr/gaez/faqs/en, accessed 23 January 2016.
70  IIASA/FAO, Global Agro‐Ecological Zones, 1.
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This necessitated the development of novel

sequential balancing procedures … that rely on appropriate optimization principles 
… e.g. cross-entropy maximization, and combine the available samples of real 
observations in the locations with other ‘prior’ hard (statistics, accounting identities) 
and soft (expert opinion, scenarios) data.71

The results of GAEZ assessments are presented as authoritative-looking maps 
and tables at national, regional and global levels. They resemble those based on 
conventional field measurement. Yet the databases employed have been constructed 
from mathematical manipulations that approach Reinert’s state of excessive 
simplification72—practical irrelevance. Nevertheless, GAEZ is promoted as a tool 
for land use planning and has been endorsed by the International Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) as a tool for climate change research.73

Land resource potential and constraints

Land Resource Potential and Constraints at Regional and Country Levels was the first 
application of preliminary results from GAEZ analysis. It was an early attempt to 
apply ‘electronic data-processing through geographical information systems (GIS) 
and modelling’ for analysis of existing data on land potential, soils and landforms in 
terms of climatic parameters and integrated with population and population density 
data.74 The result was a series of tables not supported by GIS. The analysts wrote 
an explanatory text that, together with the tables, was published as World Resources 
Report 90, and posted on the FAO website.75

The report was organised around five themes: soil constraints, drylands and 
steeplands,  land degradation, potential arable land for rain-fed agriculture, 
and  country ranking according to land resource potential and constraints. These 
were expressed in tables, bar graphs and maps in the text and appendices. Each 
section included discussion of the methodology and limitations of the data. 
According to the authors, the report was distinctive among FAO publications 

71  IIASA/FAO, Global Agro‐Ecological Zones, 1.
72  Reinert, ‘The Terrible Simplifiers’.
73  United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, Compendium on Methods and Tools to Evaluate 
Impacts of, and Vulnerability and Adaptation to, Climate Change. Final Draft Report. SC 10341, (Bonn: United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Secretariat, 2005).
74  FAO, Land Resource Potential and Constraints at Regional and Country Levels (Rome: FAO, 2000),1; Nachtergale 
et al., Terrastat: Global Land Resource GIS Models and Databases for Poverty and Food Insecurity Mapping, 2, beta 
version 1.0, 2002.
75  A. J. Bot, F. O. Nachtergaele and A. Young, Land Resource Potential and Constraints at Regional and Country 
Levels (World Soil Resources Reports, 90) (Rome: FAO Land and Water Development Division, 2000, www.fao.
org/3/a-x7126e.pdf, accessed 11 December 2018.
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because it was worldwide in scope (covering 160 nations), enabling comparison 
‘between developing countries, Commonwealth of Independent States and Baltic 
States and developed countries’.76

Land Resource Potential and Constraints introduced, defined and quantified 
technology-derived terms for land that have become part of global analyses. 
‘Potential arable land’ describes land not used for agriculture but, according to 
model parameters, is suitable or marginal for the rain-fed cultivation of any one 
of 21 reference crops.

Assessments of potential arable land have been central to many agricultural and 
biofuels analyses, despite the text’s caveat that

the overall validity of the methods employed, and hence the results obtained, have 
been questioned … the results presented … should therefore be read in conjunction 
with the reservations made in the section ‘The reliability of estimates of available 
cultivable land’.77

The report also included numerical estimates of ‘gross potential arable land’ and 
‘net potential land’. Land Resource Potential is the source of the assertion that 
sub-Saharan Africa and South and Central America contain most of the increase 
in global potential arable land.78 Subsequent discussion mentions that since forest 
cover is important, and particularly rainforest, the estimated acreage should be 
reduced. Both the Amazon and Congo basin rainforests had been included in the 
calculated potential arable land.

The report’s authors also consciously used the emerging digital technologies to assess 
and confirm biases and expert opinion:

in addition to the analysis of specific kinds of data, some calculations are made 
between physical resource constraints, and degradation, and population, to explore 
the extent to which intuitive relationships are confirmed.79

Subjectivity and estimates are at the core of Land Resource Potential, making all 
amounts and conclusions extremely unreliable. The analysis relied on the previously 
discussed GLASOD database, derived from expert opinion, FAO estimates of 
available land calculated from the coarse scale non-fieldwork based DSMW, land-
use estimates prepared by FAO staff for World Agriculture: Towards 2010,80 and 
the unverified preliminary results of the GAEZ model. This report, therefore, 
authoritatively presents completely manufactured numbers that have been accepted 

76  FAO, Land Resource Potential, 1.
77  ibid., 37.
78  ibid., 38.
79  ibid., 1.
80  Alexandratos, Towards 2010.
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as fact. Land Resource Potential and Constraints has been widely cited. The concept of 
potential arable land is frequently used in academic and policy research, and values 
from the report’s tables have proliferated in scientific and socioeconomic biofuels 
research and policy literature.

TERRASTAT global land resources GIS models and databases

Among the responses to the 1996 FAO World Food Summit was the TERRASTAT 
database. FAO soil scientists created it as part of a Poverty and Food Insecurity 
Mapping project funded by the government of Norway. TERRASTAT’s intended 
use was to analyse, at global scales, where people live in relation to agro-ecological 
zones, marginal or productive lands, and major food production systems—
particularly those important to food security for the rural poor.81

The TERRASTAT database contains country statistics of soil, terrain, climatic and 
agricultural land use limitations and potential extent linked in tabular format with 
population and population density in each of the identified biophysical zones. 
Released in 2001 by the FAO, it was published the following year in a user-friendly 
two CD-ROM set containing computer programs that displayed and exported 
different biophysical themes linked to population density. Other applications of the 
databases and models were subsequently linked to the Land Degradation Assessment 
in Drylands project (LADA).82

TERRASTAT was based on the Land Resource Potential and Constraints study. 
Its creators used the first published version of GAEZ, which included more recent 
biogeophysical databases and a newer global population database. The smallest 
unit of analysis was an agro-ecological cell, ‘a unique lgp [length of growing 
period]-thermal-climate-soil type-texture class-soil phase and slope combination’.83 
TERRASTAT includes tables at national and regional levels related to six themes: 
major soil constraints, soils in deserts and dryland areas, population distribution, 
steeplands analysis, land degradation severity, and human-induced land degradation 
due to agricultural activities. Tables further elaborate the concept of ‘potential 
arable land’.

Despite updated databases and model components, TERRASTAT shared with its 
predecessor both intellectual approaches and problems of data quality and reliability. 
It also has had widespread application. By posting tables and text separately on 
the FAO website, TERRASTAT’s developers enabled the downloading of tables 
without explanatory or qualifying notes. In this way, estimates, quantified opinions 
and misleading calculations garnered the appearance of fact supported by the 

81  Terrastat, 1.
82  ibid., 2.
83  ibid., 31.
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institutional authority of FAO. The tables were influential in discussions of land 
availability for increased crop production in general, and the possibility of agrofuels 
and biofuels cultivation in particular.

Scholarly critique ensued. In late 2010, qualifying text had been added to the web 
page above the list of downloadable tables; by late 2015, the TERRASTAT database 
was less easily accessible on the FAO website. Nevertheless, the term—and belief 
in the existence of—potential arable land persisted. It has been adopted by analysts 
and researchers, and proliferated throughout the agriculture and land use literature.

Globalised land resource assessment and GIS-based 
biofuels production

Critics asserted that biofuels cultivation exacerbated global land shortage. In 
response, advocates reinterpreted data supporting earlier analyses of agricultural land 
bases, and employed GIS-based models to search for vacant land. The amount of 
available land identified depended not only upon the definition of land and criteria 
applied to identify land use, land rights and land ownership, but also on climate, 
terrain and soil characteristics. The earliest estimates came from simple analyses 
of available databases—first at the national and regional levels, then at the global 
scale. Sarah Lewis and Maggi Kelly’s review of GIS-based biofuels analyses found 
that despite general theoretical agreement that marginal land was land unsuited for 
agriculture, each set of authors had a different working definition, which determined 
choices made about and within models.84 In addition, results from (the majority of ) 
models using Boolean overlays differed depending upon the order in which inputs 
had been made. Only two studies used fuzzy logic set theory, one being GAEZ. 
Globalised GIS-based analyses have bolstered the biofuels industry’s claim to being 
a constructive response to the climate change crisis. However, Lewis and Kelly 
emphasised the importance of connecting theoretical calculations with ‘real world 
conditions’ of the balance between fuel, food and conservation.85

Consumers of global biofuels analyses should recognise that biofuels feedstocks 
cannot be cultivated on grid cells. In reality, the crops proposed for fuel production 
range from oil seeds to woody plants that grow in drylands, wetlands, temperate 
zones or the tropics. Each species has specific growth requirements, and each 
landscape offers clearly defined biogeophysical and sociocultural conditions. 
Environmental historians and geographers have documented the unintended—
and often disastrous—consequences of ignorant or ill-informed interventions in 

84  Sarah M. Lewis and Maggi Kelly, ‘Mapping the potential for biofuels production on marginal lands: differences 
in definitions, data and models across scales’, ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information 3 (2014): 430–59.
85  Lewis and Kelly, ‘Mapping’.
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landscapes and the societies they support.86 Special attention has been paid to the 
large-scale economic and development projects of high colonialism on the African 
continent, but other peoples and empires in other times and on other continents 
have left their sociocultural and environmental marks as well. Discussing the fallacy 
of the notion of pristine nature and environments untouched by human existence, 
and the contrasting reality of humans, other life forms and geophysical forces as 
co-creators of landscapes and their ecosystems, is far beyond the scope of this paper. 
Taken together, the large body of research about particular places and times attests 
to the critical importance of the local, and the need to appreciate the power of 
heterogeneity. While ecological theory recognises both diversity as central to creating 
stability and resilience, and complexity as an inherent quality of environmental 
interactions, modellers consider these to be unnecessarily complicating detail and 
seek to exclude them from consideration.

Summary and conclusions

The primary response to recognition of human implication in changing local and 
global climates has been simplification. In the EU, researchers and analysts first 
reduced the problem to greenhouse gas emissions, with carbon dioxide identified as 
the greatest concern. Then they proposed transportation and electricity generation 
as the easiest areas of interventions for mitigation. The production of agrofuels and 
biofuels became a major policy focus—a supranational problem requiring a global 
response. The intricacy of local variation was eliminated. Complex mathematics and 
increasingly sophisticated technology enabled the creation of globalised statistics 
and databases and the representation of the earth as an assembly of global grid cells.

The environmental history presented in this paper combines an analysis of the 
origins and development of globalised soil, land and terrain databases and models 
with an exercise in data literacy. It demonstrates confluences of socioeconomic 
and technological factors in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 
Digitisation stimulated globalised data manufacture and manipulation. Numbers 
stripped of their original context acquired identities of their own. From them, new 
databases were derived. Filtered or smoothed soil descriptions associated with large 

86  For example, David Anderson and Richard Grove, eds, Conservation in Africa: People, Policies and Practice 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987); Richard H. Grove, Green Imperialism: Colonial Expansion, 
Tropical Island Edens and the Origins of Environmentalism 1600–1860 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1995); W. M. Adams, Wasting the Rain: Rivers, People and Planning in Africa (Minneapolis, MN: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1992); Stephen Dovers, Ruth Edgecombe and Bill Guest, South Africa’s Environmental History: 
Cases and Comparisons (Cape Town: David Philip Publishers, 2002; Athens: Ohio University Press, 2003); Thomas 
J. Bassett and Donald Crummey, eds, African Savannas: Global Narratives and Local Knowledge of Environmental 
Change (Oxford: James Currey; Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2003); Kate B. Showers, Imperial Gullies: Soil 
Erosion and Conservation in Lesotho (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2005); Edmund Burke III and Kenneth 
Pomeranz, eds, The Environment and World History (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2009).
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numbers of grid cells were presented as soil maps. These processes of simplification 
were required for harmonisation, and grid-cell construction served to erase many 
connections, as well as interactions, between soils and the ecosystems of which they 
are a fundamental and essential part.

Constructing globalised statistics, databases and models involves a continuous series 
of decisions about what to include and what to exclude. The creator’s or creators’ 
professional and personal perspectives guide these choices. The resulting, usually 
unacknowledged and largely invisible, biases become embedded in the structure 
of databases and models. Their effects can be amplified with further mathematical 
manipulation or inclusion in larger databases or models. Because of this, despite 
mathematical sophistication, neither databases nor models are objective or neutral. 
So-called science-based decision-making is, thus, culturally determined. 

Exclusion extends far beyond choices about data set and model components. It is a 
form of social power. In its most aggressive form, exclusion is exercised in an effort 
to control, through denial of access, of existence or of significance. In a more benign 
form, exclusion simply prevents model users from having a broad perspective, from 
understanding complexity and from being able to design policy that can withstand 
the unexpected. Alternatives and local potential are eliminated.

Questions should be raised about what has been lost in the sequential processes 
of simplification fundamental to globalised database construction and analyses. 
Although facilitating further modelling, each mathematical manipulation 
increases the distance between the socially constructed world of global grid cells 
and the biogeophysical properties of specific places. Simplified values can produce 
technically robust analyses that are irrelevant at best—and dangerously misleading 
or completely false at worst. Policy formulated at the scale of simplified global grid 
cells is structurally incapable of engaging with the local scale at which responses can 
take place.

Data literacy, the critical analysis of statistics, databases and models, has practical 
and ethical significance. Environmental historians have documented past economic, 
social and environmental calamities created by ignorant interventions in societies 
and their environments. The potential for negative consequences to be not only 
repeated but magnified in scope exists when planning and project implementation 
are conceived of at a global scale. At the same time, urgently needed appropriate 
local responses will be obscured, if not denied. It is, therefore, crucial that possible 
consequences of policy and actions based on coarse-scale databases be examined 
in the context of local conditions before being mandated and implementation 
attempted in actual biogeophysical landscapes. If not, who will be responsible 
morally, as well as financially, for the negative environmental and socioeconomic 
consequences that policy formulated at the global grid cell will certainly create?
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Abstract
This article examines how English and West African agents involved in the slave trade 
in Atlantic Africa used animals to establish trust, forge political bonds, connect distant 
spaces through a shared medium of exchange, and create regular trading networks 
from the late seventeenth century until the early eighteenth century. Slave traders 
from the Royal African Company and diverse West African polities offered each 
other livestock for sacrifice or as diplomatic gifts to formalise political or commercial 
alliances. Traders used the shells of cowry sea snails as abstract currency to purchase 
captives. These exchanges gradually produced and constituted an ecocultural 
network of human and animal social relationships and cross-cultural negotiations that 
enabled the expansion of England’s involvement in the slave trade from the Gambia 
River to the Gold Coast and the Bight of Benin. However, vermin animals impeded 
these connections by destroying valuable commodities, including trade goods and 
human captives. This article aims to deepen our understanding of how animals bound 
European and African slave traders together into new networks of exchange, and how 
some animals threatened the stability of their partnerships.

Keywords: Atlantic slave trade, Royal African Company, West Africa, Gold Coast, 
Bight of Benin, factor, caboceer, curranteer, ecocultural networks, sheep, cowries, 
guinea worms, rats, cats

Introduction

Animals, living and dead, connected and constricted distant English and West 
African sites of exchange in the slave trade in Atlantic Africa in the late seventeenth 
century. This article investigates two key aspects involving English and African 
agents’ dependence on exchanges of animals to support a broader trade in human 
captives. It does so by first situating how slave traders used animals, often livestock 
such as sheep, in ritual sacrifices and as diplomatic gifts to establish political and 
economic alliances; and second, by examining how a mollusc—the cowry sea snail 
Monetaria moneta—functioned as a widespread form of currency in the castle trade 
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the English struggled to build in the second half of the seventeenth century. Each 
of these aspects reflect how English slavers gradually adapted to West African ritual 
culture, taste and economic protocols involving non-human animals to embed 
themselves within regional trading systems. These points of intersection in the 
trade reinforced commercial networks and expanded the traffic in enslaved people. 
The final section demonstrates how intractable vermin, such as worms and rats, 
interfered with commercial flows by damaging valuable commodities intended for 
exchange, including trade goods and the bodies of human captives. What emerges 
from this investigation of the slave trade is a clear picture of the significant cultural, 
political and economic roles animals played in linking together and obstructing 
networks of slavery across Atlantic Africa.

Using letters written by factors, or purchasing agents, of the Royal African Company, 
and printed accounts of the trade written by other officials, I will show how animals 
mediated exchanges as the company entered the trade in West Africa around 1672, 
survived the loss of its monopoly in 1698, through to its reorganisation under James 
Brydges, first Duke of Chandos, in 1731.1 After this period, the company turned 
towards more speculative mercantile projects in Atlantic Africa involving agriculture, 
medicine and mining. Company agents studied the possibility of raising indigo 
and cotton plantations in Sierra Leone, developing soap and potash manufactories 
on Sherbro Island, operating gold mines near Cape Coast, and prospecting for 
drugs at various locales as the company’s profits in the castle trade declined due to 
competition from separate traders.2 In 1752, the Company of Merchants Trading 
to Africa replaced the Royal African Company altogether. Though these letters were 
primarily written by white factors, I read this archive for evidence of the actions 
taken by caboceers—West African headmen, often military or spiritual leaders, who 
interpreted for and negotiated between factors and local slavers—and curranteers—
rulers of towns, city states and larger polities—involved in the trade as well. 
However, factors often confused the difference between caboceers and curranteers 
in their letters, making it difficult to precisely identify several African individuals 
in this archive. This article strives to recover the enslaved as subjects as well in the 

1  The letters cited in this article originate from MSS Rawlinson, C. 745, 746 and 747, held at the Bodleian 
Library, Oxford University. I am grateful to the dedicated scholarship of Robin Law, who painstakingly transcribed 
and published these collections in the three volumes cited here: Robin Law, ed., The English in West Africa: The Local 
Correspondence of the Royal African Company of England, 1681–1699, vols 1–3 (Oxford: Oxford University Press 
for the British Academy, 2001–07); William A. Pettigrew, ‘Free to Enslave: Politics and the Escalation of Britain’s 
Transatlantic Slave Trade, 1688–1714’, William and Mary Quarterly 64, no. 1 (2007): 3–38.
2  William A. Pettigrew, Freedom’s Debt: The Royal African Company and the Politics of the Atlantic Slave Trade, 
1672–1752 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2013), 198; On bioprospecting and extraction 
projects of the Royal African Company in the early eighteenth century see Matthew David Mitchell, ‘“Legitimate 
Commerce” in the Eighteenth Century: The Royal African Company of England Under the Duke of Chandos, 
1720–1726’, Enterprise & Society 14, no. 3 (2013): 544–78.
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narrative, yet it recognises how the violent commodification and objectification of 
slaves through the trade led to their fragmentary and mutilated existence in the 
archive of the company.3

Few historians study animals in the slave trade, with the exception of Marcus Rediker 
in his article on how the threatening presence of sharks trailing behind slave ships 
became ‘an integral part of a system of terror’ created by captains throughout the 
middle passage.4 Moreover, few environmental histories of empire and colonisation 
involving animals in the early modern British Atlantic world discuss the slave trade, 
or the factories, outposts and castles the Royal African Company built between the 
Gambia River and the Bight of Benin.5 In broader environmental histories of the 
British Empire, animals do not appear as significant actors in discussions of the slave 
trade. William Beinart and Lotte Hughes, for instance, stress that ‘plant transfers 
lay at the heart of imperial expansion and the Atlantic slave trade’.6 While valuable 
plants, especially sugar, tobacco and other botanical commodities, drove the demand 
from slaveholders in the West Indies for greater trans-shipments of captive labourers 
over time, this article shows, by contrast, how animals linked together and hindered 
the economic geography of the slave trade in Atlantic Africa before the peak of the 
trade in the eighteenth century. I will show how spaces in the trade, such as the Royal 
African Company’s outpost at Dixcove and factory at Ouidah, emerged in part due 
to humans using non-human animals in a mostly instrumental fashion to support 
commercial exchanges. Commercial geographies involving animals, such as the one 
I seek to illuminate, existed alongside what Judith Carney terms the ‘more-than-
human geography’ of fugitive spaces created by Atlantic Africans in the New World, 
such as Neotropical mangrove swamps in Brazil where maroons sought out plants 
and animals in a terraqueous ecology for shelter, food and refuge from slavery.7

Focusing on the role of animals in the slave trade further develops the cultural history 
of slavery. Historians of late eighteenth-century humanitarianism and pet-keeping 
have shown how natural historians and reformers in England and France navigated 
the discourse of ‘animal slavery’ to defend the practice of pet-keeping through 

3  Marisa J. Fuentes, Dispossessed Lives: Enslaved Women, Violence, and the Archive (Philadelphia, PA: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2016).
4  Marcus Rediker, ‘History from Below the Water Line: Sharks and the Atlantic Slave Trade’, Atlantic Studies 5, 
no. 2 (2008): 285–97.
5  For important discussions of animals in British imperial environmental history see Alfred Crosby, Ecological 
Imperialism: The Biological Expansion of Europe, 900–1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); 
Virginia DeJohn Anderson, Creatures of Empire: How Domestic Animals Transformed Early America (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004); George Colpitts, Pemmican Empire: Food, Trade, and the Last Bison Hunts in the North 
American Plains, 1780–1882 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014); Andrea Smalley, Wild By Nature: 
North American Animals Confront Colonization (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2017).
6  William Beinart and Lotte Hughes, Environment and Empire (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 24.
7  Judith Carney, ‘“The Mangrove Preserves Life”: Habitat of African Survival in the Atlantic World’, Geographical 
Review 107, no. 3 (2017): 433–51.
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a framework of paternalistic improvement.8 These authors defined humanity as an 
intellectual and ontological category bound up with ideals of authority and care over 
non-human animals. Animals existed in a dependent and subservient relationship 
to humans. While late eighteenth-century writers conceived of animals as slaves, 
and also of enslaved people as being akin to non-human animals in their status as 
dependent subjects, the mercantile agents of the late seventeenth century examined 
here did not share precisely similar ideas. Company factors in Atlantic Africa valued 
animals for their ritual significance and economic utility without drawing overt 
rhetorical comparisons between enslaved people and animals.

Whereas environmental historians overlook the role of animals in the slave trade, 
scholarship on the African diaspora, which this article draws from, has demonstrated 
the economic importance of cowries and other creatures in shaping the trade. 
Stephanie Smallwood argues that the slave trade on the Gold Coast, and throughout 
Atlantic Africa, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries became a ‘stage for 
a  range of activities and practices designed to promote the pretense that human 
beings could convincingly play the part of their antithesis—bodies animated only by 
others’ calculated investments in their physical capacities’.9 The commodification of 
enslaved captives involved the methodical evaluation of bodies, including estimating 
their future productive labour against the known value of material objects, such 
as cowry shells, which factors and their subordinates trafficked at Ouidah and 
elsewhere in exchange for captives. Such evaluations emerged out of complex 
calculations, cultural negotiations and the underlying material infrastructure 
of the trade stretching from England to coastal Atlantic Africa, and across the 
Atlantic Ocean to island colonies in the West Indies. The slave trade, as Smallwood 
and others contend, depended upon the quantitative methods of accounting and 
attendant forms of paperwork to render enslaved people abstract commodities tied 
to monetary equivalents, whether they were shackled in a coffle, bound at a factory 
for sale or chained in the dungeons below Cape Coast Castle, the Royal African 
Company’s headquarters on the Gold Coast.10 Precise quantities of cowries, whether 
weighed in barrels, counted on strings or measured in particular local enumerations, 
facilitated slave sales between English and West African traders.11 By  writing in 
account ledgers, inventory lists and letters, factors and other agents did the work of 
‘turning people into slaves’ through numerical paper records, a process that at every 

8  Ingrid H. Tague, ‘Companions, Servants, or Slaves?: Considering Animals in Eighteenth-Century Britain’, 
Studies in Eighteenth-Century Culture 39, no. 1 (2010): 111–30.
9  Stephanie E. Smallwood, Saltwater Slavery: A Middle Passage from Africa to American Diaspora (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2009), 35.
10  Smallwood, Saltwater Slavery, 71; Trevor Burnard, ‘Collecting and Accounting: Representing Slaves as 
Commodities in Jamaica, 1674–1784’, in Collecting Across Cultures: Material Exchanges in the Early Modern Atlantic 
World, ed. Daniela Bleichmar and Peter Mancall (Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), 177–91.
11  Herbert Klein, The Atlantic Slave Trade, 2nd edn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 115. Jan 
Hogendorn and Marion Johnson, The Shell Money of the Slave Trade (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1986), 114–24.
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turn depended on knowing the equivalent value of the remains of cowry shells, 
and other faunal goods such as red coral, and humans in the slave trade.12 This 
article seeks to build on the scholarship of Smallwood and others to emphasise how 
the English adoption and use of cowries as money developed fitfully as the Royal 
African Company’s networks expanded.

Finally, by drawing on the work of imperial environmental historians who question 
how ‘interlinked cultural formations, material exchanges, and ecological processes’ 
shaped the expansion of the British Empire and its far-flung colonies and semi-
colonial spaces in the nineteenth century, this article asks how the Atlantic slave trade, 
which resulted in the unprecedented transfer of approximately 12 million African 
captives across the Atlantic Ocean from the seventeenth to the early nineteenth 
century, involved, to an appreciable extent, the formation of an ecocultural network 
involving humans and different kinds of animals.13 The Royal African Company did 
not settle colonies in West Africa in the seventeenth century. However, the company 
performed a significant imperial function in delivering captives to colonies in the 
West Indies, especially Barbados and Jamaica, and entrepôts in the Viceroyalty of 
Peru and the Viceroyalty of New Granada under the asiento, including Buenos Aires 
and Cartagena de Indias, until the early eighteenth century.14 The slave trade that 
the Royal African Company built up, I argue, produced and depended on particular 
human–animal networks in which English and West African traders became bound 
through rituals involving propitiatory animal sacrifices, exchanges of animal gifts 
and the widespread use of animal currencies. Yet the agency of vermin impeded 
commercial ambitions as well. 

Local relationships between slavers hinged upon knowing the value and uses of non-
human animals in Atlantic Africa. Broad and highly contested networks between 
forts, outposts, ships and the wider colonial world were contingent on micro-level 
human–animal negotiations and entanglements. Before millions of enslaved men 
and women climbed out of the dungeons of Cape Coast Castle and passed through 
the Door of No Return to the shoreline, animals brought slave traders together in 
Atlantic Africa and shaped the ‘inhuman traffick’ in significant ways as sacrifices and 
gifts, media of exchange and obstinate vermin.15

12  Smallwood, Saltwater Slavery, 35.
13  James Beattie, Edward Melillo and Emily O’Gorman, eds, Eco-Cultural Networks and the British Empire: New 
Views on Environmental History (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2014), 3–20; Kenneth Morgan, Slavery and the 
British Empire: From Africa to America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 12.
14  On the connections between the Royal African Company and the South Sea Company, which delivered 
captives to port cities in New Spain using African Company ships, see Adrian Finucane, The Temptations of Trade: 
Britain, Spain, and the Struggle for Empire (Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016), 53–83; John 
G. Sperling, The South Sea Company: An Historical Essay and Bibliographical Finding List (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1962), 13–15.
15  Alexander Falconbridge, An Account of the Slave Trade on the Coast of Africa (London: James Phillips, 1788), 37.
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Figure 1: Royal African Company castles, forts and outforts established in the 
second half of the seventeenth century discussed in this article.
Source: Map developed by Belinda Paige Blakley for the author.

Sacrifices and gifts

The Royal African Company’s material infrastructure, particularly the forts that 
defended slave trading on the coast, developed gradually out of violent conflicts 
with their major rival in the late seventeenth century, the Dutch. Both in the form 
of ritual sacrifices and diplomatic gifts, animals played important roles in securing 
political and economic alliances between the company and African polities and city 
states. Chartered in 1672, the Royal African Company coordinated the slave trade 
in West Africa from its heavily fortified central castle on the Gold Coast, Cape 
Coast Castle, which had been captured from the Dutch West India Company by 
an English naval squadron in 1664.16 While officers at Cape Coast reported to the 
company’s headquarters and court of directors in London at Africa House, clerks 
at the central fort maintained correspondence with smaller outforts and unfortified 
outposts to the east and west, spanning over 2,000 miles along the coastline from 
the Gambia River to the Bight of Benin.

As propitiatory offerings, animals shaped the trading networks the Royal African 
Company struggled to build at these forts and outposts. In examining the 
development of the company’s base at Dixcove on the Gold Coast, environmental 

16  Kenneth Davies, The Royal African Company (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1957), 40–1.
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historians can appreciate how factors adopted West African cultural values and 
rites involving sheep as sacrificial offerings to forge bonds of trust, commerce and 
mutual alliance.17 

On 15 August 1692, Christopher Clarkson, a surveyor for the company, reported to 
the chief factor at Sekondi that a party consisting of his men and several company 
slaves had successfully recaptured the site of the company’s former outpost at 
Dixcove. While the company had claimed Dixcove as territory since 1684, it failed 
to maintain a permanent fort there until Clarkson’s mission.18 Clarkson seized the 
site at a crucial moment, as the company feared the rising influence and powerful 
fortresses to the west held by the Brandenburg African Company, based at Groß 
Friedrichsburg, and the Dutch West India Company to the east, headquartered at 
Elmina Castle.

Upon landing at Dixcove in the summer of 1692, Clarkson triumphantly hoisted 
a  flag and ‘fired 2 guns to keep of our enimies and encouradge our friends’ to 
approach their camp. Clarkson’s ritual of possession declared the space the property 
of the Royal African Company, but did not guarantee their long-term security.19 
Aware of their precarity on the coast, Clarkson quickly dispatched messengers to 
arrange a palaver (a formal discussion) with an Ahanta headman and the ruler of 
Dixcove, Captain Dickie, an African ruler, despite his English-sounding name, and 
at this point an Ahanta headman. Prospects of trade with the company and a military 
alliance against Adom, a nearby city state, enticed Dickie, who in a gesture signalling 
his acceptance of the company’s terms, sent Clarkson workers to aid a  party of 
company slaves in building the fort at Dixcove.

After raising the limestone walls of the fort, Dickie, Clarkson and a group of 
12 caboceers, who translated for the company and negotiated trade agreements, 
gathered for a celebration. In a ritual to seal the relationship between his people and 
the Royal African Company, Dickie ‘layed some gold under the foundation stone 
and killed a fatt sheep’.20 Clarkson participated as well, and acknowledged Dickie’s 
sacrificial offering with dashees, or gifts, of brandy and textiles.

17  On animal sacrifice see Kwasi Konadu, The Akan Diaspora in the Americas (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2010), 36, 104; Anthony Ephirim-Donkor, African Religion Defined: A Systematic Study of Ancestor Worship Among 
the Akan (London: Rowman & Littlefield, 2016), 229, 234; Walter Rucker, Gold Coast Diasporas: Identity, Culture, 
Power (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2015), 196; Rebecca Shumway, The Fante and the Transatlantic 
Slave Trade (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2011), 135, 199.
18  Robin Law, ed., The English in West Africa, 1691–1699. The Local Correspondence of the Royal African Company 
of England, 1681–1699, Part 3 (Oxford: Oxford University Press for the British Academy, 2007), 1–2.
19  Christopher Clarkson, Dickies Cove, 15 August 1692, in The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 
3; Patricia Seed, Ceremonies of Possession in Europe’s Conquest of the New World, 1492–1640 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995).
20  Christopher Clarkson, Dickies Cove, 15 August 1692, in The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 3.
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In several Fante- and Akan-speaking cultures on the Gold Coast, rituals involving 
animal sacrifice purified communities and sanctified, created, or restored, social, 
economic and political bonds of obligation between people.21 As Kwasi Konadu 
explains, sheep existed in proto-Akan and Akan-speaking cultural groups as living 
instruments for making propitiatory sacrifices, gifts or payments to resolve disputes 
and repay debts. The diverse meanings of sheep as sacrificial animals are evident in 
several entries in a Twi dictionary produced for missionaries on the Gold Coast from 
the late nineteenth century.22 While it is unclear from the records of the company, 
the animal Dickie slaughtered was likely either a species of sheep indigenous to 
West Africa, or possibly one of a breed brought earlier to the region in the sixteenth 
century by Portuguese explorers.23 While a surveyor for the Royal African Company 
remarked in the early eighteenth century that the local breed of sheep on the Gold 
Coast did not resemble the varieties familiar to Europeans, the late seventeenth-
century factors discussed here did not describe the animals in detail.24 It is unclear 
from the letters if the traders feasted on the sheep afterwards. Yet the sheep’s ritual 
death bolstered the stability of the Royal African Company by binding the firm to 
Captain Dickie and his allies.

Rites involving sheep would not have been entirely alien to the English, as families 
in England and its North American colonies likewise gifted and bequeathed livestock 
as a form of intergenerational wealth and property.25 In New England, for instance, 
livestock was often given as a form of bridewealth. Moreover, in English oral and 
visual culture and literature, sheep represented social values, including bonds of 
obedience and trust between servants and masters.26

However, in participating in the ritual with the Ahanta headman, Clarkson 
recognised Dickie’s sacrifice as a crucial step toward creating trading opportunities 
and security for the Royal African Company at Dixcove. Upon conclusion of the 
ritual, Clarkson urged Johnson, his superior at Sekondi, to send materials to furnish 

21  Konadu, The Akan Diaspora in the Americas, 36, 104; Ephirim-Donkor, African Religion Defined, 229, 234; 
Rucker, Gold Coast Diasporas, 196; Shumway, The Fante and the Transatlantic Slave Trade, 135, 199. Nineteenth-
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Ewe speakers. See Brodie Cruickshank, Eighteen Years on the Gold Coast of Africa: Including an Account of the Native 
Tribes, and Their Intercourse with Europeans, vol. 2 (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1853), 217–18, 226; Alfred 
Burdon Ellis, The Ewe-Speaking Peoples of the Slave Coast of West Africa (London: Chapman and Hall, 1890), 62, 
105; Alfred Burdon Ellis, The Tshi-Speaking Peoples of the Gold Coast of West Africa (London: Chapman and Hall, 
1887), 31, 35–6, 39, 43, 72, 85.
22  Johann Gottlieb Christaller, A Dictionary of the Asante and Fante Language Called Tshi … (Basel: Evangelical 
Missionary Society, 1881), 105, 155, 208, 261, 522.
23  Kwamina B. Dickson, An Historical Geography of Ghana (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), 36, 
47, 209.
24  William Smith, A New Voyage to Guinea (London: John Nourse, 1744), 147.
25  Allan Kulikoff, From British Peasants to Colonial American Farmers (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2000), 236; Barbara Jean Harris, English Aristocratic Women, 1450–1550: Marriage and Family, 
Property and Careers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 120, 133.
26  Bruce Thomas Boehrer, Animal Characters: Nonhuman Beings in Early Modern Literature (Philadelphia, PA: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), 164, 167.
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the fort and more gifts to offer to their new allies. Among the supplies Clarkson 
requested were bricks, boards, company slaves and trade goods to offer to Dickie and 
his caboceers as dashees. While Clarkson considered the profits of trade in enslaved 
captives and gold dust between Dickie and the company, and the possibilities of 
entering into lucrative interior trade relations with nearby polities such as the Akan-
speaking kingdom of Denkyira, the future of the fort at Dixcove, like others on the 
Gold Coast, was built, in part, upon offering up an animal (the sheep), and the 
social bonds of reciprocity it represented.

Far from being an exception, sheep became important ritual sacrifices and diplomatic 
gifts that shaped alliances between European factors and African actors involved in 
the trade. In the mid-seventeenth century, the Dutch dominated the trade on the 
Gold Coast and frequently frustrated English ambitions to expand the ambit of 
their activities in the trade.27 From Fort Ruijghaver on the Ankobra River to their 
outpost at Ouidah, the Dutch had over a dozen forts.28 Since the English first settled 
their initial fort, Cormantin, on the Gold Coast in 1631, continuous fighting with 
the Dutch West India Company and their allies over influence in the trade hindered 
their ambitions.29 Despite the station’s precarious situation, Dixcove strengthened 
the company’s territorial and commercial expansion on the coast among their 
European competitors.30 However, their ultimate success in the region depended on 
the company’s ability to negotiate and secure trading alliances with powerful West 
African polities and kingdoms, which in part rested on knowing and recognising the 
value of animals in the region. Several of these negotiations, such as the founding of 
Dixcove, involved accepting, offering or providing sacrificial sheep.

Six years after Clarkson recaptured Dixcove, William Gabb, a factor at the newly 
reoccupied fort at Sekondi, wrote to the company’s headquarters at Cape Coast on 
27 April 1698 to report that tensions between the English and the Dutch nearby at 
Fort Oranje, and further outposts including Butri and Fort San Sebastian at Shama, 
threatened to erupt into war. The Dutch, who obstructed the company’s hopes 
of trading with the kingdoms of Wassa and Twifo, continued to frustrate English 
entrées into trading networks in the region. Gabb’s fort, Sekondi, lay between 
Dixcove to the west and Cape Coast to the east. Like Dixcove, the company claimed 
to possess an outpost at Sekondi since 1683; however, the English evacuated and 
abandoned the fort several times in the midst of armed hostilities.31 Between 1694 

27  Davies, The Royal African Company, 247–9, 268–9.
28  Harvey M. Feinberg, ‘Africans and Europeans in West Africa: Elminans and Dutchmen on the Gold Coast 
during the Eighteenth Century’, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 79, no. 7 (1989): 1–186.
29  Davies, The Royal African Company, 12–42.
30  At Dixcove, the Royal African Company established a successful trade alliance with the nearby kingdom of 
Denkyira, trading comparatively little in slaves, yet the fort became valuable as a provisioning station for ships 
coasting between the company’s forts carrying enslaved people and other cargo from the outforts to Cape Coast. 
On Dixcove see The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 1–2.
31  The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 90–1.
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and 1700, disputes over access to markets in the slave trade between the Dutch 
and the English, West African kingdoms and towns on the Gold Coast, including 
Eguafo, Adom and Ahanta, and the powerful African merchant prince John Cabess 
at Komenda, carried on through a series of violent conflicts, later known as the 
Komenda Wars.32

As European and African competitors clashed, animal exchanges continued to 
shape the future of the slave trade at the Gold Coast forts. In a letter from Sekondi 
to Cape Coast in the spring of 1698, Gabb informed his superiors of the state 
of affairs at the fort with regard to the kingdom of Adom. The company warred 
with Adom throughout the 1680s, and found itself at times drawn into conflict 
between Adom and Ahanta.33 As a factor, Gabb attempted to reconcile the company 
and Adom; however, peace between the two proved fragile. Like the foundation 
of trade at Dixcove, reconciliation hinged upon carefully presenting an animal 
sacrifice. During a palaver at Sekondi, Gabb reported that ‘The King’ of Adom ‘gave 
the sheep I brought up to the white men that was killed in the Castle, and his fetish 
[deity] tells him, if he doe not give one for the Castle, it will not doe well, so he 
desires one of your Worshipps’.34 While the Adom king accepted Gabb’s offering of 
a sacrificial sheep to bind the company to Adom, he demanded the company offer 
a second sheep of their own in reciprocity for him to ritually slaughter in the castle 
to purify their relationship.

The Royal African Company’s assent to providing animals for sacrifice, and the 
king’s demand for properly consecrating this alliance, demonstrates how necessary 
sheep became for English attempts to solidify their relationships with Gold Coast 
polities. Gabb requested Cape Coast send another sheep immediately to assure 
Adom of their intent for peaceful trading and to ensure their future bonds of 
mutual support against their Dutch rivals. The company responded promptly to 
Gabb’s missive and forwarded a sheep to Sekondi. Company officials at Cape Coast 
likely purchased the animal from herdsmen nearby to the castle.35 Gabb thanked 
his superiors at Cape Coast the following month for sending the ovine present, 
which he promptly delivered to the king ‘and told em all you was pleased to order’.36 
The gift of the sheep, and other trade goods, including textiles, secured the Royal 
African Company’s political, economic and military alliance with Adom, and further 
bolstered their power on the Gold Coast.

32  John Thornton, Warfare in Atlantic Africa, 1500–1800 (London: University College London Press, 1999), 
127–48; Robin Law, ‘The Komenda Wars, 1694–1700: A Revised Narrative’, History in Africa 34, no. 1 (2007): 
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33  The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 1–2, 90–1.
34  William Gabb, Succondee, 27 April 1698, in The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 127.
35  William St Clair, The Door of No Return: The History of Cape Coast Castle and the Atlantic Slave Trade (New York: 
Blue Bridge, 2006), 72–5.
36  William Gabb, Succondee, 10 May 1698, in The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 130.
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Gifts of livestock animals between company factors and African traders, beyond the 
ritual context of sacrifice, knitted together trading networks between forts, towns 
and other markets throughout the slave trade. African rulers offered animal gifts 
to the company to keep open routes of exchange and relays of communication. 
Writing to Cape Coast from Komenda, the company’s factory east of Sekondi, 
William Cross reported in 1686 that the ‘The king [of Eguafo] yesterday sent me 
a sheep for farther sattisfaction about this pallaver, which I have sent your Worship 
herewith’.37 The king gifted livestock to assure his English partners that Eguafo, and 
the towns subordinate to Eguafo, intended to maintain trade in enslaved captives 
and other goods with the company’s factors at Komenda. In later years, Eguafo 
continued to send animal gifts to the English, who recognised the ovines as valuable 
promises for continued trade, peace and stability.38

Headmen presented gifts of wealth on the hoof to open new lines of trade on 
the  Gold Coast. At Dixcove, Captain Nedd, likely an Ahanta caboceer familiar 
to the company, wrote to the company’s headquarters at Cape Coast informing them 
of his plans to build a croom, or village, near the castle in 1698. ‘May it please your 
worships’, he wrote, ‘I have herewith sent you a sheepe, which desire your Worships 
will be pleased to except off.’39 Nedd built his croom to profitably trade with the fort 
at Dixcove in provisions and for a possible trade in captives. Regardless of whether 
or not Nedd expected the English to accept the sheep as a sacrifice, or simply as 
a gift of meat, he succeeded in using the animal to insert himself, his kin networks 
and allies into the company’s web of trade on the Gold Coast. Fante caboceers and 
curranteers continued to leverage four-footed gifts into the early eighteenth century. 
In the memorandum book of Cape Coast, entries from 1703 and 1704 record how 
a local trader, Quomino Coffee, sent the company regular presents of sheep in order 
to remain in their good graces and maintain his connection to the company.40

Individuals used animal gifts to influence diplomatic channels established in the 
trade. Traders tendered gifts of livestock, for instance, in exchange for people held 
in pawn or taken captive during occasional conflict at the outforts. Thomas Willson, 
a factor stationed at Komenda, reported in the winter of 1694, for instance, that 
Cabess, a military ally of the English, offered a ‘fatt sheep’ as a gift to the company in 
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exchange for freeing ‘one Peter, a Black, owt of irons’.41 The circumstances of Peter’s 
incarceration are opaque, yet Willson accepted the gift and visited Cabbess’ croom 
a few days later, bringing presents of his own, including casks of beef.42 Factors at Cape 
Coast occasionally found themselves entangled in similar situations. An entry in the 
memorandum book at Cape Coast from 1704 records how the company redeemed 
a canoe pilot named Cawera held as a pawn by the king of a Fante-speaking polity, 
Asebu, for the price of a fat sheep and three ounces of gold.43 Entries from the fort 
diary at Komenda from 1714 document how presents of ‘fatted Sheep’ continued to 
bind the company to Cabess, and to the burgeoning state of Asante to the north.44

Caboceers used animal gifts to ingratiate themselves with curranteers, who 
negotiated with Europeans throughout the slave trade. Caboceers, such as those 
living around Sekondi, paid customary gifts of sheep to the factories to maintain 
relationships with the English.45 In addition, caboceers used other animals as gifts. 
Writing from the company’s fort at Anomabu to Cape Coast, the factor Gerrard 
Gore reported in 1698 that in the midst of negotiating trade in enslaved captives 
and other goods, and diplomatic relations with Eguafo, ‘One of our Cabbosheers 
named Towne Auqua has killed an elephant’ and presented the creature as a gift for 
the Eguafo curranteers assembled at the castle.46 Perhaps Auqua fêted the men at the 
fort with the animal’s meat, or offered the ivory removed from its corpse as a gift. 
Gore notified Cape Coast that the bounty of Auqua’s hunt swayed the curranteers 
to remain and ‘further occasions their longer stay’.

The Royal African Company’s Dutch and Danish rivals in the slave trade likewise 
commented on the role of sacrificial offerings and livestock gifts in shaping their 
networks on the Gold Coast. Willem Bosman, a merchant for the Dutch West India 
Company in the late seventeenth century, for instance, recorded how Dutch factors 
gave and received sheep as sacrificial offerings and payments at Elmina Castle to 
curranteers and other headmen in nearby crooms.47 Johannes Rask, a chaplain at 
the Danish factory Christiansborg Castle, near Accra, took note of how caboceers 
and curranteers ritually slaughtered sheep and other livestock at the castle during his 
tenure there between 1708 and 1713.48
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Though gifts of megafauna rarely occurred on the Gold Coast or the Bight of 
Benin, impressive and unusual animal presents appeared at the company’s factories 
in Upper Guinea. Francis Moore, a clerk at the Royal African Company’s fort on 
James Island in the Gambia River, for instance, noted in his journal in 1730 that 
a Wolof-speaking trader had taken ‘a young Elephant brought alive as a Present to 
the Governor’ of the fort.49 While the clerk offered no comment on this animal, or 
the governor’s reaction, perhaps this captive present became a curiosity held at the 
fort for the amusement of the factors. On other occasions at James Island, Wolof- 
and Mande-speaking traders presented the governor with ‘two Porcupines’ and an 
ostrich. Since slave traders often purchased animals, such as parrots and monkeys, 
as pets to sell to elites in England who kept fashionable private menageries, it is 
possible that these gifts reflected African astuteness in supplying exotic fauna for the 
English in this period.50 In addition, African merchants in Upper Guinea continued 
to offer gifts of megafauna to separate traders unaffiliated with the Royal African 
Company well after the loss of its monopoly and the decline of the castle trade. One 
slave ship captain anchored at Sierra Leone in 1805, for instance, received presents 
of ‘a young alligator, two porcupines, and a crown-bird’. In addition, the slaver liked 
to show off another gift to travellers he met with in Upper Guinea: a young enslaved 
boy named John Favorite.51

Offerings of animals as propitiatory sacrifices, diplomatic gifts or curiosities for 
menageries bound English and West African actors together in the late seventeenth 
century, and over time forged powerful political and economic networks in the 
slave trade in Atlantic Africa that bolstered the Royal African Company’s power in 
the region. Trade in human captives was bound up with exchanges in animal flesh 
that bridged cultural divides between Europeans and Africans and sustained the 
networks through which captives moved between the spaces of the trade.

Media of exchange

Cowries are small marine gastropods found in the Indian Ocean, but the animals 
can be located in global history due to their use as money in antiquity in India and 
much of continental Africa, China and Europe.52 Like other snails, cowries use their 
muscular propodium for locomotion and to attach their bodies to surfaces. Cowry 
snails use their tentacles, siphon and radula to locate and feed on algae, polyps, coral 
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and floating detritus.53 As they develop, their mantle secretes calcium carbonate 
crystals to produce the enamel of their dorsal shell. In the Maldive Islands, fishers, 
often women or girls, collected the animals from tide pools along the shore at low 
tide either by hand or using nets.54 After gathering the animals from the shoreline, 
fishers either piled the animals in the sun to die and rot, and then they could easily 
remove the snail carcasses from their shells using branches; or buried caches of 
cowries in sand pits to quicken their decay and removal.55 Next, fishers washed the 
shells with fresh water to clean away sand and dirt and any remaining animal matter 
from the shells.56

Cowry shells connected the slave trade as a form of currency at the forts and markets 
where African Company traders and West African traders convened. English traders 
used the words bouges, from the Portuguese búzio, and cowries, from the Hindi 
and Urdu kauri, interchangeably.57 Among the dead animals slavers exchanged 
for enslaved captives were red corals culled from the Mediterranean Sea and the 
bone-white shells of the cowry snails transported from the Indian Ocean. Monetaria 
moneta, a cowry species endemic to the Maldives, was most commonly found in the 
castle trade on the Gold Coast and Bight of Benin in the late seventeenth century, 
while to a lesser extent the ringed Monetaria annulus species, found in coastal East 
Africa, the Zanzibar Archipelago and the Red Sea, circulated as well.58 Forms of 
shell money existed in West–Central Africa as well, such as the zimbo shell currency 
prevalent in the Congo.59 

In the first decade of the sixteenth century, Portuguese traders, such as Duarte 
Pacheco Pereira, noticed how merchants in Benin used ‘money shells’, and began 
using the Maldive moneta as a media of exchange in the region.60 Forms of bone and 
shell money, like the shells Pereira noticed around 1508, including Atlantic species of 
molluscs, had circulated as currency in West African polities since at least the ninth 
century.61 Cowries from the Maldives found their way into West African states, such 
as the Ghana, Mali and Songhai Empires, in the medieval era via maritime and 
overland routes as Arab traders from Yemen and Oman sailed between ports across 
the Indian Ocean and shipped cowries through the Red Sea to Cairo and other port 
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cities in North Africa.62 Trans-Saharan trade networks involving the sale of slaves 
and other commodities well before the arrival of the Portuguese involved moneta 
cowries from the Maldives.63

Cowries’ value as a form of currency in multiple cultures in North and West 
Africa derived from the virtual impossibility of counterfeiting the animal’s shell.64 
In multiple polities, including those made up of Fante, Akan, Fon, Aja, Ewe and 
Yoruba speakers, people valued the snail shells before the arrival of Europeans for 
their political, economic and religious value as instruments of divination, as magical 
charms and as ornamentation worn by the elite.65 As Akinwumi Ogundiran argues, 
the monetisation of these animals did not take place until the proliferation of stable 
markets involving standards based on cowry shells in the slave trade in the early 
modern period. Over time the shells, particularly the smaller species slavers in the 
Bight of Benin preferred, gradually became symbolically associated with wealth, 
fertility and individual status.66

Around 1515, European merchants, led by Portuguese traders like Pereira, began 
transporting to the Bight of Benin (later known to Europeans as the Slave Coast 
due to its principal commodity) massive shipments of Monetaria moneta purchased 
either  directly from the Maldive Islands or indirectly at markets on the Indian 
subcontinent. The Dutch and the English followed the Portuguese precedent in the 
seventeenth century. In the Indian Ocean, Dutch East India Company ships often 
blocked their English East India Company (EIC) rivals from purchasing cowries 
directly from the Maldive archipelago. Without regular access to the Maldives, 
English EIC factors resorted to acquiring cowries at markets in India, especially 
Balasore in Orissa, Bombay and Calcutta, and at Aceh in Sumatra, where the 
animals were commonly used as money.67 In the late seventeenth century, English 
EIC officials purchased substantial quantities of cowry shells at Balasore, which were 
then used as ballast for ships returning from their stronghold at Fort St George in 
Madras to England, and later sold at auction to the Royal African Company 
in London.68
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Cowries became valuable and vital to the slave trade as an abstract, fungible 
currency form in West African kingdoms and city states that were traded for gold 
dust, provisions, ivory and slaves.69 While slave traders did occasionally exchange 
cowries in Upper Guinea and on the Gold Coast, the animals were most valuable 
in the Bight of Benin. Between the decades of the early sixteenth century and the 
early nineteenth century, European merchants shipped approximately 30 billion 
cowries  to the bight.70 While it is difficult to precisely quantify the overall value 
of cowries for the slave trade, their ubiquity in late seventeenth-century letters, 
inventories and other documents from the Royal African Company suggests their 
enduring value as currency for enslavers.

Ships sailing for the Royal African Company from England to Cape Coast deposited 
their cowry cargo at the central castle, where agents then dispersed the shells further 
east and west via smaller coasting vessels such as the African Merchant sloop, 
captained by George Nanter.71 In West Africa, company factors used the animal 
shells, along with trade goods including textiles and metal wares, as money to buy 
captives from local traders. As coastal trade networks involving slaves and cowries 
expanded further inland from the Bight of Benin, the ubiquity of the Indian Ocean 
money cowries more fully connected trade networks between coastal West African 
and North African slavers via trans-Saharan trade routes that predated the arrival of 
Europeans by several centuries.72

Cowries, along with goods such as kettles and fabrics, facilitated transactions of 
captives between English and African slave traders. Coasting vessels that sailed 
between the Gold and Slave coasts supplied the company’s forts and outposts with 
stocks of cowries and transported enslaved captives to Cape Coast Castle. In a letter 
from James Fort at Accra, sited east of Cape Coast, Arthur Wendover, a factor, 
notified his superiors in 1680, for instance, that the captain of the coasting vessel 
Bonadventure requested a typical supply ‘33 3/4 cask of coureyes’ to exchange for 
enslaved captives at Arda, later known as Allada, on the Slave Coast.73 ‘A proper 
cargo’, for purchasing slaves in Arda, wrote another factor, contained first and 
foremost a necessary quantity of valuable ‘bougees’.74 Wendover complained to 
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Cape Coast that some of the cowry shipments arriving at Accra lately appeared 
broken or otherwise damaged, which, along with being too large or discoloured, 
decreased their value on the coast.75

Factors and ships’ captains routinely requested that Cape Coast supply them with 
cowries to successfully carry out the business of the slave trade. Writing at Offra, 
the company’s factory near Arda, and due east of Ouidah, Cross told Cape Coast 
in 1681 that the trade in enslaved people continued to accelerate in the region, 
pointing out that ‘tis very inconvenient for a ship to come here without booges, and 
if you send none by the next ship, you must hardly expect any slaves’. However, he 
continued, ‘if you purchase any att the Mina Castle (where I heare there is plenty) 
you may be sure of slaves in a very short time’. Cross’ letter suggests how diminished 
or delayed supplies of cowries from England could push the company to turn 
to its Dutch rivals for assistance, and so moved the company temporarily into a 
subordinate position.76

One ship’s captain, Charles Towgood, complained that without cowries he could 
not purchase captives while anchored at Adangme, near the Volta River. Towgood 
lamented how a French slave ship loaded with ‘nothing but bouges’ arrived before 
his vessel, and succeeded in buying slaves.77 James Thorne, a factor at Offra, wrote 
the same year to Cape Coast while in negotiations with the king of Arda to send 
‘booges by the next shipping … without them you must expect little to be done, for 
tis all one their money here, as silver and gold is with us’.78 In 1681, Petley Wyborne, 
an independent trader who at times collaborated with the company, reported to 
Cape Coast from a town near Ouidah that enslaved captives ‘are to be had here if 
they that wants brings goods fitt for the place, as booges’, brass utensils or linen.79 
Cape Coast responded to such demands, yet factors continued to emphasise time 
and again the necessity of a regular flow of the small, polished cowry shells for 
opening or sustaining economic networks around the bight.

In efforts to track the value of cowries, factors taking stock of the company’s 
warehouses at the forts listed their supply of animal shells by weight and in their 
ledgers included the current rates of exchange for cowries and slaves. In an inventory 
of the warehouse at Offra from 1681, Thorne noted that, among textiles, metal 
goods, guns and other trade items, the fort stocked ‘961 pound of booges att 78 lb 
per slave’.80 Thorne recorded in the inventory how the fort paid its caboceers in 
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cowries and paid for repairs to the factory walls and buildings completed by local 
artisans in cowries, and how he paid the ransom of a messenger who had been 
panyarred, or kidnapped, at Ouidah ‘in booges’. ‘I would desire your worship to 
send booges’, Thorne requested in his letter accompanying the updated inventory 
to Cape Coast, ‘for I have none for my present use but am forct to borrow of the 
blacks’. Thorne’s petition reveals how crucial the market in cowries, and regular 
access to supplies of the animals were to reckoning the value of the enslaved and 
keeping the trade flowing in the bight. 

Factors such as John Carter at Ouidah wrote repeatedly in frustration to Cape Coast 
requesting information on the flow of cowries to the outforts, and reckoned with 
the shifting value of cowries at different forts between the major regions of the 
slave trade. During 1686–87, Carter wrote to Cape Coast on several occasions to 
request supplies of smaller cowries, as his clients at Ouidah valued the small shells 
rather than the larger kinds the company shipped to the Ouidah factory.81 Around 
the same time, Mark Bedford Whiting, a factor at Accra, sent to Cape Coast ‘an 
enquirey for bouges for slaves’, asking to know how much the price of cowries for 
captives differed between sites on the Gold Coast and the Bight of Benin.82 Writing 
aboard the ship Adventure, in 1687, James Bayly reported that he purchased ‘six 
slaves with such goods as I have’ at Ningo, ‘but theirs twenty gon away for want of 
goods’, especially cowries, which his Dutch competitors possessed in much greater 
quantities.83

African labourers hired by the company at its factories posed challenges to the 
Royal African Company’s distribution and supply of cowries. In 1693 and 1694, 
Thomas Phillips commanded the slave ship Hannibal, which sailed from England to 
Cape Mesurado, the Gold Coast, Ouidah and São Tomé before crossing the ocean 
to Barbados. While anchored at the factory at Ouidah, Phillips learned firsthand 
how difficult it could be to maintain supplies of cowry shells on the ground. In the 
warehouse at Ouidah, barrels of cowries delivered from coasting vessels were 
frequently ‘pilfer’d by the negro porters’ who stole them using ‘instruments like 
wedges’ to pry loose barrel staves and then pocket handfuls of shells.84 Phillips and 
his crew failed to prevent such incidents at the warehouse, and failed to catch any 
of the porters in the act of stealing the shells.
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Captains of coasting vessels wrote directly to Cape Coast to request supplies of 
cowries for slaving voyages. William Piles, the commander of the sloop Sally 
Rose, wrote in 1697 to Cape Coast from off the coast of Teshi, a town east 
of Accra, a short letter ‘concerning my bouges’.85 Piles had requested the factor at 
Accra  send him the current rates of exchange for cowries and enslaved men and 
women, and complained that local merchants refused previous prices for slaves in 
cowries and were now demanding more. After Piles offered 70 pounds of cowries 
‘for a man, they immediately fell a telling them, and return’d back again. I have 
offered them eighty pound for a man, and they will not take them’. ‘I desire your 
answer,’ he demanded, ‘how many pound of bouges you will allow me for a man, 
and likewise for a woman’. Despite regular calculations and record-keeping by 
factors, the value of cowries fluctuated between places and across time due to their 
variable sizes, shapes and relative scarcity. On occasion, the value of cowries could 
drop precipitously as demand changed. Later that month at Kpone, also east of 
Accra, Piles lamented that local traders did ‘not now ask for any’ cowries.86

Cowries attracted the attention of not only merchants in West Africa, but also 
naturalists interested in improving the company’s prospects for accruing wealth in 
the form of enslaved captives in Atlantic Africa. James Houstoun, Chief Surgeon 
at Cape Coast Castle, sought valuable specimens—especially plants, animals and 
minerals—for the ‘improvement’ of the slave trade and the Royal African Company 
on a bioprospecting expedition from 1722 to 1724.87 The Duke of Chandos, a major 
investor in the Royal African Company who aimed to diversify the company’s 
commercial activities, appointed Houstoun to the position.88 In his attempts 
to improve the company’s economic prospects, which declined in this period due to 
the rise of ‘interloper’ independent traders, Houstoun collected medicinal plants, 
which he hoped to transplant to gardens in either England or English Caribbean 
colonies, and suggested the company establish experimental indigo and cotton 
plantations on islands in the Sierra Leone River.89 Houstoun’s itinerary from Sierra 
Leone to Ouidah fits with other speculative missions the company launched in the 
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early eighteenth century designed to adapt expertise in natural history and natural 
philosophy to projects in agricultural improvements, chemistry, medicine and 
mining in the region.90

In 1722, while scouting a ‘most fertile Island’ in the Sierra Leone River, the doctor 
collected ‘Cockle-Shells, which very much resemble our Cowries’.91 The animals, 
Houstoun projected, ‘might have been of considerable Use to me afterwards, as 
current Money on the Slave Coast. How far these Collections might have contributed 
to the Rise of African Stock, I shall not pretend to determine’. In his natural history 
of West Africa, published after his travels, Houstoun complained that factors on 
the Gold Coast, including, he alleged, the governor of the company’s settlement 
at Ouidah, undermined the company by illicitly selling cowries to European 
competitors, in particular the Portuguese, and hoped his discovery in Sierra Leone 
would ameliorate the losses caused by disloyalty to the company.92 While Houstoun 
dreamt of translating his knowledge in natural history and medicine into projects for 
improving the company’s position in the slave trade, such as the substitute cowries 
from Sierra Leone, his shell scheme never materialised.93

Exchanges of cowry shells for enslaved captives continued beyond the period of 
the Royal African Company’s monopoly and waning power in the second half of 
the eighteenth century. In the account book of the Liverpool slave trader William 
Davenport, for instance, there are records of the use of cowries as either currency or 
as dashees into the late eighteenth century. In an inventory of ‘sundry Merchandise 
shipped by Thomas Will, Ship Ann for the River Camaroons on the Coast of Africa’ 
from 1782, the captain listed the ship’s supplies of cowries, among other goods, used 
to trade for captives in West Central Africa, south of the Bight of Benin.94

As traders for the Royal African Company reckoned with the value of cowries as 
currency on the coast to purchase captives, enslaved people understood cowries 
in an altogether different light. Saidiya Hartman explains that as the slave trade 
expanded across West Africa, people living in regions impacted by the trade that 
slavers frequently raided for captives, such as towns further inland from the coastline 
in present-day northern Ghana, circulated their own stories of how predatory ‘cowrie 
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shells feasted on the bodies of captives’.95 Oral traditions posited that Europeans 
threw captives overboard from their ships in the Atlantic to feed hungry cowries 
underwater and multiply their money, as human blood supposedly nourished the 
creatures in the ocean. Into the nineteenth century, popular vernacular knowledge 
in West Africa held that ‘the best places to harvest cowries were along the coast where 
slaves had been murdered or drowned’ and that fishermen could become wealthy 
by salvaging hybrid ‘human-mollusk’ bodies of the trade’s numerous victims.96 The 
proliferation and durability of beliefs about the vampiric powers of cowries attests 
to the fact that the enslaved themselves recognised how the trade constituted a 
deadly entanglement and equation of human and animal life as captives became 
commodities.

Exchanges of the bony shells of cowries for enslaved captives transformed West 
Africa, especially the Bight of Benin, from the late seventeenth century onward. 
Factors purchased slaves, in part, using cowries at outforts in the Gold Coast and 
at bases along the Slave Coast east of the Volta River. English traders capitalised on 
the Portuguese precedent of using the animals in the Bight of Benin, and Europeans 
further transformed the cultural significance of the animals from instruments 
of divination to stockpiles of wealth as the animal currency became loaded with 
new symbolic meaning by the early eighteenth century. However, the English 
frequently failed to keep up supplies of cowries, and lost captives to their Dutch, 
French and Portuguese competitors. The English further proved slow to adapt to 
Atlantic African tastes, as is evident in the Royal African Company’s distribution of 
oversized cowries to Ouidah and elsewhere. While the use of sheep and cowry shells 
expanded networks of trade, the final section of this article turns to vermin animals 
that restrained commercial connections between English and West African slavers.

Intractable vermin

Relationships of commerce and trust that English and West African traders struggled 
to build across space and over time were stifled by animals they understood as vermin 
that destroyed valuable goods and debilitated human captives across Atlantic Africa. 
Pests exposed the vulnerabilities of the slaving networks the Royal African Company 
endeavoured to build. Mary Fissell defines vermin in early modern England as 
animals that ‘poached human food’ and exhibited unusual cunning in eluding 
humans and avoiding extermination.97 Vermin in West Africa, in particular worms 
and rats, exploited and hindered the slave trade in multiple ways by infesting supplies 
of food and goods, by evading plans for their elimination and by endangering the 
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health of the enslaved. At every turn, vermin damaged and imperilled the value 
of human and non-human commodities, and in very material ways limited the 
expansion and flow of the trade.

Guinea worms, parasitic nematodes that found their way into the bodies of traders 
and slaves through dirty drinking water, frequently frustrated the company by 
compromising the health of both groups.98 The worms infected factors and enslaved 
people from their habitats in polluted water cisterns at the forts, in barracoons, 
or makeshift holding cells, and in the dungeons below Cape Coast Castle where 
captives lingered before being sent on transatlantic voyages. In the bodies of their 
hosts, the worms bred and developed within the intestines and, as they grew, moved 
outward through the skin by forming blisters, which caused their hosts to suffer 
debilitating pain.99 Richard Thelwall, a factor at Anomabu, for instance, apologised 
in a letter to his superiors at Cape Coast in 1681 for not writing and reporting 
on the status of the trade at the fort for some time. Guinea worms had festered in 
Thelwall’s body, rendering him ‘very lame, having three wormes in one legg, being 
in a great paine’. As such, the factor regularly failed to write and perform his duties 
at the fort, including supervising the purchase of captives.100

While guinea worms infested the bodies of English factors like Thelwall, incarcerated 
captives suffered debilitating infections of the worms at a much higher rate due 
to their exposure to the dangerous, unhealthy environments of barracoons on 
the coast.101 Worms infected the bodies of both enslaved people who traders sold 
across the Atlantic Ocean and castle slaves held in permanent bondage at the forts. 
Reporting from Dixcove in 1692, Francis Smith complained that a company slave, 
a carpenter named Quashe, whose skills in repairing fort walls the factor desperately 
required to fortify the base, became ‘lame with the wormes’. Smith requested Cape 
Coast send another enslaved artisan, Bastian, who was known among the company 
for his skill in carpentry, to replace him.102

Pain caused by guinea worms affected the lives of enslaved people before enduring 
the middle passage, as the worms often broke out through the skin of the enslaved 
while they were incarcerated in barracoons. For company factors whose interests lay 
in profiting from the commodification of enslaved people and dispossessing them of 
their bodily labour, worms threatened to undercut company profits. Upon receiving 
notice from Cape Coast in 1693 that an enslaved man sent to the castle appeared 
sickly and ‘bursten’ with an uncertain disease, Edward Searle at Charles Fort, 
Anomabu, replied that he ‘thought soe myselfe at first, but the Negroes told me it 
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was a worme’. Searle agreed to take the man back from Cape Coast as a company 
slave at Charles Fort if ‘hee bee not passible’ for sale.103 In 1694, Searle continued 
to write to Cape Coast on the problems worms posed at Anomabu by rendering 
captives held there entirely unfit for sale, which would lead to a significant loss for 
the company. Searle warned that the worms also weakened the ability of company 
slaves to function as labourers in fortifying and manning Charles Fort: ‘The slaves 
wee have here are not sufficient to finde the Fort in wood and water, they are soe 
disabled with wormes.’104

While guinea worms infested the bodies of factors, captives waiting to be taken 
aboard ships and castle slaves held at the forts, other worms chewed through valuable 
provisions and trade goods and frequently ruined factors responsible for purchasing 
and overseeing enslaved people on the coast. In their letters and inventories, factors 
for the company did not attempt to differentiate between the kinds of worms, or 
perhaps other insects such as weevils, that damaged trade goods in West Africa. It is 
possible that their uncertainty was due to the fact that factors most often saw the 
effects of the animals on their goods rather than the creatures themselves.

In an inventory of the warehouse of James Fort, Accra, from 1681, Ralph Hassell 
recorded that among the provisions he received from a coasting vessel that month 
were 56 pounds of ‘wormeaten stockfish’ that were useless as a foodstuff.105 Later 
that year at Accra, Hassell complained that the barrels of corn delivered by a coasting 
vessel were ‘soe bad’ from worms and rot ‘that the slaves will not eate it nor scarce the 
hoggs’.106 In 1682, worms forced Thelwall to sell ‘broken and wormeaten’ textiles 
at deep discounts to Akani traders at Anomabu.107 Worms interrupted the progress 
of coasting vessels as well. William Piles, commander of the Sally Rose, reported in 
1697 how worms ate through his stock of yams intended for captives, necessitating 
the ship’s return to the coast to resupply before sailing to Cape Coast.108

Worms also interrupted the slave trade in the Bight of Benin in the early eighteenth 
century. Writing from Ouidah in 1728, a factor reported that ‘we have a worm 
here that will Eat through the Bottom’ of barrels filled with textiles for trade in 
less than a  day.109 The factor continued that the worms themselves ‘ought to be 

103  Edward Searle, Charles Fort, Annimaboe, 11 December 1693, in The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, 
ed. Law, 311.
104  Edward Searle, Charles Fort, Annimaboe, 21 February 1694, in The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. 
Law, 313.
105  Ralph Hassell, James Fort, Accra, 11 October 1681, in The English in West Africa … 1681–1683, ed. Law, 175.
106  Ralph Hassell, James Fort, Accra, 18 October 1681, in The English in West Africa … 1681–1683, ed. Law, 177.
107  Richard Thelwall, Annamaboe, 28 September 1682, in The English in West Africa … 1681–1683, ed. Law, 
119–20.
108  William Piles, St Thomas, 30 December 1697, in The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 623–4.
109  Thomas Wilson, William’s Fort, Ouidah, 12 July 1728, in Correspondence of the Royal African Company’s Chief 
Merchants at Cabo Corso with William’s Fort, Whydah and the Little Popo Factory, 1727–1728 …, ed. Robin Law 
(Madison, WI: African Studies Program, University of Wisconsin, 1991), 32–40.
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Considered the trouble we have in purchaseing Slaves’. Worm-damaged supplies of 
cloth for barter diminished the factory’s overall capacity to acquire enslaved captives 
at Ouidah.

Elusive nests of rats further troubled English slave traders at the forts on the Gold 
Coast. Rats gnawed trade goods stored in warehouses, rendering valuable textiles 
for barter worthless. In Hassell’s above-mentioned inventory of James Fort, Accra, 
he reported that of the 20 say textiles, a fine worsted cloth, delivered by Captain 
Samuel Rickard of the coasting sloop Blessing, every bolt was ‘ratt eaten’ and useless 
for trade.110 At Charles Fort, Anomabu, Cross complained that casks of valuable 
tallow for use at the fort and for trade were ‘eaten quite up by the rates’ after 
being neglected by company officials and castle slaves tasked with supervising the 
warehouse.111 Three years later, another factor at Anomabu, John Rootsey, continued 
to complain to Cape Coast that trade goods not properly maintained at the fort and 
nearby at Anashan appeared ‘much eaten by the ratts’ temporarily halting exchanges 
in captives between both forts and their partners.112

Unable to endure the plunder caused by rats, some factors attempted to eradicate 
the pests by introducing predators—namely cats—into company warehouses. In 
1686 Thomas Bucknell wrote to Cape Coast that the fort at Sekondi was ‘most 
intollerably trobled with rats in the warehouse. They now begin to damnifie the 
goods, I haveing found severall things knawed per them’.113 ‘If any man in the 
Castle’, he pleaded to Cape Coast, ‘can advise me how to distroy them, to advise 
me of the means; niether can I gett a catt any where’. Bucknell and his subordinates 
desperately sought after a cat at Sekondi without success.

The following month, Bucknell wrote again to Cape Coast that the warehouse, 
especially its stores of cloth textiles, continued to suffer from vermin: ‘I know not 
what to doe with the rats, they damage so much good that would make one mad 
to se, especially the woolen good’ traders used to acquire captives.114 The rats ate 
‘wholes in the boysadoes, Welch plains and blankets’ so large that the factor could 
‘run my fist in them’.115 Bucknell attached an inventory of the goods ‘damagd per 
the rats’ to his letter, and wrote despondently that ‘how to remidy it I canot tell’. 
He tried raising the textiles above the warehouse floor on scaffolding, and in the 
process moved a nine-hand canoe that had sheltered ‘eight ratts of a great biggness’, 

110  Ralph Hassell, James Fort, Accra, 11 October 1681, in The English in West Africa … 1681–1683, ed. Law, 414.
111  William Cross, Charles Fort, Annimaboe, 3 July 1692, in The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 294.
112  John Rootsey, Annimaboe, 27 May 1695, in The English in West Africa … 1691–1699, ed. Law, 338.
113  Thomas Bucknell, Succondee, 23 August 1686, in The English in West Africa … 1685–1688, ed. Law, 28–9.
114  Thomas Bucknell, Succondee, 21 September 1686, in The English in West Africa … 1685–1688, ed. Law, 29–30.
115  In his glossary of trade goods, Robin Law explains that boysadoes were woolen cloths produced in England 
and the Netherlands, and Welch plains were a coarser woolen cloth. 
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which he and his men killed, along with ‘two nests of six young ones apeice, but 
some escap’d our hands doe what we could’. Bucknell then ‘spoild their harbors and 
made all passages free that they cannot secure themselves from a good cat’.

Bucknell eventually did find a cat for the warehouse, yet he found his proposed 
predator ‘to little, soe I humbly desire your Worship to send me a bigger if it can be 
procurd. Here be rats almost able to deal with catts’. Bucknell’s encounters with rats 
were not exceptional. The company warehouse at Anomabu faced a similar problem 
in 1687. Hassell wrote apologetically to Cape Coast that ‘I am sorry to write of 
dammage done by ratts, which is verry much, especially in the allejarrs: we are so 
pester’d with them that they are not easely destroyd, although [we] keep three catts 
in the warehouse’.116

Rats continued to pester slave traders and endanger the health of enslaved people 
in Cape Coast Castle and later on transatlantic voyages. Houstoun described the 
dungeons of Cape Coast Castle, where enslaved people languished before being 
taken on ships, as ‘swarming with Vermine’, including rats, cockroaches and 
other insects.117 One trader recalled aboard a slave ship, in addition to the ‘hot 
and corrupted air’, that the crew and their ‘cargo’ suffered from rats that ‘have done 
a great deal of damage, we being quite over-run with them’.118 The rats attacked 
the crew and the enslaved below decks, and devoured the ship’s meagre stores 
of provisions.

Worms and rats put limits on opportunities for English factors to purchase captives 
from their West African counterparts by damaging trade goods, including the bodies 
of enslaved people. As vermin, these animals could significantly impinge upon the 
ecocultural network that slave traders fitfully produced through animal sacrifices, 
gifts and systems of currency. The power of predatory vermin to curtail trading 
networks and exploit the vulnerabilities of factory warehouses indicates how the 
production and maintenance of an ecocultural network was never all-encompassing 
or permanent, but rather limited, assailable and fragile.

Conclusion

This article has shown how the slave trade in Atlantic Africa depended upon English 
and West African slave traders producing and maintaining an ecocultural network 
involving non-human animals as political, cultural and economic instruments. 
This network was frequently disrupted by non-humans beyond the control of slavers. 

116  Ralph Hassell, Annamabo, 1 April 1687, in The English in West Africa … 1685–1688, ed. Law, 201. Allejars, 
as explained by Robin Law, were a kind of Indian cloth made from cotton or mixed cotton and silk. 
117  Houstoun, Some New and Accurate Observations, 30.
118  John Newton, The Journal of a Slave Trader 1750–1754. With Newton’s Thoughts upon the African Slave Trade, 
ed. Bernard Martin and Mark Spurrell (London: Epworth, 1962), 32.
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This article further suggests that applying the ecocultural network concept can bring 
about a deeper understanding of the environmental and cultural foundations of 
commercial spaces in the early modern world. It has done so by first demonstrating 
how trading relations between European and African enslavers, as is evident in the 
founding of Dixcove, often involved ritual propitiatory sacrifices of sheep. They 
and other animals, such as elephants or ostriches, became valuable as diplomatic 
gifts to open new trading connections, as offerings to mediate political alliances, as 
payment for the redemption of pawns or as curious faunal specimens for collecting. 
Second, this article has illustrated how the cowry sea snail, Monetaria moneta, 
became a valuable form of currency that facilitated transactions in captives between 
the Royal African Company and their West African partners. Moreover, this article 
indicates how tenuous the relations people created with cowries could be over long 
distances, and how the monetisation of the cowry depended on connecting overseas 
trading networks spanning the Indian Ocean, Europe and West Africa. The Royal 
African Company often failed to appreciate and adapt themselves to Atlantic African 
aesthetics and tastes involving cowries, which hindered the development of their 
slave-trading activities. Using these kinds of creatures, traders built an ecocultural 
network with animals that enabled the gradual expansion of the slave trade. Yet, in 
doing so, traders also created the conditions for vermin to thrive, and these animals 
unmade such networks by damaging valuable commodities, disrupting supplies of 
provisions, and infesting the bodies of enslaved people either held permanently at 
castles or bound for middle passage voyages.

By focusing on the commodification and value of captives and animals, and the 
evaluation of animals as either commercial instruments or risks, this article suggests 
further opportunities for scholarly exchange between the history of slavery and 
environmental history. The co-constitutive commodification of human captives 
and cowries enabled the trade to flourish on the coast, and their combined evaluation 
is evident in the ledgers and inventories that listed their equivalent value. Turning 
people into slaves depended on turning animals into money. Factors performed 
skilled labour to keep cowries—evaluated by weight and shape—useful for the trade. 
On the other hand, factors learned and appreciated the value of other animals, 
as is evident in their prompt responses to the demands of their Atlantic African 
counterparts for offerings of animals for sacrifice. While this article has mostly 
focused on English factors, the fragmentary archival existence of the enslaved poses 
significant interpretive limits on a fuller understanding of how captives themselves 
perceived different kinds of animals in the trade. Indeed, the archive of the Royal 
African Company itself produced the commodification of people as abstract figures 
existing only in the pages of a ledger book.119

119  Stephanie E. Smallwood, ‘The Politics of the Archive and History’s Accountability to the Enslaved’, History of the 
Present 6, no. 2 (2016): 117–32.
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This article further demonstrates the promise of the ecocultural network concept 
for gaining a deeper understanding of the environmental and cultural foundations 
of relations between imperial metropoles, colonies and semi-colonial trading sites 
created by the agents of joint-stock companies, local rulers and merchants in the 
early modern world. The Atlantic slave trade taking place at the outforts and castles 
of the Royal African Company involved rapidly increasing transfers of human 
captives, exchanges of sheep, deliveries of cowries and other interactions between 
people and fauna across considerable distances. ‘To get a cargo of flesh, bone, and 
blood’ in Atlantic Africa, as one nineteenth-century writer put it, English traders 
needed to know and act on the value of animals.120 Yet, as animals in the slave 
trade enabled human agency, others circumscribed such plans. Non-human animals 
shaped slavery’s networks.
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Abstract
This article examines the application of the sciences of botany and ecology by New 
Zealand’s State Forest Service (SFS) during the first half of the 1920s. Previous 
research concerning the SFS has primarily focused on its Director of Forestry, Leon 
MacIntosh Ellis, and the shift from a forestry practice based on the ideas of sustained-
yield management of indigenous trees to exotic afforestation. By studying the use and 
attributed value of botany and ecology, or ‘ecological and silvicultural research’ as 
the service categorised it, a wider knowledge can be gained on why sustained-yield 
management was abandoned for exotic afforestation, in addition to exploring changes 
in the relationship between state and science in New Zealand during the first half of 
the 1920s. In addition, by studying the Swedish Australasian Botanical Expedition, 
led by the Swedish lichenologist G. Einar Du Rietz, touring New Zealand for seven 
months in 1926–27, this article is able to explore the influence of non-British expertise 
during the 1920s in issues related to forestry management.

Keywords: botany, lichenology, forestry, ecology, science production, history, 
New Zealand

Science and state in New Zealand in the early 
twentieth century

During the late nineteenth century, science gradually became more professionalised 
throughout the British-influenced world due to a number of factors, among 
them an ‘increasing number of jobs requiring scientific knowledge and skills’ as 
well as ‘demands for greater recognition through more and better paid positions, 
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money for research, and more respect for expert knowledge’.1 In the case of New 
Zealand, the government funded numerous agencies employing scientific experts, 
particularly in geology, agriculture and natural history.2 A majority of the research 
efforts conducted at these agencies dealt with issues related to primary industries. 
For example, the Department of Agriculture (established in 1892) ‘tried to address 
problems of declining productivity, farm failure and reversion of pasture land to 
native scrub and bush by turning to science for help’.3 In 1926, the New Zealand 
Government, once again influenced by Britain, established the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR), Britain having formed a DSIR 10 years 
earlier. The purpose of New Zealand’s DSIR was to bring together the government’s 
scientific institutions as well as to create new ones, by seeking ‘a more effective 
and efficient means of matching the resources of science to the needs of economic 
development’.4 It  became an umbrella for science, with divisions researching 
geology, climate and native flora and fauna, among others, providing scientific 
advice to commerce and industry. Before long, according to the historian of science 
Ross Galbreath, the DSIR became ‘synonymous with science in New Zealand’.5 
However, before the founding of the DSIR much of the scientific research in the 
country was scattered across governmental agencies, the State Forest Service (SFS) 
being one of them. The aim of this article is to bring attention to scientific research 
carried out by the SFS during the first half of the 1920s, before the establishment 
of the DSIR. More specifically, this article studies what value the service ascribed 
botany and ecology and why the two sciences were important for forestry in New 
Zealand. A second aim of the article is to bring attention to how the service came 
to hire experts temporarily, both domestic and foreign, exemplified by the Swedish 
Australasian Botanical Expedition, which highlighted the hiring of non-British 
expertise during the 1920s.6

1  Ruth Barton, ‘“Men of Science”: Language, Identity and Professionalization in the Mid-Victorian Scientific 
Community’, History of Science 41, no. 1 (March 2003): 77, doi.org/10.1177/007327530304100103.
2  Rebecca Priestley, ‘A Survey of the History of Science in New Zealand, 1769–1992’, History Compass 8, no. 6 
(June 2010): 481, doi.org/10.1111/j.1478-0542.2010.00684.x.
3  Tom Brooking and Paul Star, ‘Remaking the Grasslands: the 1920s and 1930s’, in Seeds of Empire: The 
Environmental Transformation of New Zealand, ed. Tom Brooking and Eric Pawson (London: I. B. Tauris, 2011), 182.
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Department of Internal Affairs, 1998), 9.
5  ibid.
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The State Forest Service and ecology

In 1919, Leon MacIntosh Ellis, a young and energetic Canadian forester, was 
appointed Director of Forests over New Zealand’s recently created Forestry 
Department, shortly afterwards renamed the State Forest Service. As Director 
of Forests, Ellis was responsible for preventing a timber famine striking in New 
Zealand. It was a tremendous task; a report commissioned a few years prior to 
his employment suggested that the Dominion would have depleted its source 
of merchantable timber by 1943. Ellis acted quickly, and only a year after his 
appointment he presented a proposal for a new forest policy, which he believed would 
ensure a sustainable supply of timber. Despite financial problems, Ellis managed to 
convince the government to support a majority of his suggested measures, among 
them the establishment of a bureau of forest research.7 In his proposal, Ellis argued 
a forest research centre ‘is absolutely necessary if we are to make any advance in the 
solution of the forest problems of New Zealand. This cannot be urged too strongly’.8 
As his writing in cursive shows, the formation of a bureau was essential to Ellis. 
Simultaneously, Ellis was concerned with the absence of systematic observations and 
studies of the indigenous forests, causing him to write:

No investigations have been made as to the fundamental requirements of forestry as 
applied to the great indigenous forest. To-day we must start from zero and gradually 
build up knowledge upon which our programme may be based. In forestry we are 
dealing with nature and time, therefore the study of nature’s modus operandi must be 
begun at once, so that by the time the State forests are demarcated it will be definitely 
possible to prescribe the finer details necessary for their management.9

Ellis found the lack of research problematic for two reasons. First, it made it difficult 
to conduct forestry adapted to the particular conditions of the indigenous forests of 
New Zealand. Though there had in fact been several surveys of the native forests, 
by botanists and foresters alike, they were disregarded, or overlooked, by Ellis.10 
Second, and more importantly, investigating the indigenous forests would require 
time. With a timber famine looming on the horizon, time was a precious resource. 
Unfortunately, because of the lack of research, Ellis first had to spend time investigating 
the indigenous forests prior to managing them.11 Previous historical research into 
the work of Ellis and the SFS during the 1920s has focused on the implementation 

7  Roche, History of Forestry, 192.
8  Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives [hereafter AJHR], C3A, 1920, 14.
9  AJHR, C3A, 1920, 14.
10  See, for example, Joseph Dalton Hooker, Handbook of the New Zealand flora: A systematic description of New 
Zealand and the Chatham, Kermadec’s Lord Auckland’s, Campbell’s and Macquarrie’s Islands (London: Reeve, 1867); 
Thomas Kirk, The forest flora of New Zealand (Wellington: Government Printer, 1989); Leonard Cockayne, ‘Report 
on a botanical survey of the Waipoua Forest’, AJHR, C14, 1908; David Hutchins, New Zealand forestry: Part 1, 
Kauri forests and forests of the north and forest management (Wellington: Department of Forestry, 1919).
11  AJHR, C3A, 1920, 14.
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and abandonment of sustained-yield management for exotic afforestation, and 
on the institution itself.12 While these studies provide a thorough picture of the 
SFS and forestry policies, they have paid less attention to the relation between the 
science of ecology and of forestry based on sustained-yield management.13 As this 
article will show, ecology, and botany in particular, constituted significant scientific 
cornerstones of the research conducted by the SFS during the 1920s. While Ellis 
convinced the government of the need for a research bureau, the possibilities of 
undertaking large-scale research projects were hampered by a shortage of personnel. 
For example, in 1923 the service employed 95 people in total.14 Because of its small 
size, and financial difficulties prohibiting the possibility of employing research 
personnel permanently, it became necessary to hire expertise temporarily. During 
the early years of the 1920s, the SFS employed Leonard Cockayne, Charles Ethelbert 
Foweraker, William Roy McGregor and Charles Chilton, all skilful researchers in 
either botany or zoology, to either conduct or supervise studies on the indigenous 
forests. In the annual reports of the SFS, their research was categorised under 
various headings, such as silvical or silvicultural research, ‘ecological and silvical 
research’ and ‘forest ecology’, to mention a few, during Ellis’ tenure as director of 
forests.15 The investigations undertaken by these men dealt with various kinds of 
forests and aspects. The aim and progress of these studies was summarised in the 
annual reports, providing an insight to why Ellis considered them useful. A good 
example is how Ellis portrayed McGregor’s research on ‘the life-history of the kauri’ 
and the ecology of the northern forests. In the first annual report, Ellis writes how 
the investigation ‘is of immense value to the programme of forest-management’. 
Ellis also underlined how McGregor had discovered ‘certain practical conclusions 
of general nature’, among them how the natural regeneration of kauri and other 
indigenous trees was ‘dependent on the shade of a natural shelter wood’. As Ellis 
hoped to conduct a forestry based on the principles of sustained-yield management 
of the native forests, general laws on its regeneration were essential. The next reports 
portrayed McGregor’s work in very similar words, consistently describing how he 
made ‘substantial progress’ with his research, until 1924.16 In the annual report for 
that year, Ellis’s previously optimistic and hopeful summarisation has changed; he 
describes it in only two sentences: ‘[t]his study was continued during the year by 

12  See, for example, Michael Roche, ‘(Re)Interpreting Exotic Plantation Forestry in New Zealand’, International 
Review of Environmental History 1 (August 2015): 147–72, doi.org/10.22459/IREH.01.2015.06; Michael Roche, 
‘An interventionist state: “wise use” forestry and soil conservation’, in Making a New Land: Environmental Histories 
of New Zealand, ed. Eric Pawson and Tom Brooking (Dunedin: Otago University Press, 2013), 209–25; Michael 
Roche, History of Forestry (Wellington: New Zealand Forestry Corporation in association with GP Books, 1990): 
see Chapter 4 in particular for the origin of the State Forest Service and the work of Leonard MacIntosh Ellis.
13  Roche, History of Forestry, 192–9.
14  AJHR, C3, 1923, 5.
15  In the reports for 1921, 1922, 1924 and 1925, their research is categorised only as silvical or silvicultural, 
and in the report for 1926 as ‘ecological research’ and silvicultural investigations. Lastly, in 1927, it is referred to as 
‘forest ecology’: AJHR, C3, 1921, 9; AJHR, C3, 1922, 11ff; AJHR, C3, 1923, 12; AJHR, C3, 1924, 11; AJHR, C3, 
1925, 18; AJHR, C3, 1926, 19ff; AJHR, C3, 1927, 20.
16  AJHR, 1921.
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Mr. W. R. McGregor … Definitive recommendations as to the silvical needs and 
minimum silvicultural requirements of these forest types will be finalized during 
this year’.17 However, McGregor failed to complete his investigation and it featured 
in the next year’s report as well. Much like the previous year, Ellis mentioned 
McGregor only briefly, noting how the research would be completed within 
a year; he did not state why the report was delayed.18 In his research, the historical 
geographer Michael Roche shows how a growing disagreement between the SFS 
and McGregor concerning material support, but also financial issues, resulted in 
a rift between the two; the report was never finalised.19 Later, during the mid-1940s, 
McGregor would argue for the conservation of Waipoua forest, one of those he had 
surveyed 20 years earlier. While Ellis’ annual reports may not mention conflicts and 
disagreements, they do provide a great insight into how he portrayed the need for 
ecological research. Simultaneously as McGregor investigated the kauri forests of 
the north, Cockayne and Foweraker researched beech forests and the Westland rain 
forest respectively.20 Cockayne’s research, Ellis wrote, would result in observations 
concerning regeneration and the rate of growth of the beech forests, which would 
provide fundamental knowledge for ‘any method of silivculture’.21 Meanwhile, 
Ellis described Foweraker’s investigation into the ecology and regeneration of taxad 
rainforests in the Westlands as an ‘important study, which will provide the economic 
key to the re-establishment and practical management of the South Island rain 
forests’.22 Based on the data provided by Foweraker, Ellis concluded that regulated 
forests consisting of the valuable but fast-disappearing silver pine (Manoao colensoi) 
with its light-resisting qualities potentially could be established in Westland instead 
of kahikatea (Dacrycarpus dacrydioides) and rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum).23 Apart 
from discovering which indigenous trees were best suited for regulation, ecological 
discoveries were made as well. For example, further research by Foweraker suggested 
that silver pine was a succession forest species to rimu, as the latter was dying out 
in dense areas of silver pines.24 However, conducting silvicultural research was far 
from an easy task. Apart from writing about the success of the studies, Ellis also 
recounted some of the hardships the investigators experienced. In one report, Ellis 
described one struggle reported by McGregor: ‘In carrying out the research one of 
the greatest difficulties arises from the complete lack of reasonably trained assistance 
in the field’.25 Ellis also wrote about how Foweraker urged the need for a system of 
fire control, and described the devastation fires caused. Quoting from Foweraker’s 

17  AJHR, 1924, 11.
18  AJHR, 1925, 19.
19  Roche, History of Forestry, 194ff.
20  AJHR, C3, 1923, 13.
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report, Ellis wrote how fires turned ‘the original forest-floor, the seed-bed par 
excellence of the taxads’ into ‘a thick matted turf of exotic weeds, native sedges and 
rushes’, which presented a difficult problem for the afforestation of the affected area.26 
In addition to providing information about the progress of the investigations, Ellis 
wrote recurrently about the economic gains studying the forest’s modus operandi—
that is, regeneration, growth levels and life history—would generate. According 
to Ellis, meeting New Zealand’s timber requirements could only be achieved by 
reproducing and rebuilding the great indigenous forests of Westland, Southland 
and the central North Island, which were also the areas studied by Foweraker and 
McGregor, and later also Cockayne.27 Through their research, Ellis aimed to acquire 
‘a sound knowledge of what our forest land can be made to grow most profitably’.28 
Indeed, science would not only ensure the sustainable production of timber, thereby 
saving the dominion from a timber famine, but also generate a profit. For Ellis, 
research was the cornerstone of profitability; hence his emphasis on the need for 
research. In his report for 1922, Ellis elaborated on the goal of the investigations, 
the possibilities of profit and the production of timber:

The ultimate field of silvical, ecological and silvicultural research is the economic 
production of wood-tissue. The technique of wood production cannot be attempted 
on scientific lines until technical ecological knowledge is crystallized regarding the 
optimum habitat conditions for forest-trees, and until silvical or forest-botanical 
facts are observed, noted, and summarized into guiding principles upon which to 
base the art and science of silviculture.29

According to Ellis, ecological research was a part of the solution to ensure 
a sustainable supply of timber, as he expected ecological investigations would provide 
knowledge and forest-botanical research serve as the bedrock of forestry decision-
making. Ecological knowledge generated ‘by trained botanists’ was not considered 
a peripheral branch of forestry, but rather seen as elemental, providing ‘guiding 
principles’ for the future work of the SFS.30 A good example of Ellis’ much-valued 
summaries and guiding principles is how he describes McGregor’s research as work 
of ‘immense value’ after McGregor presented what Ellis considered to be ‘certain 
practical conclusions of general nature’, as mentioned earlier. Ellis was far from alone 
in considering ecology essential. Throughout the Western world during the early 
decades of the twentieth century ecology, emerged as one of the sciences.31 In New 
Zealand, ecological science had featured in state investigations since the first since 
the first decade of the twentieth century, due in large part to Cockayne, who derived 
many of his ideas from world-leading German ecologists, with whom he regularly 

26  ibid., 12.
27  ibid., 11.
28  AJHR, C3, 1923, 12.
29  ibid., 12.
30  ibid., 13.
31  Libby Robin, ‘Ecology, science of empire’ (work in progress).
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corresponded.32 Cockayne’s early exchanges would not only give him a head start in 
the field of ecology in the dominion, they also resulted in the ideas of ecology being 
introduced much earlier in New Zealand than in neighbouring Australia.33 In New 
Zealand, scientists would also use ecology for two separate reasons, to argue for 
the conservation of certain areas and to examine the economic potential of native 
resources, such as flax, tussock and beech forests.34 At the beginning of the 1920s, 
ecology was an established form of botanical work in New Zealand. Environmental 
historian Paul Star notes that between 1923 and 1925, approximately 150 scientific 
researchers worked in the dominion, primarily at universities or for government 
departments, such as the SFS.35 The research undertaken by these scientists 
‘concerned the economic potential of the biota’ and how it could be amplified in 
order to develop the dominion.36 However, the prominence of ecology in New 
Zealand forestry would soon fade away.37 At the same time as ecology’s influence 
reached its peak, around 1925, Foweraker and Cockayne completed and presented 
their respective reports to Ellis regarding the prospects of using indigenous forests as 
timber supply. Though the reports provided substantial knowledge about indigenous 
forests’ modus operandi, they had little impact on the work of the SFS, despite Ellis 
previously having underlined the importance of ‘forest-botanical facts’. The reason 
for their limited influence was, ironically, Ellis himself. He had decided to abandon 
sustained-yield management in favour of exotic afforestation. Though Ellis initially 
considered indigenous forestry ‘the central concern of the State Forest Service’, 
Roche argues there were several reasons why Ellis changed his mind regarding the 
possibility of a forestry based on sustained-yield management in New Zealand.

First, recently published inventory reports by the SFS had indicated that timber 
demand would exceed supply by the 1960s. Second, the availability of more Crown 
land, previously contested and claimed by farmers, provided Ellis with the land he 
needed. A third factor contributing to Ellis having favoured exotic afforestation 
included the new market for softwoods.38 With exotic state plantations rather than 
the indigenous forests set to become the new primary provider of timber, Ellis aimed 
to increase their size from 63,000 to 300,000 acres within five years. Expanding the 
plantations, he calculated, would yield 450 million board feet of timber by 1965. 

32  James Braund, ‘Leonard Cockayne’s surveys of New Zealand’s offshore islands, 1901–1908’, New Zealand 
Geographer 72, no. 3 (December 2016): 173–5, doi.org/10.1111/nzg.12133; Paul Star, ‘Ecology: A Science of 
Nation? The Utilization of Plant Ecology in New Zealand, 1896–1930’, Historical Records of Australian Science 17, 
no. 2 (November 2007): 198.
33  Beattie, Empire and Environmental Anxiety, 147.
34  Star, ‘Ecology’, 198ff.
35  ibid., 199ff.
36  ibid., 200.
37  Ecology would remain a significant science in agriculture, especially through Leonard Cockayne’s son Alfred 
and Bruce Levy.
38  Roche, ‘(Re)Interpreting Exotic Plantation Forestry in New Zealand’, 162 and 165; Mike Roche, ‘Latter 
day “Imperial Careering”: L. M. Ellis—A Canadian forester in Australia and New Zealand, 1920–1941’, ENNZ: 
Environment and Nature in New Zealand 4, no. 1 (December 2009): 63.
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At the same time, Ellis expected the indigenous forests, no longer the main source 
for timber, would yield only a ninth as much as state plantations. In fact, Ellis 
even anticipated local bodies, proprietaries and private plantations altogether would 
yield more timber than the indigenous forests.39 With exotic plantations as the main 
source for timber, the need for ‘guiding principles’ derived from ‘forest-botanical 
facts’ declined, since ecological research studied indigenous vegetation in all its 
aspects, not the ‘simplified agroecosystems’ of state plantations solely consisting of 
Pinus radiata.40 Though the shift resulted in a blow for the prominent position 
ecology had enjoyed within forestry, it did not mean it was disregarded, nor that 
its scientific value disappeared. The reports were still seen as respected scientific 
works, the most prominent case being Cockayne’s study of the beech forest. Upon 
the completion of his investigation, Ellis noted how in Cockayne’s research ‘[m]any 
details came to light concerning regeneration and the rate of growth of the different 
species [Nothofagus], knowledge which is fundamental in regard to any methods of 
silviculture’.41 Furthermore, the SFS hoped his report, titled A Monograph on the 
Beech Forests of New Zealand, would, with its numerous illustrations, ‘bring clearly 
to the public a knowledge of the extreme value of the beech forests’.42 Meanwhile, 
Foweraker’s report was not expected by the SFS to bring the public any knowledge 
similar to Cockayne’s. Foweraker, on the other hand, wished to share his results to 
a wider audience and published them in Ngahere, a journal newly founded by the 
Forestry Club of the Canterbury College School of Forestry.43 The aim of Ngahere 
was ‘to discuss forestry in all its aspects’ with the public, in the hope of thereby 
spreading knowledge of forestry research to a wider audience.44 Moreover, both 
Foweraker and Cockayne presented their findings in the form of lectures.45 Even 
McGregor would, while working for the SFS, advertise lectures on forestry in the 
newspaper.46 Roche argues that the investigations of Cockayne and the others resulted 
in a better understanding of the New Zealand environment. However, because the 
results were presented in scientific language, it became difficult to communicate 
the findings, and their consequences, to both the official and popular sectors.47 
As a result, ‘[p]olitical decision makers … had to accept the recommendations of 
the forest scientists without being able to critically evaluate them’.48 Though science 

39  AJHR, C3, 1925, 7.
40  Star, ‘Ecology’, 200.
41  AJHR, C3, 1925, 18.
42  ibid., 18; Leonard Cockayne, A Monograph on the Beech Forests of New Zealand (Wellington: Government 
Printer, 1926–28).
43  Charles E. Foweraker, ‘The Rain Forest of Westland’, Te Kura Ngahere, 1 (1925): 7–9; Charles E. Foweraker, 
‘The Podocarp Rain Forests of Westland. No. 2. Khaikatea and Totara Forests and Their Relationship to Silting’, 
Te Kura Ngahere 2, No. 4 (1929): 6–12.
44  The editor (probably F. E. Hutchinson), Te Kura Ngahere 1 (1925): 1.
45  ‘Forestry. Conference of executive officers. Important matters discussed’, The Press (Christchurch), 6 May 
1924, 8.
46  ‘Auckland University College. Lectures on forestry’, New Zealand Herald (Auckland), 11 June 1921, 16.
47  Roche, History of Forestry, 198.
48  Roche, History of Forestry, 198.
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became more professionalised, and an understanding of the results now required 
a training in scientific language, it remained an ambition of both the SFS and the 
individual researchers to inform a wider audience of their recent findings. Indeed, 
wanting to awaken public interest through scientific publications and lectures was 
not uncommon among researchers in New Zealand at the time. As scholars have 
shown, scientists aimed to educate the public in a range of topics, from Darwinism 
in the 1870s to nutrition and health issues during the 1920s.49 Even environmental 
matters, in particular those related to meteorology, were discussed among scientists 
and politicians, and in the press from the 1860s onwards.50 According to the editor of 
Ngahere, reaching and informing a wider audience about forestry was of significance 
since forestry was ‘in the minds of many people … merely the growing of trees and 
the cutting of them down’, though it in fact, just like medicine and other sciences, 
it occupied ‘a place of world-wide importance’.51 The ambitions of both the SFS 
and the Forestry Club of the Canterbury College School of Forestry provide a good 
indication of how both state and scientists hoped and tried to shape public opinion 
through the publication of scientific reports. While the shift to a forestry practice 
reliant on exotic afforestation rather than sustained-yield management did affect the 
position of ‘ecological and silvical research’, the SFS continued to conduct ecological 
research, although on a smaller scale. Of Foweraker, McGregor and Cockayne, only 
the latter would continue to write reports for the SFS. Cockayne, however, would 
not research ecological aspects of the indigenous forests alone. Corresponding with 
botanists all over the world, he would on occasion invite them to visit New Zealand 
to conduct studies. One of those botanists was Du Rietz from Uppsala University, 
who during his visit to New Zealand would not only study lichens for his own 
research but also on behalf of the SFS.

49  For Darwinism, see John Stenhouse, ‘The Darwinian Debates in Dunedin’, in Aspects of Darwin: A New 
Zealand Celebration, ed. David Galloway and John Timmins (Dunedin: Friends of the Knox College Library, 
2010), 110–16. For nutrition and public health, see Philippa Mein Smith, A Concise History of New Zealand 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 140–4, doi.org/10.1017/CBO9781139196574.
50  James Beattie, ‘Climate Change, Forest Conservation and Science: A Case Study of New Zealand, 1860s–1920’, 
History of Meteorology 5 (2009): 1–18; James Beattie, Emily O’Gorman and Matt Henry, eds, Climate, Science, and 
Colonization: Histories from Australia and New Zealand (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), doi.org/ 10.1017/ 
CBO9781139196574.
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A Swedish lichenologist and the deforestation 
problem of New Zealand

On 29 July 1926, the Swedish Australasian Botanical Expedition set sail from 
Sweden, beginning its long journey to the other side of the world.52 The aim of the 
expedition was to conduct studies comparing vegetation in the countries it visited. 
It set the foundation for a critical revision regarding the general principles of the 
scientific classification and treatment of fundamental units in phytosociology in New 
Zealand, Australia and Java.53 Though this was an ambitious aim, the expedition 
consisted of only two people. The first member was G. Einar Du Rietz, a lecturer in 
botany who specialised in lichen and, at the time of the departure, a curator at the 
herbarium of Uppsala University. The other member of the party was his wife Greta 
Sernander-Du Rietz, also a lichenologist.54 The couple would spend seven months in 
New Zealand, travelling through the dominion in search of lichen, from Auckland 
in the north to the Auckland Islands in the south. During their time in New 
Zealand, Du Rietz specifically studied lichens in the mountains to test a hypothesis 
he had suggested in Uppsala—namely, that a thorough examination of mountain 
lichens ‘would lead to a multiplication of the Arctic element in the New Zealand 
flora’.55 Apart from investigating this hypothesis, Du Rietz also, at the request of the 
SFS, studied the possibility of using lichens as indicators to determine the relative 
humidity of various types of forest.56 In November 1926, the Evening Post informed 
its readers that a ‘noted visitor’ had arrived in Wellington.57 The visitor was none 
other than Du Rietz, who the newspaper explained was a Swedish botanist and 
lecturer in botany at Uppsala, ‘which, as far as botany is concerned, is probably 
the most famous university in the world’, as it once had been ‘the workshop of the 
great Linnaeus’.58 However, it was not his connection to Linnaeus which made him 
a ‘noted visitor’, though it certainly added a certain kind of historical prestige. Rather 

52  Gustaf Einar Du Rietz, Den svenska botaniska Australasia-expeditionen 1926–1927: Preliminary report 
(in Swedish) of the results of the Swedish botanical expedition to New Zealand and Australia (and also to North America 
and Java) in 1926–7 (Corrected offprint from Ymer 48 (1928): 421–9) (Uppsala: Dahlia Books, 1974), 421.
53  Du Rietz, Den svenska botaniska Australasia-expeditionen, 1926–1927, 421.
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it was due to his being ‘virtually the founder of the Swedish school of ecology’, which 
the newspaper explained was ‘the study of plants as they grow naturally in the open 
air. He is also probably the foremost expert regarding lichens’.59 It was the latter, his 
expertise in lichens, that had brought Du Rietz to New Zealand. One of his many 
botanical interests concerned the ‘phytogeographical problems posed by the bipolar 
distribution of various plant groups’, which had led to a growing correspondence 
between him and Cockayne, and later also New Zealand botanist H. H. Allan, who 
sent Du Rietz several examples of lichens in 1925.60 Thus, Du Rietz was far from 
unfamiliar with New Zealand lichens when he arrived the following year. Though 
the study of lichens from a phytogeographical perspective in the dominion was the 
aim of the expedition, the Evening Post concentrated on another, potential, aspect 
of his coming study, namely its economic dimensions:

[H]is work [on lichens] will probably be of great economic importance for New 
Zealand forestry. In his connection, it is the opinion of Dr. L. Cockayne … that 
lichens are exact indications of climate, of sun and shade, etc. Thus it may be from 
the study of these curious plants, generally neglected, that an exact knowledge will 
come of what forest trees can be grown in various parts of New Zealand forests, in 
order to fill up the gaps by sawmilling, etc.61

While the prominent lichenologist and historian David Galloway has covered the 
lichenological aspects of the expedition’s journey in New Zealand and the scientific 
interest as well as the scientific networks it generated, he overlooked how Du Rietz’s 
work on lichens related to the deforestation problem.62 As mentioned above, during 
the seven months the expedition was to study lichens, Du Rietz was also asked to 
conduct on behalf of the SFS a special survey on the possibility of using lichen as an 
indicator to determine the relative humidity of various types of forest.63 However, 
his research for the SFS received little attention in the annual reports compared 
to previous studies by McGregor, Foweraker and Cockayne. In fact, they contain 
nothing about Du Rietz having been commissioned to write a report. Instead, Ellis 
states in the report only how the service was pleased to have been of assistance and 
how ‘[h]is observations will shed light on the origin and history of the indigenous 
species, and show how these are connected with those of other countries’.64 Though 
Du Rietz received little attention in the annual reports, he did get a chance to 

59  ibid.
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discuss his initial findings in the in-house journal of the SFS, Te Karere o Tane. In his 
article, Du Rietz shared his general thoughts on the vegetation of New Zealand, in 
particular the tree line and, lastly, the usefulness of lichens as indicators of moisture.

Regarding vegetation, Du Rietz underlined how he was struck by the fact that 
despite ‘the very great variety in climatic conditions, only one of the main forest 
types of the world is represented in the country, namely an evergreen forest of 
more or less pronounced rain-forest character’.65 By comparing the vegetation in 
New Zealand with the northern hemisphere and South America, Du Rietz argued 
that ‘the widespread supposition that every type of climate has one corresponding 
general type of vegetation’ did not explain the structure of the vegetation of New 
Zealand.66 Instead, he suggested that ‘the general type of vegetation seems to 
be determined to a very large extent by the plant material available’.67 Since the 
indigenous forest consisted of ‘an old tropical forest-climax largely dominated by 
podocarps’ originating in New Guinea, a forest ‘nearly completely lacking elements 
able to produce deciduous, or … more frost-tolerating trees’, Du Rietz believed 
that the ‘real limite [sic] for possible forest growth’ could be much higher than the 
current tree line.68 He illustrated his point by using the dryer parts of the South 
Island as an example, writing:

It is not the climate which is responsible for the fact that the dryer parts of the South 
Island have got no deciduous beech-forest like corresponding parts of South America, 
or no coniferous forests like the corresponding parts of the northern hemisphere, but 
it is simply the inability of the New Zealand Nothofagus-population to produce 
deciduous species, and the lack of indigenous pines. Recent afforestation seems to 
give a good proof of the quite good ‘forest-climate’ of the tussock country.69

Drawing upon both his phytogeographical knowledge and familiarity with the 
forests in the northern hemisphere, Du Rietz concluded that afforesting New 
Zealand through an elevation of the tree line was possible, if done with exotic 
species. Additionally, he wrote about the possibility of growing exotic trees among 
the indigenous rainforests, though he was unsure which exotic species would be 
useful. Du Rietz suggested that the ‘lichen vegetation … seems to follow the changes 
in humidity in a very sensible way’, in particular big lichens such as Pseudocyphellaria 
coronata, and could be used to determine a ‘certain amount of constant moisture’.70 
However, regarding its usefulness for forestry, Du Rietz underlined that further 
research was required.71 In addition to Te Karere o Tane, he also received coverage in 
the newspapers, indicating the importance of botanical research to the general public. 
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The articles covering Du Rietz primarily focused on two aspects, his collecting of 
lichens, and where he collected them, together with his praise of the New Zealand 
scenery and how New Zealand was ‘one of the most interesting countries for 
a botanist’ to visit.72 However, on a few occasions the newspapers also wrote about 
his connection to the SFS and the potential economic impact of his research. For 
example, in an interview Du Rietz gave to The Press after returning to Christchurch, 
having collected lichens at Canterbury College’s biological research station at Cass 
with his wife, Cockayne, Allan and Foweraker, Du Rietz was reported saying:

Many years ago lichens were used during times of economic stress, in making bread, 
and they have also played a part in the distilling of whisky … They have no actual 
economic value, [a]part from what I have mentioned, but are invaluable as indicators 
of suitable climates for different forest trees.73

Though Du Rietz argued that lichens had no economic value, he suggested that 
studying them could generate scientific knowledge, which in turn could be amplified 
to issues of economic interest. His hope of using science to solve practical issues—in 
this case verifying suitable climates for different trees—was far from unique; rather 
it was, as previous research shows, a key defining characteristic in the colonies.74

Shortly before departing New Zealand, Du Rietz gave one last interview, dedicated 
entirely to the subject of forestry and afforestation. In it, he praised the efforts 
made by the SFS and supported the use of exotic trees to meet the demand for 
timber instead of using indigenous forest, due to the latter’s slow growth. Moreover, 
and perhaps more importantly, he thought the policy would ensure ‘the keeping 
of the indigenous forest … for scientific and scenic purposes’.75 Apart from 
commending the new policy of the SFS and expressing confidence it would save 
the indigenous forests, Du Rietz also talked about which trees could be planted and 
where in the future, if the SFS needed to expand their state plantations beyond the 
lowlands, stating:

I suppose the vast forest-clad lowlands will give a working field for forest-planting 
quite enough for many years. But if it should prove desirable in the future to extend 
the forest-area over the originally unforested dry tussock country or above the present 
alpine forest-line, I am sure the South American deciduous beeches should be well 
worth trying. The north-west European mountain-birch would probably also grow 
excellently in the high country, but would be of little economic value.76

72  See, for example, ‘Distinguished Botanist: Study in Dominion’, New Zealand Herald, 11 December 1926; 
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Du Rietz’s last interview with the New Zealand press shares many similarities with 
his article in Te Karere o Tane, but also provides new insight regarding his thoughts 
on the work of the SFS and how the new forest policy enabled the conservation of 
the indigenous forests for scientific, and scenic, reasons. Moreover, he also developed 
his idea regarding elevating the tree line by discussing which trees would be useful. 
Paradoxically, while Du Rietz was happy with the decision to save indigenous forests, 
he had no quarrel with altering non-forest terrain; on the contrary, it was something 
he advocated even though he was uncertain it would be economically profitable.

During their time in New Zealand, the expedition managed to collect almost 3,000 
specimens of lichens.77 Unfortunately, once Du Rietz returned to Sweden he found 
little time to study the samples due to protracted negotiations regarding who was to 
hold the chair of Ecological Botany at Uppsala and thereby succeed Rutger Sernander, 
his father-in-law. In addition, Du Rietz began to develop new research interests, 
leaving even less time to study the New Zealand lichens.78 He did, however, manage 
on his return voyage to Sweden to write a report for the Australasian Association 
for the Advancement of Science concerning the expedition’s scientific findings and 
their consequences. In his report, though, Du Rietz never mentioned the possibility 
of using lichens to determine the humidity of a forest, nor did he discuss lichens 
in reference to afforestation, or deforestation for that matter. Rather he focused on 
issues surrounding plant geography and the Arctic element in the lichen flora 
of New Zealand, which had been the primary objective of the expedition.79

Despite the lack of a report by Du Rietz on how lichens could be used in matters 
relevant to forestry, his few months’ employment with the SFS is still worth 
highlighting as it shows how the SFS aimed to investigate a multitude of ecological 
indicators and elements, in this case lichens, to gain vital information for the 
purposes of forestry. The importance of studying various ecological parameters can 
also be observed in how Ellis emphasised the need for botanical facts. Moreover, Du 
Rietz can be placed in two kinds of contexts, the first being lichenology, explored by 
Galloway, where an emphasis is put on the scientific results of the expedition and 
the lichenology network between Swedish and New Zealand scientists it generated.

The second, a much larger context in which the expedition can be placed, is the 
one of non-British influence on environmental issues in New Zealand. The fear 
of a wood shortage due to deforestation was but one of many environmental 
anxieties in New Zealand during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
Environmental historian James Beattie shows that these anxieties in turn tied 
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New Zealand together with ‘different parts of the British Empire and beyond’.80 
Apart from a strong exchange of knowledge with India and Australia on a range of 
environmental issues, Beattie also highlights the impact of German forestry ideals, 
as well as French solutions to sand erosion in New Zealand.81 Though Du Rietz did 
not have the same lasting impact as his German predecessors on forest conservation, 
contemporary leading scientists, such as Cockayne, who was influenced by German 
scientists, had high hopes that Du Rietz’s trip would result in much-needed 
knowledge for the dominion and its forests. Furthermore, this emphasises the 
important role foreign expertise played for domestic scientists, who, like Cockayne, 
used the work of visiting experts in support of their agendas.

Summary

As Ellis and the SFS hoped to prevent a timber famine and at the same time conduct 
forestry suitable to the conditions of New Zealand, they turned to the sciences of 
botany and ecology for help. Ellis considered the two sciences necessary, arguing 
that they could provide knowledge regarding the modus operandi of nature and 
set guiding principles for a forestry in New Zealand that was both profitable and 
sustainable. However, since the SFS lacked sufficient personnel, Ellis had to hire 
expertise from outside the service in order to carry out the ecological research. 
However, rather than employing foresters, Ellis hired botanists. Hiring botanists 
may at first seem surprising, but, as Star shows, ecology was at the beginning of 
the 1920s an established science among botanists in New Zealand, who surveyed the 
economic possibility of the native resources of the dominion. At the same time, 
Ellis wanted to conduct a forestry model based on sustained-yield management of 
indigenous forests. It was a perfect match.

Despite ecology’s importance to forestry, research has tended to study the role of 
ecology in New Zealand during the 1920s and Ellis’ argument for sustained-yield 
management more or less separately. Studying the utilisation of botanists by the 
SFS not only highlights the relationship between science and the state but also 
brings attention to the role of the New Zealand state as a producer of science, since 
employment by the SFS provided the botanists with the possibility of conducting 
large-scale and long-term ecological surveys. In addition, the investigators referred 
to their research in their attempts to shape public opinion on forestry matters.

80  Beattie, Empire and Environmental Anxiety, 38.
81  ibid., 146–8, 193–6.
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In 1925, the need for botanical guidelines declined as Ellis began to advocate 
exotic afforestation rather than sustained-yield management of indigenous forests. 
Nonetheless, ecological research was still carried out by the SFS. More importantly, 
the service was quick to take advantage of foreign expertise, approaching Du Rietz 
during his visit to New Zealand, asking if he could compile a report on the usefulness 
of lichens in forestry. Reports conducted by non-British forestry experts, as Beattie 
shows, were far from atypical, as shown by the impact of German scientists from 
the mid-nineteenth to the early twentieth century. Du Rietz never completed his 
survey for the SFS due to shifting research interests and academic circumstances 
once back in Sweden. His short-term employment at the SFS, together with the 
ongoing reporting of his collection of lichens by newspapers, is suggestive of a wide 
role for foreign expertise in New Zealand in the 1920s, especially in the field of 
ecology, further examples of which could be provided by additional research.
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Abstract
While Sir George Grey’s interest in botany is not unknown, it has tended to be 
discussed in passing, and usually in connexion with the gardens he founded on 
Kawau Island later in his life. Grey in fact had a considerable interest in botany and 
was active in the science from early in his career, maintaining, for example, a long 
correspondence with William and Joseph Hooker who, at the time, were turning 
the royal gardens at Kew into a centre of imperial botanical research. This article 
considers Grey’s botanical activity in detail, locating it in the context of the period’s 
model of ‘improving’ governorship and the imperial networks he made use of, while 
acknowledging also the very genuine interest Grey had in the science.

Keywords: botany, cinchona, Colenso, Darwin, empire, evangelical, Grey, Hooker, 
improvement, Kew, networks

Introduction

Grey’s interest in botany dated from quite early in his career, as a short piece by 
an anonymous writer about an excursion with Sir George and Lady Grey into the 
countryside around Auckland, written in the late 1840s or early 1850s, shows:

His Excellency and Lady Grey now went forth, and soon they reached the place 
whither they desired to arrive. Upon the discovery of the wild plant, His Excellency 
the Governor took a spoon and lifted the plant out of the earth and examined its roots, 
saying to his orderly at the same time, ‘Come and inspect this plant, it propagates 
itself by striking its roots into the earth at some distance from the parent stem.’

Orderly: ‘How has Your Excellency ascertained this?’

His Excy: ‘I know this to be the case by the appearance of the roots, or branches, 
or seeds, some portions being dark in colour, and some light.’

Orderly: ‘Oh sir, you are in great error.’
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His Excy: ‘What is my error?’

Orderly: ‘You say, that the part of the shrub which vegetates is both black and white.’

His Excy: ‘What I have asserted is correct, the black part is the seed, the white part 
is the new fruit.’

The laughing now gave place to wonder. The controversy was long but the orderly was 
at length obliged to yield to the superior knowledge of His Excellency the Governor.1

It is a curious little piece, and a revealing one. Enlightenment is offered to the orderly 
and the reader; the class structure, too, is confirmed, with the servant obliged to 
admit his social superior’s greater botanical knowledge. In particular, it shows the 
interest Grey took in plants and their biology.2

Early botanical activity

Grey’s interest in plants seems to have grown during his time as governor of New 
Zealand, partly thanks to the encouragement of William Hooker, director of the 
royal gardens at Kew, who in 1850 had suggested he start a botanical garden in 
the  colony.3 Two years later, Grey sent Hooker packets of New Zealand mosses 
and small drawings of them made by a friend of his, Dr Charles Knight, which 
he hazarded would ‘really be of use’ to Hooker in his work on the botany of the 
country.4 Hooker wrote back enthusiastically early in 1853, thanking Grey for 
the packets and the ‘excellent drawings’, which, he said, had arrived just in time 
to help inform the cryptogamic portion of the Flora Novae-Zelandiae that his son, 
Joseph, was working on. In return, Hooker sent back ‘garden seeds of various kinds’ 
that, he felt sure, would thrive in the temperate New Zealand climate.5

The next year, while in London en route to the Cape Colony to take up the position 
of governor, a busy Grey found time to write to Hooker about some New Zealand 
tree ferns and other Pacific plants he wanted him to have, and noted with pleasure 
the introduction to the Flora Novae-Zelandiae, which Joseph had sent him:

1  ‘An account, by a New Zealand native, of an afternoon passed with Governor and Lady Grey’. Grey New 
Zealand manuscripts [GNZMS] 23. Auckland Central Library.
2  For a brief discussion of Grey’s botanical activities, see E. J. Godley, ‘Biographical Notes (75): Sir George Grey 
(1812–1898)’, New Zealand Botanical Society Newsletter 99 (2010), 13–18.
3  See James Home to George Grey, 6 June 1850. Grey New Zealand letters [GLNZ] H32.10. Auckland Central 
Library.
4  George Grey to William Hooker, 24 October 1852. DC 74, ff. 75–6. Archives of the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Kew.
5  William Hooker, letter to George Grey, 24 April 1853. Grey Letters [GL] H40.1. Auckland Central Library.
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Will you thank Dr Hooker for me for the copy of the introduction to the botany of 
New Zealand which he was so good as to send me. I have hoped constantly to thank 
him in person—but each day when I hoped to get to Kew some new documents of 
the most pressing kind have been laid upon my time and attention, and Lady Grey 
and myself have both been very unwell. Would you tell Dr Hooker that I do not 
remember ever having read any scientific treatise with greater pleasure and interest, as 
well as instruction—and that these feelings have been shared by all those with whom 
I have conversed regarding it[.]6

In the same letter Grey wrote that he ‘longed to see [Kew] gardens’—such a phrase 
suggests that Grey’s interest in Kew, and botany more generally, was very real. 
Hooker for his part replied enthusiastically, describing the New Zealand tree ferns 
he had obtained via Grey’s graces as ‘magnificent specimens’ and the ‘dried plants’ 
from the Pacific as ‘treasures’. Hooker ended his thank-you letter with an invitation 
to Sir George and Lady Grey to visit Kew while they were still in England, though 
history does not record whether they did.7

Grey’s botanical interactions with Hooker intensified during his period at the Cape, 
which was a botanical region exciting much interest at the time (Hooker thought 
there was ‘not a more interesting flora in the world, nor one with a more peculiar 
or perhaps greater variety of plants covering a like space of ground’).8 At the end 
of 1855, Hooker wrote Grey a long, detailed letter, noting an application Grey had 
made for plants for the Cape (Grey wanted eucalypts especially, presumably because 
they were drought-tolerant) and requesting South African plants in return.

You will perhaps kindly return the case & filled with S. African plants as we are now 
building a new & very large Conservatory for the cultivation of Trees & large shrubs; 
I should be glad of any such of those as are less likely to succeed from seed, or as may 
happen to be at hand, including the now common ones likely to be in our gardens. 
Seeds also of the same & other plants will be very acceptable[.]

We are forming a magnificent collection in our Museum of Vegetable Products. 
I venture to send you some notes which serve as a little guide-book:—but from the 
Paris Exposition Universelle I have 40 large cases coming. We are building a very 
large new Museum in addition to the existing one & if you can help us with any 
Cape things we shall be very much obliged—& we shall be most happy to reciprocate 
in any way we can.9

6  George Grey to William Hooker, 15 July 1854. DC 74, ff. 75–6. Kew Archives.
7  William Hooker to George Grey, 26 July 1854. GL H40.3. Auckland Central Library.
8  William Hooker to George Grey, 13 December 1857. GL H40.5. Auckland Central Library.
9  William Hooker to George Grey, 27 December 1855. GL H40.4. Auckland Central Library. Hooker noted 
that it was ‘astonishing how serviceable the Eucalypti [Kew] sent out have proved in Ascension Island, growing 
where nothing else would’.
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Just as Grey had once sent New Zealand plants and mosses to England, and received 
‘useful’ English plants for the colony in return, so now he was going to send South 
African plants to Kew, receiving in return species that could be useful in the Cape 
Colony. Three years later, in 1858, Grey wrote to Hooker saying that he had sent 
him a packet of seeds ‘from the neighbourhood of the Zambesi River’, which 
the missionary Robert Moffat had given him (Grey said he thought Hooker was the 
person ‘rightfully entitled’ to the seeds).10 Hooker replied a few months later, 
thanking him for ‘Zambesi seeds’, which he noted were germinating. In his letter 
Hooker acknowledged Grey’s help in having circulated ‘notices for contributions’ to 
Kew from different parts of the Cape Colony and described the new glasshouse for 
Cape plants that he was planning:

The Flora is an extremely rich one & we thank you much for having circulated 
notices for contributions from different parts of the Colony. We have indeed vast 
Collections at Kew (the best of all in every department of Botany) at the British 
Museum, in Harvey’s private Collection &c &c.—And the old adage still stands 
good ‘Ex Africa semper aliquid novi’ [always something new out of Africa] …

We are planning a new Conservatory for Plants of the Cape temperature, 400 feet 
long and 100 feet wide for its whole length:—chiefly for trees and long shrubs, 
Protea &c. They have outgrown our largest houses and many have died.11

New Zealand mosses and tree ferns sent back to England, English seeds sent out 
to New Zealand, African seeds and plants remitted to Kew and plants from Kew 
proposed for Africa—in all this we see what has been termed ‘imperial botany’ in 
action. Grey sends back, or arranges for others to send back, interesting botanical 
specimens to the imperial centre, to further the goals of science and industry. In 
return, he can expect to receive useful European seeds and plants with which to 
enrich the flora of the colony. In doing this, Grey was not merely showing the 
interest in arts and sciences that was expected of governors.12 He was in fact very 
much following the period’s model of the ‘improving’ governor, who left his colony 
better than he found it, while also assisting in the progress of science at home.13 This 
model stood in contrast to the one followed by some earlier imperial governors, who 
had viewed colonies simply as places for personal financial gain, and whose interest 
in the sciences had been negligible; it was distinctly the product of the earnest, 

10  George Grey to William Hooker, 10 June 1858. DC 59.119. Kew Archives.
11  William Hooker to George Grey, 4 October 1858. GL H40.6. Auckland Central Library.
12  For a discussion of the interest shown by colonial governors in the arts and sciences, see M. Francis, Governors 
and Settlers: Images of Authority in the British Colonies 1820–1860 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1992), 63.
13  For a discussion of the ethic of ‘improvement’ in relation to botany, see Richard Drayton, Nature’s Government: 
Science, Imperial Britain and the Improvement of the World (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2000), 91–2, 121.
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evangelically minded era in which Grey lived.14 All over the empire, indeed, amateur 
botanists like Grey were sending in specimens to Kew—so many in fact that by 
the time he wrote to Grey, Hooker no longer thought it necessary to send out 
scientific expeditions to gather plants.15 One amateur botanist who was sending 
plants back to Kew who would have been personally known to Grey was William 
Colenso, who from New Zealand shipped to Hooker ‘many cases of the rarer 
vegetable productions’.16 Perhaps one of these plants was the Senecio greyi (daisy 
bush), which Hooker named after Grey.17 Other plants were who named in the 
governor’s honour—notably the genus Greyia (wild bottlebrush) from South Africa.

Grey’s imperial botany was not confined to correspondence with Kew. A few years 
earlier, he had written to B. J. Finnies in South Australia requesting seeds for the 
propagation of casuarinas, eucalypts and other Australian trees, which he thought 
would flourish in South Africa’s arid climate.18 History does not record, but it is 
a fair bet that some of the Australian plants imported at this period survived and 
reproduced. Today, their descendants can be found everywhere in the republic. 
We, now, would hesitate to introduce alien species into an environment, aware as we 
are of the disruption they can cause. Grey, however, saw no problem in the transfer 
of ‘useful’ plant species around the world. Indeed, he saw it as his duty, telling 
New Zealand parliamentarians, for example, that he wanted to prepare ‘prospective 
industries’ based on plants that would give wealth to the country.19 In this respect 
he was very typical of his period, with its dual emphasis on not merely dominion 
over nature but a positive stewardship of it.20 Later in life, he used his estate at 
Kawau Island near Auckland to grow a huge variety of ‘useful’ trees and shrubs, 
ranging from Sri Lankan cinnamon (Cinnamomum verum) to Mediterranean carob 
(Ceratonia siliqua) and West Indian arrowroot (Maranta arundinacea).21

In his 1858 letter to Grey, Hooker had mentioned a colleague, Dr William Harvey, 
and his projected Flora of the Cape, which he had hoped Grey, as Governor of 
the Cape Colony, would be able to assist Harvey with. The publication was an 
important one, and Grey’s assistance most desirable. Hooker mentioned the matter 
again in a follow-up letter written the next year. Grey, ever helpful to his friend at 

14  For a discussion of the impact of evangelicalism on nineteenth-century culture, see Boyd Hilton, The Age 
of Atonement: The Influence of Evangelicalism on Social and Economic Thought, 1785–1865 (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1988), x, 3, 7, 17–18, 26–9, 80, 202. For a broader discussion of the notion of imperial trusteeship, see 
Christopher Hodgkins, Reforming Empire: Protestant Colonialism and Conscience in British Literature (Columbia, 
MO: University of Missouri Press, 2002), 7–8, 146, 176, 193–4.
15  See Drayton, Nature’s Government, 184.
16  ibid., 183–4.
17  See A. L. Rowse, The Controversial Colensos (Redruth, Cornwall: Dyllansow Truran, 1989), 119.
18  George Grey to B. J. Finnies, 26 July 1855. Sir George Grey Papers. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
19  See Vaughan Yarwood, ‘The Governor’s Island’, New Zealand Geographic 39 (1998).
20  For a full discussion of dominion theology and stewardship, see James Beattie and John Stenhouse, ‘Empire, 
Environment and Religion: God and the Natural World in Nineteenth-Century New Zealand’, Environment and 
History 13 (2007): 431–2.
21  See Yarwood, ‘The Governor’s Island’.
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Kew despite the considerable burdens of his office, wrote back saying that he tried 
to assist Harvey in his botanical work and noting that he had obtained some funds 
for the projected Flora:

I have done my best to help Dr Harvey in his work, in which I shall take the greatest 
interest, by getting the Parliament to pay a colonial botanist, Dr Pappe—who 
I am sure will give most valuable aid to Dr Harvey—they have also adopted my 
recommendation by voting three hundred pounds in aid of the publication of the 
flora of South Africa by Pappe or Harvey—and will I have no doubt give equally 
liberal votes in aid of it as the work goes on, and they see its value and worth.

Pray if I can ever be of use in obtaining anything for you do not hesitate to write to 
me—it will be to me a real pleasure to be of use in your pursuits[.]22

‘I have done my best’; ‘if I can ever be of use’—one is struck, reading Grey’s letter, 
by the warmth of tone and the sincere interest Grey appears to have had in Kew 
and its success. Hooker was suitably grateful for his friend’s help, writing in 1860 
that ‘under your [Grey’s] generous auspices’ the Cape Flora project was progressing 
most satisfactorily, with the first volume complete and a great credit to Dr Harvey. 
‘I have no hesitation in saying’, Hooker goes on, ‘that this Flora of the Cape 
will be the best & most instructive of all our colonial Floras, & a pattern for the 
rest:—scientific, yet written in popular language’.23 In 1863 (by which time Grey 
had returned to New Zealand to take up his second governorship there), Hooker 
wrote again, praising Grey for the stimulus he had given to botany at the Cape 
(Grey had, among other things, published Hooker’s 1860 letter in the Cape Argus 
as a way of encouraging others to collect and study the local flora). Hooker noted 
the ‘admirable work now rapidly advancing from Dr Harvey’s labours’ and went 
on to refer to Grey’s encouragement of botany in New Zealand, on the Flora of 
which his son Joseph was currently working, and which would be dedicated to 
Grey.24 These handsome colonial Floras, published with government assistance, 
were a feature of botanical science in the middle decades of the nineteenth century, 
and it is interesting—though not at all surprising—to see Grey’s involvement in two 
of them. Though they did little for the imperial economy, they did influence the 
evolution of contemporary botany, as one historian has noted.25

22  George Grey to William Hooker, 24 June 1859. DC 60. 108. Kew Archives.
23  William Hooker to George Grey, 5 December 1860. GL H40.9. Auckland Central Library.
24  William Hooker to George Grey, 19 May 1863. GL H40.10. Auckland Central Library.
25  See Drayton, Nature’s Government, 204.
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Imperial botany for an imperial economy

Imperial botany of the kind Grey was engaged in could, however, have a very 
marked effect on the imperial economy, as ‘useful’ plant species found new homes 
(and consumers) in various parts of the empire. Tea, originally cultivated in China, 
was grown in India; coffee, whose origins lay in East Africa, was transferred to Sri 
Lanka; cocoa, the beans of which had quenched the thirst of ancient Mexicans, 
was cultivated in Trinidad.26 Rubber, which originated in Central and South 
America, flourished in Malaysia; indeed, by the early twentieth century, Malaysia 
was producing more rubber than Brazil. Another American plant that did well 
in the East was cinchona, from whose bark the anti-malarial agent quinine was 
derived. As there was at the time no other way to treat malaria, the scourge of the 
empire’s tropical colonies, cinchona (Cinchona officinalis and other species) was of 
considerable economic and social importance, so it is interesting to see it mentioned 
in passing by Hooker in his 1863 letter to Grey quoted above, in which he points 
to the cultivation of cinchona in India and Sri Lanka as an example of the ‘great 
things’ being accomplished by the botanists at Kew as they went about their mission 
of spreading ‘useful’ plants about the world. Busy as he was with prosecuting the 
Waikato War, Grey picked up on the remark, and wrote back at the end of the year 
requesting, among other things, that Hooker send him some cinchona plants for his 
gardens on Kawau:

Could you send me some young Cinchona trees—I am now trying to introduce these 
here, and have obtained a few from Madras. If you will in a few months send me 
a case of plants, I will always return them filled with any plants from New Zealand 
or the Pacific which you may require—I have peculiar facilities for collecting them 
for you—I have got an island of about 8000 acres, covered in part in forests, and in 
part in plains—on this I am making huge gardens and plantations, and have several 
gardeners employed who can get anything you require, and I have correspondents in 
several islands of the Pacific with which we trade … I hope this will be very useful to 
you—and it will be a pleasure and amusement to me to do so, in so far as my time 
will permit[.]27

Again, one is struck by the warmth of tone in Grey’s letter, and by his stated eagerness 
to help Hooker in his work. When it came to cinchona, however, Hooker could not 
help Grey, as he explained in his reply the next year:

You should be most welcome to a case of Cinchona plants, if we had them to 
give:—but after we have supplied India & Ceylon, as we were bound to do:—all 
that remained in our houses, were soon begged for by various Governments, French 
& English & are all gone, save 3 for our own Greenhouse as botanical curiosities. 
I think the experiment is well worth trying in your island:—but not on a small scale. 

26  ibid., 195.
27  George Grey to William Hooker, 8 December 1863, Kew Archives DC 75 ff. 71–3.
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You should require 1 or 2 cases full. They have increased marvellously in India: & you 
cannot do better than ask Sir W. Denison to have 2 cases full sent to you from the 
Nilghiris: or if you have more communication with Calcutta, write, & in my name 
to Dr Anderson, Director of Bot. G. Calcutta, who has a fine stock at Sikkim;—or 
if Ceylon is more convenient, (in my name also) to G. H. K. Thwaites Esqre. Govt. 
Botanist at Paradenia & they would gladly send two cases, & you can offer to have 
the cases returned with Palms, Tree Ferns &c. of New Zealand. You must have a good 
gardener to care for them & increase them. It is no use doing things of this kind 
by halves. In Jamaica & Trinidad for want of due encouragement, they have made 
no progress[.]28

Grey did in fact get hold of some cinchona plants and had them planted on Kawau. 
Alas, they proved a failure, their quinine content being too low to make them 
commercially useful.29

Hooker’s 1864 letter is interesting in another way: it demonstrates, in its mention 
of botanist colleagues in the subcontinent, how well networked Hooker was. 
In this case, the network was the relatively open one of a shared interest (botany); 
this was a network that ‘outsiders’ like Grey were generally welcome to interact with 
and use, and it was paralleled by other networks of shared interest (for instance, in 
natural history), which Grey also interacted with and used.30 Such informal networks 
were of considerable importance in the empire, as Zoë Laidlaw has demonstrated; 
they, as much as more formal military or government networks, bound the empire 
together in a web of mutual interest and obligation.31 The reasons why ‘outsiders’ 
like Grey might interact with such a network varied; in some cases, the motive was 
simple career ambition, for it might help a young officer or official to be known 
as the kind of enlightened individual who corresponded with savants on scientific 
subjects.32 In  the case of Grey’s interaction with a botanist such as Hooker, the 
motive was in part his desire to be the kind of ‘improving’ governor that the period 
so much admired.

More generally, Hooker’s letter demonstrates how intricately interconnected the 
empire was. Communications could be vertical, between colony and metropolis, 
or they could be horizontal, between colony and colony. One set of networks 
could intersect with another—Hooker’s botanist network with Grey’s bureaucratic, 
governmental one, for example. As Tony Ballantyne has observed, the empire in 

28  William Hooker to George Grey, 25 March 1864. GL H40.11. Auckland Central Library.
29  See Jim Endersby, Imperial Nature: Joseph Hooker and the Practices of Victorian Science (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2008), 234.
30  See, for example, Grey’s extensive correspondence with Richard Owen in the Auckland Central Library. Owen 
was Britain’s leading naturalist in the first half of the nineteenth century and (among other things) the inventor 
of the term ‘dinosaur’. Grey corresponded with Owen from at least 1837 till at least 1854.
31  See Zoë Laidlaw, Colonial Connections 1815–45: Patronage, the Information Revolution and Colonial Government 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2005), 13–16.
32  See Laidlaw, Colonial Connections, 33.
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truth was a vast ‘mesh of networks’, a web-like structure of relations extending across 
time and space and interacting in dynamic ways.33 Even more basically, it was an 
empire of knowledge, of information—‘data intensive … a paper empire’—one 
whose ultimate aim was the ordering of all knowledge (including botanical) into 
a coherent whole.34

This imperial knowledge project was not of course ethically neutral; its purpose, 
ultimately, was control. Grey’s botanical work in this respect closely parallels his 
more famous ethnographic work with his Māori informants; in each case, he was 
opening up new worlds to imperial scrutiny and dominion.35 The parallel, indeed, 
can be extended. As Jim Endersby has shown, a major preoccupation of Hooker and 
his fellow Victorian botanists was establishing where plant species had originated 
and how they had spread across the earth.36 The specimens Grey sent back to Kew 
were clues that could help unlock the puzzle of plant distribution. In the same way, 
the ethnographic and philological work Grey undertook provided data, this time 
on where human beings had originated and how they had spread across the globe.37 
This was a notion Grey alluded to in an early letter to Richard Owen, in which he 
ventured to hope that his research into the languages of the extinct Guanches of the 
Canary Islands might ‘prove useful in any enquiry into the origin and dissemination 
of the different races of men’.38 In Grey, botany and ethnography/philology sprang, 
ultimately, from the same intellectual interest: an interest in origins.

Later correspondence with Joseph Hooker

Grey’s correspondence with William Hooker continued till the latter’s death in 
1865. At this point Hooker’s son, Joseph, took up the baton. In the same year, 
he wrote to Grey complaining about the number of plants Grey had sent to Kew 
that had perished en route (‘we are quite disheartened’) and promising Grey ‘iris 
roots’.39 The next year he promised rhododendrons; it is very possible that the 
descendants of these plants—assuming they survived the long voyage—are still to 
be found in New Zealand. Joseph also praised the New Zealand naturalist James 
Hector (‘an able active man’), deeming him the type of scientist who should be sent 
to oceanic islands adjacent to colonies like New Zealand and the Cape to collect 

33  See Tony Ballantyne, Webs of Empire: Locating New Zealand’s Colonial Past (Wellington: Bridget Williams 
Books, 2012), 13–15.
34  See Thomas Richards, The Imperial Archive: Knowledge and Fantasy of Empire (London: Verso, 1993), 4–7.
35  For a discussion of the issues of scrutiny and control in nineteenth-century imperial writing, see Edward Said, 
Orientalism (London: Routledge, 1978), 83, 92, 166, 197.
36  See Endersby, Imperial Nature, 225–48.
37  For a discussion of the parallels between botany and anthropology at this period, see E. Sera-Shriar, The Making 
of British Anthropology 1813–1871 (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2013), 51, 73.
38  George Grey to Richard Owen, 22 July 1837. Add. MS 42583, f. 125. British Library.
39  Joseph Hooker to George Grey, 19 December 1865. GL H39.4. Auckland Central Library.
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plant specimens ‘while they [the islands] are yet virgin’.40 Grey was by now dealing 
with a series of crises as settlers and government troops battled Māori in the central 
North Island; he nevertheless found time to write to Joseph, thanking him for his 
dedication of his Flora of New Zealand to Grey and listing native plants he (Grey) 
had recently dispatched to Kew:

I have often intended to write to you, to thank you for the bulbs you sent me, 
and  for  several other acts of kindness, especially for your dedication to me of the 
Hand Book of the New Zealand Flora (which I esteem an honour of the very highest 
kind) but public cares and often public servants have come on me with such rapidity 
that other matters were driven from my thoughts, and mental weariness was often so 
great that I could not bring myself to do anything I could possibly avoid doing for 
the moment. It was really no want of gratitude that kept me silent—although I heard 
from Hector that you had lost your New Zealand plants at Kew, and I have had the 
following collected for you:

Damona [sic] australis 100
Entelea arborescens 20
Metrosideros tomentosa 30
Tacaire [sic] 50
Vitea [sic] litoralis 50
Persoonica toro 50
Pittosporum 20
Maire 20

340

Three hundred and forty plants in all—healthy—they are selected from the woods 
on Kawau—and will I trust reach you safely[.]41

Reading the letter, one is struck by the scale of Grey’s botanical remittances, as well 
as by the continued warmth of his one. Clearly, he very greatly valued his connexion 
with the Hookers and with the royal botanic gardens at Kew.

One of the last letters in the Grey–Hooker correspondence, written in 1868, is in 
many ways the most interesting. After thanking Grey profusely for the ‘magnificent 
presents’ he has received from Grey and other New Zealand colonists, and noting 
plans to create a ‘Great Garden’ in the colony, Joseph chats about the contemporary 
scientific scene in England:

40  Joseph Hooker to George Grey, 13 January 1866. GL H39.5. Auckland Central Library.
41  George Grey to Joseph Hooker, 9 September 1867. DC 174, f. 270. Kew Archives.
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Science jogs on here much as usual, Darwinism still is the leading topic, & D.’s 
last book has brought many a waverer to his standard. There was always a ray of 
protection flaunted in the face of his disciples, which those who rallied round it 
were ready to pull down as soon as the publication of the so-called ‘Pieces justicatifs’ 
[sic]—these have now appeared in his ‘Animals & Plants under Domestication’—
which has produced a profound sensation amongst those who have not read it & 
were anxious to haul down their colours, to something more objective than the 
‘Origin of Species’—It is wonderful book: Pro-genesis [sic] is a stumbling block to 
me: I grant all its premises & all its results, but I do not see how any understanding is 
reached by the hypothesis of multiplying germs or germander [sic] or atoms. All we 
can say, as it appears to me, is that the mother cell carries away with it the potentiality 
to reproduce all the features of the parent, & diffuses that potentiality through every 
other cell born of itself. How else can we explain the fact that a cell of a leaf of 
a Begonia becomes a new plant like its parent, & its cells repeat the phenomenon[?] 
Still to many minds the doctrine of multiplying atoms is a help, & at any rate it 
colligates all the facts of the phenomenon.

Now Darwin is at work on a book on man! which will I expect, turn the scientific 
& theological worlds upside down.

Prehistoric archaeology is however the science of the day & is now being worked 
out in a scientific manner—& the manners &c. of savages are its foundations—Did 
it ever strike you that the tying of the navel cord is one of the greatest marvels of 
our nature—I want much to make out whether all savages tie—whether any merely 
lacerate—or leave to rot. I cannot find that this subject of the habits & customs of 
childbirth has ever been followed out amongst savages—do pray take it up & get 
information from Oceanic traders & natives when you can.42

Joseph’s interest in Darwin and his doings was more than casual; he and the great 
naturalist had worked together years before on plant specimens that the latter had 
brought back from the Galapagos (Darwin had found Joseph ‘a most engaging 
young man’). Joseph’s conclusions about the islands’ plant species had been 
linked by Darwin to similar conclusions about Galapagos bird species made by 
John Gould, the period’s pre-eminent bird collector and illustrator, and another 
correspondent of Grey’s—together, they hinted at the possibility of an evolutionary 
explanation for how species had developed.43 Hooker, indeed, had been one of the 
first scientists to defend Darwin’s Origin of Species when it was published in 1859.44 
Clearly, Joseph liked to keep up with his former colleague, now grown famous (or 
infamous). The two books he refers to are The Variation of Animals and Plants under 
Domestication, which Darwin had published just months before, and The Descent of 
Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex, which Darwin would publish three years later 
in 1871. In the latter, Darwin applied evolutionary theory to human evolution, and 

42  Joseph Hooker to George Grey, 31 May 1868. GL H39.7. Auckland Central Library.
43  See John Bowlby, Charles Darwin: A New Life (New York: Norton, 1990), 256–8.
44  See Endersby, Imperial Nature, 5.
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detailed his theory of sexual selection. Darwin’s theories about racial difference and 
mate choice as an agent of natural selection were intriguing, but not as upsetting as 
Joseph seems to have imagined they would be; the book sold well and reviews were 
generally respectful.45 What is perhaps most interesting here is the way Joseph chats 
so freely with Grey about Darwin’s ideas, even though Grey was in many respects 
a fairly traditional Anglican who might have been expected to reject Darwinian 
notions, especially when applied to human beings.46 It underlines how open Grey 
was to the intellectual currents of his period, and shows how far Grey’s interests 
extended beyond the bureaucratic and the governmental. One wonders how many 
modern-day civil servants and politicians correspond so widely and so interestingly.

Conclusion

Grey was interested in botany from early in his career and he put considerable effort 
into it—for example, carrying out a long correspondence with William and Joseph 
Hooker at Kew. In some ways it was an interest he developed out of a sense of duty 
because, as an ‘improving’ governor, he was expected to be concerned with the 
transfer and propagation of ‘useful’ plant species. But it sprang, too, from Grey’s 
genuine curiosity about the strange new plants he was encountering in the colonies 
he was sent to govern, plants that might provide clues as to how life had developed 
and spread across the earth. Grey left his mark on botany, as he did in many other 
areas, and his botanical legacy lives on in the plants he sent to Britain and South 
Africa and in those he helped establish in New Zealand.
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